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Effects of uncouplers and electron transport inhibitors have been studied on the

oxygen-coupled oxidation of Fe2*, endogenous substrates and formic acid by

Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans. Fe2+ oxidation was slightly stimulated by low

concentrations of uncouplers within one minute indicating a normal respiratory control

during Fe2+ oxidation, although higher concentrations of uncouplers were inhibitory.

Complex I inhibitors rotenone, amytal and atabrine, and complex III inhibitors

Abstract

antimycin A, myxothiazol and2-heptyl-4-hydroxyquinoline-N-oxide (HQNO), partially

inhibited Fe2+ oxidation and the reduced activities by these inhibitors were stimutated by

an uncoupler Z,4-dinitrophenol or carbonyl cyanide ru-chlorophenylhydrazone with the

exception of atabrine-reduced activity. These results support the interpretation that some

electrons were flowing along the uphill (endergonic) electron transport pathway to

reduce NAD* during Fe2* oxidation. Complex I inhibitor piericidin A showed no effect

on Fe2* oxidation and the reduced activity of Fe2* oxidation by atabrine could be further

inhibited by the addition of an uncoupler. Some organic compounds such as ascorbic

acid, propyl gallate (PG), salicylhydroxamic acid (SHAM), L-cysteine, glutathione and

tiron can be oxidized by A. ferrooxidans using the Fe2*-oxidizing system. These

compounds could chemically reduce Fe3* to Fe2* and their oxidation by the cells was

greatly stimulated by the addition of FeCls. Their oxidation was also not sensitive to the

inhibition by piericidin A but was inhibited by atabrine and the reduced activities by

atabrine can also be further inhibited by an uncoupler. Other inhibitors and uncouplers

showed qualitatively similar but quantitatively different effects on the oxidation of these

organic compounds compared to those on Fe2* oxidation.



The oxidation of endogenous substrates in A. ferrooxidans by 02 or Fe3+ (endogenous

oxidation) was greatly stimulated by uncouplers, ionophores and weak acids, indicating

a normal respiratory control during endogenous oxidation. Complex I inhibitors,

rotenone, amytal and piericidin A, strongly inhibited endogenous oxidation indicating a

downhill (exergonic) electron transport pathway for this oxidation. Atabrine did not

inhibit endogenous oxidation but inhibited Fe2* oxidation while piericidin A inhibited

endogenous oxidation but did not inhibit Fe2* oxidation, suggesting the possibility of

two types of complex I (NDH-1) inA.ferrooxidans'. one (NDH-l¿o*J involved in the

downhill reaction (NADH oxidation) and the other (NDH-luo) involved in the uphill

reaction (NAD* reduction). This is also supported by the identification of the genes

coding for two types of NDH-1 in the partial genome sequence of A. fenooxidans.

Complex tV inhibitors, KCN and NaN¡ at concentrations strongly inhibitory to Fe2*

oxidation, only partially inhibited endogenous respiration indicating the involvement of

other terminal oxidases in addition to cytochrome c oxidase in endogenous respiration.

The reduced activity of endogenous respiration by KCN or NaNs was further inhibited

by the addition of HQNO, an inhibitor of complex III and heme b-containing quinol

oxidases, and the remained activity was strongly inhibited by rotenone, indicating the

involvement of quinol oxidases (bd and boù and an unknown terminal oxidase that is

not sensitive to KCN, NaNs and HQNO. HQNO alone, however, greatly stimulated

endogenous oxidation. KCN or NaN3 more strongly inhibited the enhanced activity of

endogenous respiration by HQNO than that by uncouplers. It was interpreted that

HQNO stimulation was due to the shifting of electrons to a fast electron transport

pathway involving iron and the cytochrome c oxidase pathway. The respiratory quotient
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(COz / 02 ratio) of endogenous respiration was close to 1.0 indicating the carbohydrate

nature of endogenous substrates. A model for the electron transport pathways of

endogenous oxidation in this organism was proposed.

Fructose, yeast extract and casamino acids were also oxidized by A. ferrooxidansby

using at least the major parts of the electron transport pathways of endogenous oxidation.

Formate oxidation by Oz and Fe3* in A. ferrooxidans was strongly inhibited by

HQNO even at low concentrations while it was only partially inhibited by complex I

inhibitors rotenone and piericidin A but not by amytal and atabrine, supporting the view

that the formate dehydrogenase (FDH) in this bacterium contains heme b and directly

transfers electrons to ubiquinone instead of NAD+. Complex trI inhibitors antimycin A

and myxothiazolpafüally inhibited formate oxidation suggesting the involvement of

complex trI. In the presence of HQNO, the activity of formate oxidation was slow

initially but increased with time, indicating the shifting of electrons to the fast iron-

containing pathway as mentioned in endogenous oxidation. KCN and NaNs at low

concentrations showed less inhibition of formate oxidation than of Fe2+ oxidation but at

high concentrations showed stronger inhibition on formate oxidation than on Fe2*

oxidation, suggesting that the FDH in this organism may be inhibited by KCN or NaN3.

Formate oxidation was more sensitive to the inhibition by uncouplers than the oxidation

of Fe2* and endogenous substrates. The inhibitors of alternative oxidase of plants,

SHAM and PG, significantly inhibited formate oxidation.

Based on this study and the currently available information in the literature, a model

for the electron transport pathways involving the oxidation of different substrates was

proposed.
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Chapter I

General Introduction and Literature Reviews



(I) Electron transport pathways in biology

An electron transport pathway is also called "an electron transport chain". It is

composed of different electron carriers on a biological membrane. Electrons

sequentially flow along these carriers to a terminal electron acceptor. In most cases, an

electron transport pathway, or most parts of it, is reversible and carries out both the

forward and reverse reactions. In the forward exergonic (downhill) direction, electrons

flow spontaneously from an electron carrier with a low redox potential to one with a

high redox potential. In fact energy is often conserved as proton motive force (þ) or

ATP. In the reverse endergonic (uphill) direction, electrons flow from high-redox-

potential carriers to low-redox-potential carriers and energy is required for the reaction.

(i) The classical electron transport pathway

The classical electron transport pathway in biology starting from complex I (proton-

pumping NADH dehydrogenase) or complex II (succinate dehydrogenase) and ending at

complex IV (cytochrome c oxidase aa) is shown in Fig. 1. ATP is generated when

proton flow from outside of the membrane into inside of the membrane via the ATP

synthase (complex V) consumiîg Lp. Electrons are transferred along this pathway with

a redox potential span of l.I4V or 0.79 V since 8.1 is -0.32V for the NAD* / NADH

couple, +0.031 V for the fumarate / succinate couple and +0.82 V for the Oz / ZHzO

couple. Compiex I, complex III (cytochrome bcl complex) and cytochtorÍre {t{t4 oxidase

are proton-pumps generating Ap.
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Fig. 1. The classical electron transport pathway in biology. DHase: dehydrogenase; Q:
ubiquinone / ubiquinol pool; Cyt.: cytochrome.

(ii) Flexibility of electron transport pathways

#yt.c

ltlmerste

The classical electron transport pathway is not used for oxidation of all substrates or

by all organisms. Many organisms have more than one pathway for the oxidation of the

same substrate, especially when oxygen is used as the terminal electron acceptor. The

multiplicity of electron transport pathways is also called "respiratory flexibility". The

respiratory flexibility is: bacteria and archaea > mitochondria of plants, yeasts,
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filamentous fungi and ancient protozoa > mitochondria of animals (Richardson 2000).

In mammalian mitochondria, there is some respiratory flexibility at the level of

electron input, but none at the level of electron output where the only terminal oxidase is

cytochrome aa3 oxidàse as shown in Fig. 2.

AÐ?+Fí
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Fig.2. The electron transport pathway in a mammalian mitochondrion. DHase: dehydrogenase;

Q: ubiquinone / ubiquinol pool; Cyt.: cytochrome. (Richardson 2000).

In plant mitochondria, respiratory flexibility is reflected by a number of alternative

dehydrogenases at the level of electron input and two types of terminal oxidases as

shown in Fig. 3.

Cvt. åc'r¡¡¡Þ " _- +- cûmFleot
cyr. c ..*""*'uil

NADH DHase .q Cyt. åcr Ëyt. aa,

succinueDHase --A-tto*plo-+ 
cyt' c + o--id"t"

üttrer DHases -r'1'r-r A{lx

Fig. 3. The electron transport pathway in a plant mitochondrion. DHase: dehydrogenase; Q:
ubiquinone / ubiquinol pool; Cyt.: cytochrome; AOX: alternative oxidase. (Millenaar
and Lambers 2003).

The most complex pathways, allowing greatest respiratory flexibility are found in

bacteria and archaea which could have many choices in electron donors, electron

acceptors and electron carrier enzymes. Many bacteria have been reported to have

multiple electron transport pathways but such examples in archaea are smaller in

numbers (Nunoura eÍ. al. 2003; Schafer et al. 1996). Fig. 4 shows an example of the

respiratory flexibility in the bacterium Paracoccus denitrfficans.
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Fig.4. The respiratory flexibility in Paracoccus denitrificans.DHase: dehydrogenase; Q:
ubiquinone / ubiquinol pool; Cyt.: cytochrome. (Otten et al. 2001; Richardson 2000).

Respiratory flexibility gives an organism advantage in surviving under a wide range

of environmental conditions. Flexibility at the level of electron input enables an

organism to obtain energy by oxidizing different kinds of substrates. The ability of an

organism to use Oz and other compounds (Fe3*, NOs-, etc.) as terminal electron

acceptors makes it be able to live in aerobic and anaerobic environments.

Nitrate reductase {NAP}
Nitrat e r eductas e fNARI

Cyt. ùø oxidase

(iii) Terminal electron acceptors and terminal oxidases

Plants and mammals use only 02 as a terminal electron acceptor while

microorganisms can also use other species (Fe3+, Mn4*, NO¡-, SO¿2-, etc.) under an

anoxic condition (Jgrgensen 1982; I-ovIey 2000; Richardson 2000).

A terminal oxidase is a membrane-bound enzyme transferring electrons to 02 in the

last step of an electron transport pathway. Terminal oxidases can be divided into three

groups: cytochrome c oxidases, quinol oxidases and alternative oxidase. A cytochrome c

oxidase accepts electrons transferred from quinol pool to complex Itr (cytochrome bc1

complex), then to a cytochrome c. This class involves proton pumping and is sensitive to

cyanide and azide inhibition. A quinol oxidase accepts electrons directly from quinol

pool and contains cytochromes, but is insensitive to cyanide and azide inhibition. Some
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quinol oxidases pump protons. Alternative oxidase accepts electrons also directly from

quinol pool but contains no cytochromes. It does not pump protons and is insensitive to

cyanide and azide inhibition. Some properties of these three oxidases are summarized in

Table 1.

Table 1. Properties of different groups of terminal oxidases.

Mammals

Plants, fungi, protozoa

Prokaryotes

Characteristic

Sensitivity to CN- and NaN3

Proton pumping

Cytochrome c

oxidase

Cytochromes

References

+ (aas)

+: existent; -: not existent.
u One gram-negative bacterium Novoshingobium aromnticivorans was reported to have

AOX (Stenmark and Nordlund 2003).
I: Ferguson-Miller and Babcock 1996; Garcia-Horsman et al.l994; Musser and Chan.1998.
II: Garcia-Horsman et al.l994; Puustinen et aI.1989; Tsubaki et al. 2000; Watmough et aI.1998.
III: Albury et a1.2002; Millenaar and Lambers 2003.

The more wide spread terminal oxidase, cytochrome c oxidase aa3, is present in

mammals, plant, fungi, protozoa as well as in prokaryotes that include bacteria and

archaea (Table 1). Action of cytochrome c oxidases contributes to ATP generation

because they pump protons.

* (aa3 and others)

+ (aa3)

Heme-copper
enzymes

Quinol

oxidase

Sensitive

Alternative

oxidase (AOX)

Some are heme- di-iron proteins
copper enzymes

Insensitive

+or-

-e)

II

Insensitive

m



Alternative oxidase (AOX), which is mainly found in plant, fungi and protozoa, does

not pump protons (Table 1) and so it is not involved in ATP generation. The energy

available in the reduced-quinol pool, normally used by complex trI and complex fV

(cytochrome c oxidase) of the respiratory chain, is lost as heat when electrons flow to

AOX (Millenaar and Lambers 2003; Stenmark and Nordlund 2003). AOX, instead of

ATP production, gives its host advantages such as (a) preventing the production of

excess reactive oxygen species (HzOz,'OH, OH-, 'Oz-) by stabilizing the redox state of

the mitochondrial ubiquinone / ubiquinol pool making TCA cycle operate smoothly

(Vanlerberghe et al.2O02; Millenaar and Lambers 2003); (b) helping pollination via

volatilizing insect aromatic attractants by the heat produced (Vanlerberghe et aI.2002;

Richardson 2000); (c) supporting growth of American skunk cabbage at subzero

temperatures using the heat produced (Richardson 2000); (d) modulating the initiation

of a programmed cell death pathway responsive to mitochondria respiratory status when

the pathway to cytochrome c oxidase was inhibited (Vanlerberghe et aL 2002).

The extensively reported terminal oxidases in prokaryotes are cytochrome c oxidases

and quinol oxidases. Many bacteria and some archaea have more than one terminal

oxidase. Quinol oxidases in some organisms can pump protons (Garcia-Horsman et al.

1994) and so are involved in ATP generation but quinol oxidases cannotin others

(Azarkina et aJ. 1999). Table 2 shows the multiplicity of terminal oxidases in bacteria

and archaea.



Table 2. Terminal oxidases in some examples of bacteria and archaea.

Acidithiobacillus
ferrooxidans

Organism

Acidithiobacillus
thiooxidans
Escherichia coli

Bacillus subtilis

Cytochrome Quinol References
c oxidase oxidase

P ar ac o c c us denit r ific ans

ad3, bd3

Rhodobacter sphaeroide s

Azotob act e r v inelandii

aa3

Pyrobaculum oguniense *

bd,bot Brasseur etal. 2004;
Kamimura et a]. 2001

Aeropyrum pernix*

CAã4

bd

Acidianus ambivalens *

cbb3, aa3

bd, bq Alexeeva et al.2O03;
Garcia-horsman et al. 1994

* Archaea

aa3, bd, Azarkina et al. 1999;
bb' 'Winstedt 

and von
'Wachenfeldt. 2000

cbb3, aa3

Masau et al. 2001

boy cbbz

Although several terminal oxidases can exist in one organism, they operate at

different oxygen concentrations since they have different affinities for Oz and H* / e-

ratios. For example in .E coli quinol oxidases bd operates at low Oz concentrations and

has a high affinity for Oz (K- = 0.024 FM Oz, V** = 42 ¡t}y'1 02 (nmol cytochrome o)-1

h-1¡, whereas the heme-copp er bot type oxidase operates at high 02 concentrations and

has a low affinity for Oz (K^- 0.2 pM Oz, V-* = 66 pM 02 (nmol cytochrome o¡-1 h-1;

(Alexeeva et al.2O03). Furthermore, the bd oxidase pumps about one proton per

baz

SoxB,

SoxM

aa3, ba3

Otten et al.2001; Richardson
2000

bd

Daldal et al.2007

Bertsova, et aI.2O0l; Poole
and Hill 1997
Nunoura et al.2003

aaz

lshikawa et aL.2002

Purschke et aI. 1997

electron transferred (H* / e- ratio = 1.0) (Miller and Gennis 1985), while the bq oxidase

is more efficient with a H* / e- ratio = 2.0 (Puustinen et al. 1939). The H* / e- ratio of



cytochrome c oxidase aa3Ql.O), is similar to that of bd quinol oxidase (Musser and

Chan. 1998; Namslauer et aI.2003), but is only half of that of E. coli åo3 oxidase. The

existence of terminal oxidases with different affinities for Oz makes it possible for an

organism to shift from one to another as 02 concentration changes (Alexeeva et al.

2003), and to prevent the overproduction ofreactive oxygen species. InAzotobacter

vinelandii, which has bq, cbb3 and bd oxidases (Table 2), the high-oxygen-affinity bd

oxidase could protect the oxygenlabile nitrogenase by keeping the oxygen

concentration at a low level (Poole and Hill 1997).

(iv) Regulation of different electron transport pathways

When a substrate can be oxidized through different electron transport pathways,

interesting questions are raised including (a) how electrons would be partitioned among

different pathways? and (b) what consequences would be if one (or more) pathway has

been inhibited by electron transport inhibitors or blocked by genetic mutation of genes

coding for enzyme(s) on the electron transport pathways or by other stresses ?

The regulation of electron transport pathways in plants has been extensively studied,

especially on the pathway from Q to AOX (AOX pathway) and from Qto cyt. aa3

oxidase (aa3pathway) (Fig. 3) (Millenaar and Lambers 2003).It was once thought that,

under normal conditions, electrons only flowed to the aa3 pathway and electrons

overflowed to AOX pathway only after aa3pathway was saturated and the Q pool was

highly reduced (Day 1992; Douce and Neuberger 1989). Later it was proven that, in

some plant species, electrons can also flow to AOX pathway even when the aa3pathway

was not fully engaged (Atkin et al. 1995). The activity of AOX can be regulated by the
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following factors (Hoefnagel et al. 1995; Millar et al. 1996; Millenaar and Lambers

2003).

(a) When the intramolecular disulfide bonds of AOX dimer are reduced, AOX becomes

active, while the oxidative formation of AOX dimer bonds would inactivate this

enzyme.

(b) Some o,-keto organic acids such as pyruvate, glyoxylate and hydroxypyruvate,

measured with an oxidative substrate, for example succinate or NADH, stimulate

AOX pathway activity by reducing the disulfide bonds of AOX and also lowering

the K'n of AOX to Qr (reduced ubiquinone).

(c) Higher ratios of reduced ubiquinone over total ubiquinone result in higher activity of

AOX.

Atkin et at. (1995) studied the diversion of electrons from AOX pathway to aa3

pathway in the intact roots of 8 plant species. They found that SHAM, a inhibitor of

AOX, did not inhibit the respiration in 6 species and showed only 10 -20Vo inhibition

on the other 2 species when the inhibitor of aa3 oxidase KCN was not present. The

authors explained that the lack of SHAM inhibition was due to the diversion of electrons

from the AOX pathway to the unsaturated aa3 pathway since KCN in the presence of

SHAM inhibited respiration more than KCN alone. The fact that SHAM alone showed

inhibition of respiration in2 plant species may be due to the near saturation of aa3

pathway.

Hoefnagel et al. (1995) investigated the switching of electrons between the AOX and

a(h pathways in the isolated soybean cotyledon mitochondria. Succinate was used as a
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substrate during oxidation of which, the aa3 pathway has two sites of proton pumping

involved in ATP generation, while the AOX pathway is completely uncoupled (Figs. 1

& 3). When succinate was oxidized, electrons went to both aa3 aîdAOX pathways

since propyl gallate (PG, an inhibitor of AOX) at 50 pM, inhibited the Oz consumption

rate by 46Vo in the absence of ADP and by I6Vo in the presence of 1 mM ADP. The

switching of electrons from AOX pathway to aa3 pathway was supported by the

stimulation of the ATP generation rate upon the addition of PG. In the presence of 5

mM pyruvate, the respiration was stimulated by 2lVo and9Vo in the absence and

presence of ADP, respectively, while ATP generation rate was inhibitedby I9Vo.

Therefore, pyruvate activated the AOX pathway and made more electrons be switched

fuom aa3 pathway to AOX pathway. ATP generation rate in the presence of pyruvate

was stimulated by 77o by the addition of PG again indicating electron switching from

AOX pathway back to aa3pathway. Electron switching was also demonstrated by

testing ferricyanide (Fe(CN)63-) reduction and 02 consumption simultaneously. FeCN

accepts electrons from Cyt. bcl complex preventing 02 consumption by a4 oxidase and

thus making 02 reduction be carried out by AOX alone. In the absence of pyruvate,

myxothiazol (4 pM), an inhibitor of Cyt. bc1 complex, stimulated 02 consumption rate

by 3557o but inhibited FeCN reduction by 957o indicating electron switching to AOX

pathway. PG inhibited the myxothiazol-stimulated rate by 64Vo confirmed that the 02

was consumed by AOX. In the presence of 5 mM pyruvate, myxothiazol stimulated the

02 consumption rate only by 175Vo and PG inhibited the increased activity by 85%ô

indicating larger portion of electrons flowed to AOX before the addition of myxothiazol



and smaller part of electrons switched to AOX upon the addition of myxothiazol when

compared to the situation in the absence of pyruvate.

Cysteine can trigger a signal pathway leading to the loss of the mitochondrial aa3

pathway activity and greatly increase AOX protein and activity in tobacco cells

(Vanlerberghe et aJ.2002). Transgenic cells (AS8) which were not able to induce AOX

lost all respiratory activity upon the treatment with cysteine. Therefore, cysteine

treatment down-regulated aa3 pathway but up-regulated AOX pathway to modulate the

initiation of a programmed cell death pathway which is responsive to mitochondria

respiration.

Temperature also regulates electron partition between the aa3 and AOX pathways in

plants. Cold-grown mung bean, but not soybean, up regulated the level of AOX protein

and enhanced electron partitioning to AOX pathway when measured at cold

temperatures (Gonza'lez-Meler et al. 1999). A chilling treatment led to a 407o inhibition

of the respiration rate via the aa3 pathway but stimulated the respiration rate via the

AOX pathway by 167Vo in a chilling-sensitive muze cultivar (Ribas-Carbo et al. 2000).

Cold temperatures place a stress on plants forcing the activation of AOX pathway which

may play a role in preventing the formation of toxic reactive oxygen species when the

activity of aa3 pathway is restricted.

t2

The regulation of electron transport pathways have also been investigated in some

bacteria. E. coli has two quinol oxidases (Table 2). Under low 02 concentrations

(aerobiosis 14OVo, the minimum 02 input rate required for complete oxidation of

glucose to COz is defined as 1007o aerobiosis), electrons flow to the high-affinity (for

Où bd oxidase responsible for 02 consumption, while when aerobiosis > 40Vo, electrons



are shifted from bd oxidase to the low-affinity bq oxidase (Alexeeva et al. 2003).

Distribution of electron flux between these two pathways (to bd oxidase and bq oxidase)

in E. coli is controlled by a two-component regulatory ArcAB system (Alexeeva et al.

2003). The effect of ArcA regulator on the electron distribution between the two

oxidases was investigated by studying the wild type and a mutant (Larc{) strains. In the

wild type, bd oxidase was solely responsible for Oz consumption in aerobiosis < 40Vo.

The respiration rate by bd oxidase increased with the increase in aerobiosis percentage

and reached a maximum at 50Vo aerobiosis and then quickly decreased, while the

activity of bq oxidase appeared at 40Vo aerobiosis and increased to a maximum at about

997o aerobiosis. In Aarc{, the activities of both oxidases were already present hom07o

aerobiosis. The activity of bq oxidase increased much faster than that of bd oxidase

with the increase in aerobiosis percentage and reached a maximum at aboatgg%o

aerobiosis, while the activity of bd oxidase quickly reached a maximum at arowd30Vo

aerobiosis. Furthermore, the maximum activity of bq oxidase was about 4.3 times of

that of bd oxidase. The total maximum 02 consumption rate in Larc{was about 4OVo

higher than that of the wild type. Therefore, ArcA regulator may control electron flow to

bd oxidase in low 02 concentrations and switch electrons to bq oxidase in high 02

concentrations. When ArcA regulator is destroyed, the produced stress will force the

main flow of electrons to bq oxidase in any 02 concentrations.

T3

Paracoccus denitrificanshas three terminal oxidases: cytochrome c oxidases a{þ and

cbb3, and quinol oxidase ba3 (Table 2 and Fig. a). Otten et al. (2001) investigated the 02

consumption rates during succinate oxidation by different mutants of P. denitrificans.

Their results shows that 02 consumption rate of the wild type strain can be compensated
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or slightly stimulated after the pathways to one or more terminal oxidases were blocked

via genetic mutation (Table 3).

Table 3. The relative activities of 02 consumption rates of cell suspensions of P.

denitrificans wild type and different mutant strains during succinate oxidation.

(orten et al. 2001).

Strain x

V/ild type

bct-

bat-

cbbt-

aaz

* - 
: negative mutants (electrons cannot be transferred to these enzymes);

srm: single-route mutants (electrons can only be transferred to these enzymes).

aa3 SffÍl

cbbssrm

The three terminal oxidases in P. denitrificans function at different 02 concentrations:

aa3 under aerobic conditions, cbb3 under semiaerobic conditions and ba3 under

denitrifying conditions. The dysfunction of one or two terminal oxidases must have lead

to the highly reduced state of the ubiquinone pool (high ratio of reduced ubiquinone

over oxidized ubiquinone). This will force the electron flow to other oxidase(s) to be

faster compared to the situation in the wild type preventing the production of reactive

oxygen species.

ba3 stm

Relative activity

1.00

1.05

0.95

t.r3

1.1 I

0.92

0.97

0.88



(v) Respiratory control

Respiratory control means that the rate of respiration is controlled by the

thermodynamic disequilibrium between the redox potential (AE) spanning across the

proton-translocating regions of the respiratory chain and the proton motive force Ap (LY

- 59ApH). The greater the difference between u\F and Ap is, the faster the rate of

respiration will be. Any process that decreases Ap will accelerate the respiration.

(Nicholls and Fergus on 2002).

In mitochondria, respiratory control can be directly demonstrated by the addition of

ADP and phosphate (Pi). The respiratory rate in the absence of ATP synthesis is

significantly lower than the maximum. The addition of ADP and Pi will accelerate ATP

generation consuming Ap. After ADP and Pi have been converted to ATP, Ap will

increase due to proton pumping, which will slow down the respiration rate. The ratio of

rates of respiration in the presence and absence of ADP and Pi (stimulated ratelcontrol

rate) is defined as "respiratory control index (RCÐ" (Tsuchiya and Rosen 1980).

Respiratory control has not been directly demonstrated by adding ADP + Pi in the intact

cells of bacteria. But it can be indirectly demonstrated by using uncouplers and other Ap

dissipaters, the addition of which could accelerate respiration. Examples of some Ap

dissipaters are introduced in the following.
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(L) Uncouplers (Nicholls and Fergus on 1992; 2002)

Uncouplers (protonophores) are lipophilic weak acids with a pKu value not far below

7 . The outside pH of the inner membrane is usually lower than the inside pH of inner

membrane. An uncoupler existing as an undissociated form with H* in the outside can



move across the inner membrane (cell membrane) to the side of cytoplasm or matrix

where it dissociates and releases H*, and then move back to the outside to bring H*

again. The increase of proton concentration in the inside would destroy Lp by

decreasing ApH and also Atr(H* brings a positive charge) (ÀpH = pHin - pHouti LY =

Y¡n- Your). The structures and pKu values of some uncouplers are listed in Table 4.

Table 4. The structures andpKuvalues of several uncouplers. (Terada 1981)

Uncoupler (Àifw)

cccP (204.62)

(carbonyl cyanide m-

chlorophenylhydrazone)

FCCP (254.17)

(carbonyl cyanide p-

trifl uoromethoxyphenylhydrazone)

t6

DNP (184.11)

(2,4-dinitrophenol)

sF6847 (282.39)

(3,5 - di(t e r t -butyl ) -4-

hydroxybenzylidenemalononitrile)

Structure

CF¡O

H
\

Þl=C(CN)r

(2) Ionophores (Nicholls and Ferguson 1992;2002)

PKu

Ionophores are compounds with a molecular weight of 500 - 2000 and have a

hydrophobic exterior making them lipid soluble. They can function as mobile carriers of

s.95

N0r

t-Bu

6.2

t-Bu

H
C'r'c(cFriz

4.7

6.83
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charge or protons (uncouplers are also ionophores carrying both protons and charge), or

as channel formers (e.g. gramicidin) through which monovalent cations such as K* and

NH¿* can diffuse.

Valinomycin

Valinomycin is a mobile carrier ionophore. It carries charge but not protons

catalyzing the electrical uniport of Cs*, Rb*, K* or NH¿*. An ion (e.g. K.) loses its water

of hydration when it binds to valinomycin to form a complex. Then the complexed

valinomycin will carry the ion from one side of the membrane and release it to the other

side and the uncomplexed valinomycin will move across the membrane back to carry

more ions. When a cation (K) is brought from the outside of the inner membrane to the

inside, LV (V negative inside in mitochondria and neutrophiles) will be destroyed. On

the other hand, if the cation is brought from the inside to the outside, APwill be again

restored and the decrease of positive charge in the inside will lead to the fast leaking in

of protons from the outside reducing ApH. In both cases, Lp may be destroyed.

Nigericin

Free nigericin is a molecule which possesses heterocyclic oxygen-containing rings

with hydroxyl groups. 'When bound to the membrane nigericin cyclizes to form a

structure similar to that of valinomycin. Nigericin always is in an uncharged form when

it moves across the membrane. In one side of the membrane it loses a proton by binding

a cation (e.g. K.) and in the other side of the membrane it loses the cation by binding a



proton. 'When 
a cation in the inside of the membrane is exchanged for protons in the

outside of the membrane by nigericin, Ap will be destroyed by the decrease of ApH.

(3) Lipophilic anions (Nicholls and Ferguson 1992;2002)

Some anions move across lipophilic membranes even though they carry charge.

Examples include TPB- (tetraphenylborate) and SCN- (thiocyanate ion). When these

anions diffuse into the inside of the membrane APwill be destroyed (flpositive inside

in acidophiles) and more protons will leak in destroying ÀpH and therefore Ap.

(4) Weak acids (Nicholls and Ferguson 1992;2002)

Some weak acids can also diffuse into the inside of cells or mitochrondria by carrying

protons from the outside if their pKu values are higher than the outside pH but lower

than the inside pH. The consequence is to decrease ApH and therefore may destroy Ap.

The pK" values of some weak acids are: CH3COOH, 4.15;l#,3.45; succinic acid,

4.2I, 5.64; malonic acid, 2.85; HN3, 4.7 2.
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(vi) Inhibitors of the classical electron transport pathway

The complexes on the classical electron transport pathway (Fig. 1) include complex I,

complex II, complex III, complex fV and the related ATP synthase (complex V). To

study electron transport pathways, it is essential to test the effects of inhibitors of

different components on the pathways. The commonly used inhibitors of the complexes

on the classical electron transport pathway are surnmarizedin the following.



(1) Inhibitors of complex I

Complex I, a proton-pumping NADH: ubiquinone oxidoreductase (NADH

dehydrogenase) catalyzes the transfer of 2 electrons from NADH to quinone which

couples to the pumping of 4 protons out of the cytoplasmic membrane (Fig. 1) (Holt et

at.2003). The mitochondrial complex I consists of 43 - 46 subunits with a combined

molecular mass of about 1, 000 KDa, while the prokaryotic complex I (also called

NDH-1) has only 14 subunits, all of which have analogues in the mitochondrial complex

I, with a combined molecular mass of about 550 KDa (Holt et aI.2003; Okun et al.

1999). Complex I in both mitochondria and prokaryotes has a L-shaped structure with

two domains which are called peripheral and membrane arms perpendicular to each

other (Holt et al.2003; Okun et al. 1999). The peripheral arm carries the NADH binding

site, the noncovalently bound FMN and the iron-sulfur centers. The membrane arm

probably contains the proton translocation site. However, the mechanisms of electron

transport and proton translocation, the binding sites and the functional mechanism of the

large number of inhibitors of complex I are still unclear (Okun et aJ. 1999).

Many structurally diverse hydrophobic compounds have been reported to inhibit

complex I by binding at or close to the ubiquinone binding site(s) (Degli Esposti 1998;

Friedrich et al.1994; Miyoshi 1998; Okun et al. 1999). Degli Esposti (i998) has

reviewed the characteristics and the possible mechanism of action of different inhibitors

of complex I. Based on kinetic studies, these inhibitors were grouped into two classes

(Friedrich et al.l994) or three types (Degli Esposti 1998; Okun et al. 1999), represented

by piericidin A (class I / A-type), rotenone (class II / B{ype), and capsaicin (C-type),

respectively. According to the classifìcation by Friedrich et al. (1994), class I inhibitors,

T9
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rspresented by piericidin A, inhibit complex I in a competitive manner with regard to

ubiquinone and also inhibit glucose dehydrogenase, while class II inhibitors represented

by rotenone, inhibit complex I in an non-competitive manner but do not inhibit glucose

dehydrogenase. In the classification proposed by Degli Esposti (1998), three types of

inhibitors can binds at three different sites on complex I. The first site is bound by Type

A inhibitors represented by piericidin A, the second site by Type B inhibitors including

rotenone, amytal and also piericidin A and others, and the third site by Type C inhibitors

represented by capsaicin. Okun et al. (1999) demonstrated that these three types of

inhibitors all bind to a large pocket in the hydrophobic part of complex I and the binding

sites of these three types of inhibitors partially overlap. The rotenone binding site

overlapped with both piericidin A and capsaicin binding sites but the latter two sites did

not overlap. The flavin antagonist atabrine is also believed to inhibit complex I by

binding to the FMN site (Arnold et al. 1986; Blaylock and Nason 1963; Elbehti et al.

2000).

(2) Inhibitors of complex II

Complex II, a succinate: ubiquinone oxidoreductase (succinate dehydrogenase),

catalyzes the oxidation of succinate to fumarate and does not pump protons. A well-

known inhibitor of complex II is TTFA (thenoyltrifluoroacetone, or 4,4,4-trifluoro-1[2-

thienyll-1,3-butanedione) which inhibits the succinate dehydrogenase by chelating non-

heme iron (Ulvik and Romslo 1975). Another commonly used complex II inhibitor is

malonate which is an analogue of the substrate succinate (competitive inhibitor) (Thorn

1953a,1953b).



(3) Inhibitors of complex III

The formal name of complex III is ubiquinol: cytochrome c oxidoreductase, and is

also called cytochrome bcl complex. It has a protonmotive Q cycle with two centers: P

center in the P side (intramembrane space in mitochondria, periplasm in bacteria) and N

center in the N side (mitochondrial matrix, bacterial cytoplasm) (Trumpower 1990).

Two electrons from ubiquinol diverge at the P center with one electron recycling in the

Q cycle and reducing ubiquinone to ubiquinol at the N center and the other electron

being transferred to cytochrome c in the P side. Two protons are translocated from the N

side to the P side and additional two are released into P side from ubiquinol upon the

transport of two electrons. Inhibitors myxothiazol, stigmatellin, MOA-stilbene ((E, E)-

methyl 3-methoxy-2-(styrylphenyl) propenoate) and UHDBT (5-undecyl-6-hydroxy-

4,7-dioxobenzothiazol) inhibit complex trI by binding at the P center, while inhibitors

HQNO and antimycin A inhibit it by binding at the N center (Chen et aL.2003; Degli

Esposti et aI. 1994; Kim et al. 1998; Trumpower 1990). HQNO was previously treated

as a specific inhibitor of complex trI but now it has been found to be an inhibitor of all

enzymes containing quinone-reacting b type cytochromes such as cytochrome bdtype

quinol oxidase, thiosulfate-quinone reductase and formate dehydrogenase-N (Brasseur

et aI. 2004: Jormakka et al. 2003 ; Kamikura et al. 200 1 ).
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(4) Inhibitors of complex IV

Complex fV is called cytochrome c oxidase, ferrocytochrome c: 02 oxidoreductase. It

contains 3 copper atoms two of which form the binuclear copper centre (CuÐ. Electrons

from cytochrome c atthe P side are sequentially transferred to the Cu¡ centre, haem a,
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to haem ay Oz is reduced to H2O by the cooperation of haem a4 and Cus (the third

copper atom) using the electron from haem a3.For every 4e- transfened, 8H* are

consumed at the N side: 4IJ* are used to produce z}JzO with 1Oz while the other 4H* are

pumped out into the P side. Inhibitors of complex fV including cyanide (CN), azide (N3-

), nitric oxide (NO) and carbon monoxide (CO), bind haem a3,the 02binding site.

(Nicholls and Fergus on 2002).

Nitric oxide is a reversible inhibitor of complex fV because it can be slowly reduced

to the non-inhibitory nitrous oxide (NzO) (Nicholls and Ferguson20O2).

Azide is also a Ap dissipater (pK" of HN3, 4.72) and an inhibitor of mitochondrial

F1F6-ATPase (Harold 191 2; Hesse et aI. 2002).

(5) Inhibitors of ATP synthase

Complex V is an ATP synthase. It is usually referred to as the proton-translocating

ATP synthase, which is known as an FrFo-ATPase different from E1E2-ATPase in

eukaryotic plasma membrane and the V ATPase (for vacuolar). The Fo sector of ATP

synthase, located in the inner membrane, translocates protons from the P side to the N

side, and the Fr sector in mitochondrial matrix or bacterial cytoplasm catalyzes ATP

production from ADP and Pi. (Nicholls and Ferguson2}O2).

Inhibitors of ATP sythase include venturicidin, oligomycin, DCCD

(dicyclohexylcarbodiimide), Nbf-Cl (7-chloro-4- nitrobenzofurazan), efrapeptin and

aurovertin. Venturicidin and oligomycin interact with Fo sector but their exact binding

sites are not known. DCCD binds both Fo and F1. It specifically reacts with an aspartate

or glutamate residue on a c subunit of Fo. DCCD and Mf-Cl bind one of the three p-
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subunits of F1. Aurovertin and efrapetin also bind F1. Aurovertin binds two of the three

B-subunits and efrapetin binds in the central cavity between the three B-subunits and the

three s-subunits. (Nicholls and Fergus on 2002).

DCCD is not a specific inhibitor of ATP synthase. It can also inhibit other enzymes in

some organisms such as complex I (Degli Esposti 1998) and complex [V (Prochaska et

al.1981).

Oligomycin did not inhibit ATP generation in the intact cells but inhibited it in the

membrane vesicles of Acidithiobacillus caldus (Dopson et aL.2002). However, DCCD

inhibited ATP generation in the intact cells ofAcetobacteriumwoodii (Imkamp and

Müller 2002) and in the membrane vesicles of A. caldus (Dopson et aL.2002) and

Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans (Apel et al. 1980).

(II) Electron transport pathways in Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans

(i) General features of Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans

Acidithiobacillus (Thiobacillus) fenooxidans is a gram-negative, motile, non-

sporulating rod. It is a chemolithoautotrophic bacterium, which obtains carbon by fixing

CO2 using the reducing power (NADH) produced via an uphill electron transport

pathway, and the energy obtained by oxidizing inorganic compounds such as ferrous

iron, reduced sulfur compounds, H2 and formic acid (Drobner et al. 1990; Fischer et al.

I996;Haruhuc et al. 2000; Harahuc and Suzuki 2001; Jensen and Webb 1995; Pronk et

al. l99Ia,199lb).

A. ferrooxidans, a typical aerobic bacterium, can also grow anaerobically by using

ferric iron as a terminal electron acceptor (Jensen and Webb 19951, Ohmura et aL 2002;
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Pronk et aI. 1997a). It is an acidophile, which can grow in the pH range of 1.0 - 4.5 with

an optimum pH of 2.0 -2.3.It cannotsurvive at a pH above pH 6.5 or below pH 1.0

(Jensen and Webb 1995; Leduc and Ferroni 1994; Smith et al. 1988).

The range of growth temperatures of A. ferrooxidarzs is between 15"C and 40 "C,

designating it as a mesophilic bacterium (tæduc and Ferroni 1994; McDonald and Clark

1910).

Since the first strain of A. feruooxians was isolated in 1947 (Colmer and Hinkle 1941),

its name has been changed from Ferrobacillus ferrooxidans to Thiobacillus

feruooxidans (Leathen et al. 1956; Silver and Lundgren 1968; Temple and Colmer 1951),

and finally to Acidithiobacillus feruooxidans based on physiological characters and 165

rRNA gene sequence comparisons (Kelly and Wood 2000). After the reclassification, A.

ferrooxidans belongs to the new genus Acidithiobacillus which only contains 3 species

in the y-subclass of the Proteobacteria including A. ferrooxidans, Acidithiobacillus

thiooxidans (previous Thiobacillus thiooxidans) and Acidithiobacillus caldus

(previously Thiobacillus caldus) (Kelly and'Wood 2000).

A. ferrooxidans is a unique bacterium in that it has been extensively studied in the

oxidation of both Fe2* and reduced inorganic sulfur compounds. Sulfur oxidation has

also been extensively studied in other organisms such as Acidithiobacillus thiooxidans

and Paracoccus pantotrophus (Friedrich et al. 2001; Suzuki }}OI),but Fe2* oxidation

has been studied extensively and its electron transport pathways have been proposed

only in A. ferrooxidans although Fe2* can also be oxidized by other organisms such as

Leptospirillumferrooxidans and Acidimicrobiumferrooxidans (Rawlings 2002;

Rohwerder et al. 2003; Suzuki 2001 ).
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A. ferrooxidans has been extensively studied since it is the most important organism

used in microbial leaching by extracting metals such as copper, uranium and gold from

their ores (Bosecker 1997: Edwart and Hugues 1991; Ingledew 1992; Suztki 2001) and

it is also environmentally important such as in the treatment of acid mine drainage and

desulfurization of waste gases (SO2 and H2S) (Harahuc et al. 2000).

(ii) Electron transp ort p ath\üay s in Ac idithiob a cillu s fe rr o o xid an s

Although A. ferrooxidans can grow on Fez*, reduced sulfur compounds, H2 and

formic acid, the emphasis of oxidation studies has been put on: Fe2* > reduced sulfur

compounds > Hz, formic acid and others. However, the electron transport pathways for

the oxidation of none of these compounds are clear. Four groups of authors have

proposed their models for electron transport pathways of Fe2* oxidation (Fig. 5), and

one model has been proposed for the oxidation of thiosulfate (Fig. 7) but no models

have been proposed for the oxidation of other compounds.
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In the model of Ingledew's group (Fig. 5a), electrons from Fe2* are first transferred to

an extracellular polynuclear Fe3* grid on the outer membrane and then sequentially to

the blue copper protein rusticyanin, cytochroma csqs and cytochrofite c54s in periplasm

and finally to cytochrome oxidase a inthe inner membrane, and Oz is reduced to H2O in

cytoplasm. Although not shown in their model, Ingledew's group agrees that electrons

from Fe2* are also transfer¡ed along an uphill pathway from a cytochrome c to NAD*.

NAD* will be reduced to NADH providing reducing power (NADH) for COz fixation

(Ingledew t982).

In the model of Blake's group (Fig. 5b), electrons derived from Fe2* oxidation first

flow to a cytochrome c-containing iron: rusticyanin oxidoreductase, and then to

rusticyanin to cytochrome oxidase a.The reduction of 02 also occurs in the cytoplasm.

In the model of Yamanaka's group (Fig. 5c), electron from Fe2* oxidation first flow to

an iron-sulfur protein, and then to cytochrome c to cytochrome oxidase a. However, 02

reduction occurs in periplasm and rusticyanin is not involved in the pathway.

In the model of Elbehti's group (Fig. 5d), electrons from Fe2* oxidation flow to

soluble electrons carriers to cytochrome c, then mainly to cytochrome oxidase. Some

electrons will be transferred from cytochrome c along the uphill pathway to reduce

NAD* to NADH. Oz will be reduced in the cytoplasm.

Before the proposal of the model of Elbehti et al.(2000), the model of electron

transport pathways for Fe2* oxidation proposed by Ingledew's group (Fig. 5a) was

considered more reasonable than the other two models (Fig. 5b and Fig. 5c), and had

become the textbook model (Nicholls and Fergus on 2002). One big difference between

the two models proposed by Ingledew's group and Elbehti' group (Fig. 5a and Fig. 5d)
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is that the latter proposed proton pumping by Cyt. c oxidase but the former did not. The

non-proton pumping model by Ingledew's group was probably proposed because (a) the

big difference of pH (ApH = 3 - 4) between the inside and outside of the cells was

considered to make the proton pumping "unnecessary" and (b) uncouplers only inhibited

but did not stimulate Fe2* oxidation (Beck and Shafialg64;Ingledew et al. lg77).

Elbehti's group reported indirect evidence for the existence of the uphill electron

transport pathway from cytochrome c to NDH-1 by studying the oxidation of external

reduced cytochrome c instead of Fe2* or other growth substrates used by this organism

(Elbehti et al. 2000). Their proton pumping (by Cyt. c oxidase) model is consistent with

the situations in mitochondria and heterotrophic bacteria. However, they did not give the

evidence for proton pumping by Cyt. c oxidase. Recently, Chen and Suzuki (2004)

reported for the first time that uncouplers could stimulate Fe2* oxidation and greatly

stimulate endogenous respiration in A. ferrooxidans. This may support proton pumping

by Cyt. c oxidase. Therefore, the model proposed by Elbehti's group better fits the

cuffent data for Fe2* oxidation in A. ferrooxidans atpresent.

Knowledge of the sequence and types of the electron carriers between Fe2* and

cytochrome c oxidase is still poor. However, the blue copper protein rusticyanin must be

an essential component. The gene for rusticyanin (rus) in A. ferooxidans hasbeen

sequenced and corresponding protein isolated and sequenced (Ronk et al. I99I; Yano et

al. I99l). The in vivo concentration of rusticyanin may represent 5Vo of the total cell

protein in A. ferrooxidans (Casimiro et al. 1995). V/hen rusticyanin was added to the

membrane preparations of this organism, the rate of Fe2* oxidation could be increased

by up to lO-folds (Cox and Boxer 1986). The detailed studies of rusticyanin in the recent
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years (Donaire et aL.2002; Grossmann et aL.2002; Jiménez et aI.2003; Kanbi et al.2002;

Sasaki et al.2003;Yarzátbal et aL.2004) further indicate its importance. The interesting

discovery of two types of rusticyanin (Sasaki et al. 2003) as well as two types of

cytochrome åc1 complex (bc|only works in the uphill reaction, e.g. during Fe2*

oxidation, while bc1V. only works in the downhill reaction) (Brasseur et a7. 2002,2004),

two sets of structural genes (form I and form II) coding for the CO2 fixation enzyme,

ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (RuBisCO) (Kusano et al. l99I;

Shively et 41.1998) and two copies of form I RuBisCO genes (Heinhorst et al.2002) in A.

ferrooxidans, makes it more challenging to understand the physiology and the electron

transport pathways in this organism.

The Fe2*-oxidizing enzyme (Fe-S protein in Fig. 5c), Fe2* oxidase lro, which rapidly

reduced A. ferrooxidans fenicytochrome c552withFe2* atpH 3.5, was considered to be

the first enzyme to accept electrons from Fe2* but it did not reduce rusticyanin with Fe2*

(Fukumori et al. 1988; Kusano et al. 1992). Although the authors did not give the

evidence for the location (outer membrane or periplasm) of Fe2* oxidase ho, it is

possible that this protein is an outer membrane protein. More recently some outer

membrane proteins, for example cytochrome c Cyc2, have been isolated in this

organism (Y anâb al et aI. 2002b).

The bioinformatics information and experimental studies of cytochromes c in A.

ferrooxidans has been reviewed by Yaruábal et al. (2002ø). Eleven genes encoding the

putative cytochromes c have been identified in the genome sequence of ATCC2321O

and most genes are duplicated. In ATCC3320 strain cells, at least 8 putative

cytochromes c were differentiated on gels. Twenty-three cytochromes c have been
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identified in different strains, two of which are an outer membrane protein, six soluble

proteins, thirteen inner-membrane bound proteins, and two of uncertain location. Four

cytochromes belonging to the c4 cytochrome family have been found in A. fercooxidans.

The total content of cytochrome c was higher in Fe2*-grown cells than in So-grown cells.

As the authors explained, Fe2+ oxidation may require higher concentrations of electron

transport carriers, such as cytochromes c, to catalyze the fast oxidation of Fe2* since

much less energy is available for biosynthesis from Fe2* oxidation than from S0

oxidation. Three cytochromes c including the outer membrane protein CycZ and two c4

(c552) cytochromes are specific for Fe2* oxidation while a24.5 kDa cytochrome c is

specific for So oxidation.

Therefore, an outer membrane protein (possively cytochromec c Cyc2 or ko),

rusticyanin and cytochrome c¿lcss2 (one or two) are essential electron carriers between

Fe2* and Oz. Since the redox potential of Fe3* / Fe2* couple is high (E^,2 = +0.65 V)

(Ingledew Ig82), the electron carrier following Fe2* should have an even higher redox

potential. A possible candidate could be rusticyanin (E^,2 = +0.68 V) but not

cytochrome ca (E¡¡¡= +0.48 V, +0.385 V) (Giudici-Orticoni et al. 1999) of c552 (also a ca-

type, E^ = 0.36 V) (Sato et al. 1989). Giudici-Orticoni et al. (1999) reporred rhar the

redox potential of rusticyanin at pH 4.8 was +0.59 V and but decreased to +0.49 V after

it formed a complex with cytochrorre c4 whose redox potential remained unchanged

after complexation. This complex-induced tuning makes electron transfer possible in the

energy requiring step from rusticyanin to cytochrofi:ra c4. Thus, according to current

published data, electron transport between Fe2* and 02 probably follows Fez* --- Fe2*

oxidase (cytochromec c Cyc2 or Fe-S protein Iro) --+ rusticyanin --+ cytochrome ca/c552



--+ cytochrome c oxidase ---+ o.2, and a model

oxidation is shown in Fig. 6.

for electron transport pathway of Fe2*

Fe3*

Fe2*

Fig. 6. Proposed model for electron transport pathway of Fe2* oxidation in A. ferrooxidans based
on the published data. Q: ubiquinone / ubiquinol pool; bcl: the bcl complex participating in
the uphill reaction (NAD* reduction); NDH-I: NADH-Q oxidoreductase complexi caor c552:

cytochrome c4 or cytochroÍrrè c552i Cyt.: cytochrome; Fe2* oxidase: an putative enzyme that
accepts electron from Fe2*, it may be the same enzyme (Fe-S protein ho) proposed by
Yamanaka's group (see the text). The thickness of straight arrows (not including the
anows pointing at H*) represents the speed of electron flow in a qualitative manner

The model for thiosulfate oxidation (Fig. 7)by A. ferrooxidans is the first model for

the oxidation of a substrate other than Fe2*. The most important contribution of this

model is that it suggests for the first time the existence of multiple terminal oxidases

being responsible for the oxidation of a substrate in A. feruooxidans. Therefore, a
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network of multiple electron transport pathways also exists in A. ferrooxidans as in other

prokaryotes.

rhiosq
NDH-I ¿e I{AD.

_ì+ N*nH

ïTQR I ,r Cyt. ùd oxiilase

-o*{ \
,l-- 

--* cYt'åa' "t"uttL\
åc1rr r û¡

.].r-cYt'úaaoxidase +
----* cyt. aa'¡o*id"** /

Fig.7. Model for the electron transport pathways of thiosulfate oxidation in Aferrooxidans.
ThioS: thiosulfate; TQR: thiosulfate-quinol reductase; NDH-1: NADH-Q oxidoreductase
complex (complex t); QHz: ubiquinol pool; åc1II: the second cytochrome bc1 complex in A.

ferrooxidans, which only transfers electrons in the downhill reaction (from QH2 to Cyt. c);
Cyt.: cytochrome. (Brasseur et at.2004).

(III) Study objectives

Since no evidence has been reported to show the electron transport along the uphill

pathway to reduce NAD* during Fe2* oxidation in A. ferrooxida¡?,s, one of the objectives

ofthis dissertation is to provide such an evidence.

Secondly, the oxidation of all known growth substrates of A. ferrooxidans is believed

to involve the transport of electrons via the uphill pathway to reduce NAD*, but the

preliminary study by Chen and Suzuki (2004) showed that endogenous respiration only

takes a downhill pathway involving NADH oxidation in this bacterium. This is the first



report of an electron transport pathway starting from complex I (NDH-1) to oxidize a

substrate (endogenous substrate) in this organism, the same as the situation in

mitochondria and heterotrophic bacteria. This interesting discovery makes it important

to study the possible electron transport pathways for the oxidation of endogenous

substrates(s), which will add new information to the physiology of this organism and

may help the understanding of the oxidation mechanisms of Fe2* and other substrates.

Since four terminal oxidases have been discovered in A. ferooxidans (Brasseur et al.

2004), it is quite possible that these oxidases are involved in endogenous respiration,

that is, more than one electron transport pathway may be used for endogenous

respiration.

Therefore, the second objective of this dissertation is to investigate the possible

electron transport pathways and their regulation during the oxidation of endogenous

substrates and other possible organic compounds.
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Materials and Methods
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(I) Chemicals

All chemicals used were the highest grade commercially available and obtained from

the following companies: J. T. Baker Chemical Co. (Philtipsburg, New Jersey, U. S. A);

BDH (The British Drug Houses Ltd., Poole, England); Calbiochem (San Diego,

California, U. S. A); Difco laboratories (Detroit, Michigan, U. S. A); Eastman Organic

Chemicals (New York, U. S. A); Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn, New Jersey, U. S. A);

Malinkrodt Canada Inc.(Pointe Clarie, Quebec, Canada); Mann Research Laboratories

Inc. (New York, U. S. A);McAthur Chemical Co. Ltd.(Montreal, Canada); MCÆ-

Matheson Coleman & Bell, Los Angeles, California, U. S. A; Sigma-Aldrich Canada

(Oakville, ON, Canada).

B-alanine - Sigma

Ammonium sulfate

Amytal (amo barbital; 5-ethyl-5-isoamylbarbituric acid) ------- --- Sigma
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Antimycin A

L-ascorbic acid --------

Atabrine (Quniacrine dihydrochloride) ----- Mann

Bacto yeast extract

Casamino acids ------ - Difco

CCCP (carbonyl cyanide rn-chlorophenylhydrazone) ------- Sigma

L-cysteine Sigma

DCCD (dicyclohexylcarbodiimide) --------- Sigma

Qicmqv¡6¡¡¡4

Deferoxamine mesylate -----------

---- Malinkrodt

---- Baker

Sigma



2,2'-dipyridyl

DNP (2,4-dinitrophenot) ----------- ----- Calbiochem

EDTA (Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium salt, dihydrate) Sigma

Ferrous sulfate, heptahydrate ----------- ----- Fisher

Ferrozine (3-(Z-pyridyl)-5,6-bis(4-phenylsulfonic acid)-L,2,4-ftiazine), monosodium

salt -------- Sigma

Formic acid,887o --- Fisher

D-fructose, and other sugars and sugar alcohols Sigma

Glutathione (reduced form) ----- Sigma

HQNO (2-heptyl-4-hydroxyquinoline-N-oxide) ------ - Sigma

HQSA (8-Hydroxyquinoline-5-sulfonic acid) ------- - Eastman

Lysozyme

Magnesium sulfate, heptahydrate ----------- - Fisher

Malonic acid, disodium salt, monohydrate ----------- ---- MC/B

Myxothiazol ---------- - Sigma

NEM (N-ethyl maleimide) Sigma

Nigericin, sodium salt -------- ---- Sigma

Sigma
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---- Sigma

Oxalic acid -------- - McAthur

PG (Propyl gallate; 3,4,5-trihydroxybenzoic acid propyl ester) -- Sigma

Piericidin A ----------

Potassium cyanide --- Baker

Potassium acetate ---- Baker

Sigma

Sigma



Potassium fluoride ---- Fisher

Potassium thiocyanate

o-phenanthroline (1,1O-phenanthroline), monohydrate --------

Rotenone - Sigma

SHAM (salicylhydroxamic acid) -------

Succinic acid, disodium salt, hexahydrate ----------- ----- MCIB

Sodium arsenate, disodium salt, heptahydrate MC/B

Sodium azide ------

Tetraphenylboron, sodium Sigma

Tetra-sodium pyrophosphate ----- BDH

Tiron (4,5-dihydroxy-1,3-benzene disulfonic acid)-disodium salt Sigma

TTFA (thenoyltrifluoroacetone) ---------- ---- Sigma

Sigma

Valinomycin ----------
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(II) Bacterial growth and preparation of cell suspension

A. ferrooxidans (4TCC19859) was grown in the modified 9 K medium (Harahuc et al.

2000) containing 0.4 g of MgSOa. 7H2O,0.1 g of KzHPO¿, 0.4 g of (NHa)2SOa, and

33.3 g of FeSO¿. THzO per liter, adjusted to pH 2.3 withHzSO¿. The fenous sulfate

solution (33.3Vo) was sterilized separately by passing through a 115-mL Nalgene filter

unit with 0.45 pm pores. Other components in the medium were mixed and autoclaved

at IZI"C for 20 min. The organism was cultured in Erlenmeyer flasks using a IOTo

inoculum at25C and on arctary shaker at 150 rpm for 50 h. Cells were harvested by

passing the culture through 'Whatman no. 1 filter paper to remove most of the

-- Sigma

Sigma

-- Sigma
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precipitated ferric iron. The supernatant was centrifuged at 8000 x g for 10 min. The cell

pellet was resuspended in 0.1 M B-alanine-HzSO¿ buffer of pH 2.3 or 3.5 and

centrifuged at 1000 x g for 5 min to further remove ferric iron precipitate. The

supernatant was centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 10 min to collect the cell pellet. The cell

pellet was resuspended in the same buffer and centrifuged a fourth time generating a cell

suspension of 100 mg per mL in the same buffer. Cell suspensions (normally 4 to 5 mL

from 4 to 5 L of culture) were stored in one plastic centrifuge tube for oxidation of

substrates other than endogenous substrates and fructose or in Eppendorftubes (one tube

for one test) for oxidation of endogenous substrates and fructose (0.2I mL / tube 1.2 cm

deep for Fe3+ reduction or 0.25 mLl tube 1.3 cm deep for 02 consumption) without

shaking at 4"C and used within 3 days.

(III) Preparation of spheroplasts

Spheroplasts were made by following the method of Apel et al. (1980). Cells (0.5 g)

were washed twice in 10 mL 0.05 M Tris-H2SO¿ buffer of pH 7 .8 (at 10,000 x g for 10

min) and then once in 10 mL 0.05 M Tris buffer containing I}Vo (wtl vol) sucrose. The

cell pellet was suspended in 10 mL 0.05 M Tris-L}Vo sucrose buffer containing 0.2Vo (wt

/ vol) EDTA-Naz and 0.IVo (wt / vol) lysozyme. The cell suspension was treated with

liquid nitrogen by freezing-and-thawing for 4 times and then was incubated in a water

bath at 3J"C for 30 min. The suspension was centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 10 min at 4"C.

The pellet was washed first with 0.05 M Tris-107o sucrose buffer containing 0.02 M

MgSOa and then with 0.05 M Tris-107o sucrose buffer containing 0.01 M MgSOa. The

pellet was finally suspended in 0.1 M p-alanine-H2Soa containing IjVo (wtl vol)
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sucrose at pH 3.5. The spheroplast suspension was kept on ice or at 4C without stirring

and was used within 1 - 2 days. The osmotic sensitivity was checked by comparing the

activities of Fe2* oxidation in 0.1 M B-alanine-HzSO¿ buffer of pH 3.5 with and without

107o sucrose and also in HzO of pH 3.5. All experiments with spheroplasts were carried

out in duplicates.

(IV) Preparation of cell free extracts

Cell free extracts were made by using the method modified from Bodo and Lundgren

(1974): cells harvested in HzO of pH 3.5 was suspended in 10 mM KzHPO¿-KHzPO+

buffer of pH 7.0 and centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 10 min. Cell pellet (0.3 g)

resuspended in 10 mL 10 mM K2HPO¿-KHzPO¿ buffer of pH 7.0 was stored at4"C

overnight. Ten mL double-distilled water was added and the mixture was centrifuged at

10,000 x g for 10 min. The pellet was suspended in 20 mL double-distilled water and

centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 10 min. The pellet was suspended in 5 mL double-distilled

water and was passed through a French Press Cell at20kg for 3 times. The mixture was

centrifuged at 3,500 x g for 10 min to remove the whole cells and the supernatant (cell

free extracts, pH 6.5) was stored at4"C without stirring and was used within 1 - 2 days.

(V) Determination of protein concentration

Protein concentration was determined by using Lowry's method (Lowry et al. 1951):

4 mgwet cells in 0.1 mL H2O was mixed with 0.9 mL 0.1 N NaOH, boiled for 10 min,

centrifuged for 3 min in Micro-centrifuge. Supernatant (0.8 mL) was mixed with4mL

reagent D and after 10 min at room temperature, 0.2 mL 2 N phenol reagent and 0.2 mL
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HzO were added. After standing for at least 30 min at room temperature. The absorbance

at 660 nm (Aooo) was measured and the protein concentration was calculated using a

standard curve determined with bovine serum albumin. Experiments were carried out in

triplicates. Protein concentration was finally determined to be about 8 mg protein per

100 mg cells.

(VI) Measurement of Oz consumption and CO2 production

Rates of Oz consumption were measured polarographically in a Gilson Oxygraph (1.2

mL) with a Clark oxygen electrode. Unless otherwise stated, all experiments of Oz

consumption were carried out in 0.1 M B-alanine-HzSO¿ buffer of pH 3.5 at25C and,

except for Fe2* oxidation, reactions were started by the addition of cells. Other

conditions for the measurement of 02 consumption rates of the oxidation of different

substrates aÍe suÍrmarized in Table 5. Experiments were carried out at least in duplicates.

Rates were expressed as nmol or pmol 02 min-l (mg protein)-l (* SD, n=2 - 5).

Warburg respirometer and manometric methods (Umbreit et aI. 1949) were used to

follow 02 consumption and CO2 production during oxidations of endogenous substrates

and fructose for 6 to 8 h at 30'C in3.2 mL reaction system (64 mg cells, 5.1 mg protein)

with and without 10 N NaOH in the center wells. The consumption of Oz is calculated

based on the pressure change in the flask with NaOH and COz production is calculated

using the pressure change in the flask without NaOH subtracting the pressure change

due to the consumption of 02. Experiments were carried out in duplicates. Rates were

expressed as nmol C,2or C}2min-l (mg protein)-l (* SD, n=2).



'When the effect of a compound (inhibitors, uncouplers, etc.) was studied, it was

added with cells atzero time unless otherwise stated. This is the same in other

experiments (e.g. Fe3* reduction).

Table 5. Amount of cells, substrates and the reaction times used during the oxidation of

different substrates by Oz in A. ferrooxidans in oxygraph (1.2 mL).

Substrate

FeSO¿ (Fez*¡ xx

Ascorbic acid (Vc)

Propyl gallate (PG)

Concentration (mM) Cells (mg) * Reaction time (min)

SHAM

L-cysteine (Cys)

Tiron

Glutathione (GSH)

Endogenous

4t

Fructose

Formic acid

Yeast extract (YE)

Casamino acids (CA)

2.4

2.4

* Cell suspension of 100 mg per mL contained about 87o protein; *x Unless otherwise stated,

cells were preincubated with or without other compounds (uncouplers, inhibitors, etc.) for 5 min
before the addition of Fez*.

(VII) Measurement of Fe3* reduction

2.4

4.8

4.8

80

| -2.5

2.4

0.1

Fe3* reduction was measured by determining the formation of Fe2*. The mechanism

for Fe2* determination is based on the red color density of Fe2* and 1,1O-phenanthroline

4.8

10

77o

3Vo

24

10

24

7-8

2.4

7*8

4.8

4.8

60

45-50

15 -20
10

5-6
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(CrzHsNz, ortho-phenanthroline or o-Phen.) complex {[(o-phen.):Fe]2* ] (Diehl and

Smith. 1952;Harvey et al. 1955; Skoog et al. 2000).

The reduction of Fe3* was carried out in 1 mL reaction system by measuring the rate

of Fe2* formation after cytochrome c oxidases in A. ferrooxidans were inhibited by KCN.

The reaction mixture in a glass tube (up to 8 tubes can be used at the same time)

contained cells, 4 pmol FeCl3,2 ¡tmol KCN, with and without other compounds in 0.1

M B-alanine-HzSO¿ buffer of pH 2.3 or pH 3.5 with a total volume of I mL (see Table 6)

and was stirred magnetically at 25 "C. A sample of 0. I mL was taken at 10 min intervals

and mixed with 1 mI-O.lVo o-phen. (pH2.3 or 3.5) and the mixture was immediately

centrifuged for 2 min in a micro-centrifuge to remove cells (centrifugation was not

required for oxidation of YE, CA, formic acid and for chemical reactions). The

supernatant was diluted with 0.9 mL buffer and the absorbance at 510 nm (Asro) (the

feature absorbance of [(o-phen.)¡Fe]2* ) was measured in a Hewlett-Packard 8452^

Diode array spectrophotometer. Experiments were carried out in duplicates or triplicates

and figures were drawn using Excel and Sigma Plot showing standard error bars at each

time point. The amount of Fe2* formed was calculated according to the relationship Y =

0.005 X (Y: A516, X: nmol Fe2* produced) which was determined by using known

concentrations of FeSO¿. The factor 0.005 is close to the theoretical value (0.00555)

calculated according to the molar extinction coefficient (E = 11,100 M-l cm-l¡ of ¡1o-

phen.)3Fel2* lskoog et al. 2000). Rates of Fe3* reduction were expressed as nmol Fe2*

. _1 ._t
min-' (mg protein)-' (* SD, n = 2 - 3).



Table 6. The conditions of Fe3* reduction by different substrates in 1 mL reaction

system.

Substrate

Concentration

Cells (mg)

Centrifugation

Endogenous

pH

(VIII) Measurement of external pH change

20

2.3,3.5

Changes in pH during oxidation of endogenous substrates and fructose by 02 were

followed in a Radiometer pH meter 28 in az-mL reaction system with 40 mg (200 mg

to show proton leaking in during endogenous respiration) wet cells harvested and tested

in water of pH 3.5 (0.48 nrM HzSO¿).

(IX) Bioinformatics searches

Fructose

Yes

80 mM

20

Formic acid

3.5

Yes

lmM

Bioinformatics searches were carried out according to the methods by Altschul et al.

(1991). The amino acid sequence of a protein from a known source was used as the

query sequence to do the tblastn search (amino acid sequence searching DNA databases)

in the partial genome of A. ferrooxidans ATCC 23270 at the NCBI (National Center for

Biotechnology Information) web site

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sutils/genom table.cgl) contributed by TIGR Microbial

Database (http://www.tigr.org/tdb/mdb/mdbinprogress.html). Amino acid sequences

obtained and putative open reading frames (ORFs) were found via the ORF Finder

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih. gov/gorf/gorf.html) from the nucleotide sequences that

produced significant alignments. Then the putative amino acid sequence of a target

3.5

YE

43

No

IVo

CA

3.5

37o

No

3.5

No



protein was found by blasting the ORFs (blastp) against the genomes of known

organisms.

Sequence comparisons lvere directly taken from the website or were carried out by

using the GeneDoc program downloaded from GeneDoc website

(http ://www. psc. edu/biomed/genedoc/).
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Results, Discussion and Conclusions
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Part I

Oxidation of Fe2* and Compounds InteractÍng with Fe3*
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The effects of uncouplers and electron transport inhibitors were studied on the

oxidation of Fe2* and the compounds interacting with ferric iron. Fe2* oxidation was

sensitive to the inhibition by uncouplers and it could be stimulated only to a small extent

by uncouplers at low concentrations and in the initial 1 min. Fe2* oxidation was strongly

inhibited by complex IV inhibitors but only slightly by inhibitors of complex I (except

piericidin A) and complex III, and the reduced activities caused by inhibitors of complex

I and III were released by the addition of an uncoupler with the exception of atabrine

inhibition. The inhibition of Fe2+ oxidation by complex I inhibitor atabrine was unique

in that the inhibited activity was not released but it was further inhibited by the addition

of an uncoupler. Ascorbic acid, propyl gallate, salicylhydroxamic acid, L-cysteine and

glutathione chemically reduced ferric iron to ferrous iron. These compounds were

oxidized by the cells and the oxidation activities were greatly stimulated by the addition

of FeCl3. The oxidations of these compounds, similar to Fe2* oxidation, were sensitive

to the inhibition by uncouplers and could be inhibited by some electron transport

inhibitors. They were also inhibited by atabrine and the inhibition was magnified by the

addition of an uncoupler. It was interpreted that (a) the slight stimulation of Fe2*

oxidation by uncouplers indicated a normal respiratory control; (b) the inhibition of Fe2*

oxidation by inhibitors of complexes I and III and the stimulation of the inhibited

activities by an uncoupler, indicated an uphill reaction (NAD+ reduction); (c) the

compounds interacting with ferric iron were oxidized by using the Fe2+ oxidation system;

(d) the evidence that two NDH-ls may exist in this organism is based on the opposite

effects of atabrine and piericidin A on Fe2+ oxidation and endogenous respiration.

Abstract
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According to previous studies uncouplers showed only an inhibitory effect on the

oxidation of Fe2* (Beck and Shafia 1964;Ingledew et al.1917). Because the oxidation

of Fe2* involves ATP generation (Adapoe and Silver 1975;Elbehti et al. Z}}};Ingledew

1982; Mignone and Donati 2004) and because of the controversy about the H* pumping

during Fe2+ oxidation (Elbehti et al. 2000; Ingledew et aI. 1977). the effect of uncouplers,

CCCP and DNP, were re-investigated to see if a normal respiratory control exists during

Fe2* oxidation. Elbehti et al. (2000) indirectly showed the existence of an uphill reaction

from cytochrome c to NDH-I (NAD* reduction) in A. ferrooxidans (see Fig. 6) by

testing the oxidation of external reduced cytochrome c afte..r cytochrome c oxidase was

inhibited by KCN. However, no evidence has been reported to show electron transport

along the uphill electron transport pathway to reduce NAD* during oxidation of Fe2* or

other substrates used by this organism. This investigation has attempted to present such

evidence by studying the effects of different electron transport inhibitors.

Introduction
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Some organic compounds were reported to be oxidized by A. ferrooxidans or to

interact with ferric iron. Ascorbic acid oxidation by A. ferrooxidans was earlier reported

(Cox et aL 1979; Tikhonova et al. 1967). L-cysteine and glutathione are known to

interact with iron (Timmerman and Woods 1999). Propyl gallate (PG) and SHAM,

inhibitors of alternative oxidase (Atkin et al. 1995;Siedow and Bickett 1981), and tiron

all as chelators ofiron greatly increased the rate ofendogenous respiration by the cells

of A. ferrooxidans and seem to be oxidizedby the cells (see Part II in this dissertation).

Since A. ferrooxidans is an autotroph and therefore not likely to obtain carbon and

reducing power by oxidizing organic compounds (via the downhill electron transport
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pathway starting from NDH-1), one possible mechanism for the oxidation of the above-

mentioned compounds involves the use the Fe2* oxidation system in this organism after

Fe3* on the cell surface was chemically reduced by these compounds. Therefore, the

interaction of these organic compounds with ferric iron and the responses of their

oxidation to uncouplers and electron transport inhibitors have been investigated to see if

the features of their oxidation agree with those of Fe2* oxidation.
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L.1. Fe2* oxidation

1,.1.1. Effect of uncouplers, other þ dissipators, and phosphate

Table 1-1 and Fig. 1-1 show that, when cells were added to start the reaction, the

activity of Fe2* oxidation was maximally stimulated25Vo and2SVo by 0.5 ¡rM CCCP

and 2O ¡rM DNP, respectively. Lower and higher concentrations of CCCP or DNP

showed less stimulation. CCCP at 5 pM and 10 pM showed 3Vo and 107o inhibition,

respectively. When cells were preincubated with uncouplers for 5 min before the

addition of Fe2*, the activity of Fe2* oxidation was inhibitedT3Vo andS'lVo by 5 ¡rM and

10 pM CCCP, respectively and I9Vo and 407o by 0.1 mM and 1.0 mM DNP,

respectively (Table I-2 and Fig. 1-2).

The effect of phosphate (KH2POa, Pi) on Fe2* oxidation is different in the absence

and presence of uncouplers. In the absence of uncouplers Fe2* oxidation was stimulated

24Voby 4 mM Pi, but was unaffected in the presence of uncouplers CCCP or DNP

(Table l-2 andFig.I-2). Since CCCP at 10 pM greatly stimulated endogenous

respiration for t h in A. ferrooxidans (see Part fI), Fe2+ oxidation was tested by using the

same concentrations of cells and uncoupler. Cells (20 mg I mL) were incubated in the

presence and absence of 10 pM CCCP atZlCfor 30 min with magnetic stirring. Then

samples were taken either directly or after 6-times and lO+imes washing by

centrifugation (10,000 x g for 10 min in 20 mL buffer) to test Fe2* oxidation in

oxygraph. CCCP-treated cells only showe d, I\Vo of the activity of Fe2* oxidation

compared to control cells (without the addition of CCCP) when 24 mg cells (data not

shown) or 2.4 mg cells were used (Fig. 1-3a) before washing, but CCCP-treated cells

(2.4 mÐ showed 927o andT9Vo of the activity of control cells (2.4 mg) after 6-times and

51
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l0-times washing, respectively although the activity of control cells decreased to 65Vo

and,SSVo,respectively by washing (Fig. 1-3). When 4 mM Pi was added with Fe2*

before the addition of these washed cells (2.4 mg), the activity of control cells after 6-

times and lO-times washing was restoredto9TTo and93Vo of the unwashed cells (no Pi),

respectively, and the CCCP-treated cells was 99Vo and 817o of the activity of control

cells, respectively (Fig. 1-3). After 6-time washing, Pi stimulated the activities of control

cells and CCCP+reated cells by 507o and 6lVo, respectively. After lO-time washing, Pi

stimulated the activities of control cells and CCCP-treated cells by 6IVo and 65Vo,

respectively.

Effects of other Ap dissipators CH3COOK, KSCN, nigericin and valinomycin on Fe2*

oxidation were also tested. CHTCOOK at0.2 mM showed a maximal stimulationof ISVI

on Fez* oxidation and showed 29Vo and,68Vo inhlbition at very high concentrations of 10

mM and 40 mM, respectively (Table 1-3). KSCN stimulated Fe2* oxidation only by 6Vo

at 0.1 mM and 0.5 mM and it inhibited it progressively with time and with

concentrations at lmM, 2 mM and 5 mM (Fig. 1-a). Valinomycin had no effect on Fe2*

oxidation when its concentration was increased up to 100 pM either in the absence (Fig.

1-5) or presence of 1 mM KzSO¿ (data not shown). Nigericin had no effect on Fe2*

oxidation when its concentration was increased up to 0.5 pM but inhibited Fe2+

oxidation by l37o and20% at I ¡rM and 5 ¡^LM, respectively (Fig. 1-5).

L.1,2. Effect of inhibitors of ATP synthase

Inhibitors of ATP synthase, DCCD and oligomycin, were tested at different

concentrations. Oligomycin up to 1 pM and DCCD up to 100 pM had no effect on Fe2*
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oxidation (Fig. 1-6). This is different from the membrane vesicle experiment reported by

Apel et al (1980) in that 100 pM DCCD inhibited ATP synthesis by  )Vo,but agrees

with the report by Adapoe and Silver (1975) that the isolated ATPase was not inhibited

by DCCD.

1.1.3. Effect of inhibitors of complex IV

Fig. 1-7 shows the effect of KCN on Fe2* oxidation when 2.4 mgcells were added to

start the reaction. KCN showed time-dependent inhibition on Fe2* oxidation. KCN at 5

pM and 10 pM showed I6Vo and35Vo inhlbition, respectively, and showed9l%o

inhibition at 50 pM after 100 s,I00Vo inhibition at 0.1 mM to 2 mM after 50 s. NaN3, on

the other hand, showed instant inhibition on Fe2* oxidation initially but time-dependent

activity recovery (Fig. 1-8). NaN¡ at 5 pM showed I00Vo and9LVo inhibition before and

after 40 s, respectively. The higher the concentration of NaN¡ was used, the later the

activity recovery would appear and the less the activity recovery was.

'When 24 mgcells were added to start the reaction Fe2+ oxidation was inhibited l00Vo

by 2 mM KCN and 98.I7o,99.8Vo and 100Vo by 0.1 mM, 1 mM and 2 mM NaN3,

respectively (Table 1,-4 and Fie. 1-9).

L.1.4. Effect of inhibitors of complex I and complex III

Since Fe2* oxidation would finish within 80 s when 2.4 mgcells and 4 mM Fe2* were

used in oxygraph (I.2 mL) and the oxidation was less sensitive to inhibitors of complex

I and complex III when cells were added to start the reaction (data not shown), cells

were preincubated with inhibitors for 5 min before the addition of Fe2*. Inhibitors of
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complex I (amytal, atabrine and rotenone) and complex Itr (antimycin A, HQNO and

myxothiazol) inhibited Fe2+ oxidation by I - lSVo and the inhibition was enhanced up to

30 - 40Vo by the combinations of these inhibitors (Tables 1-5, 1-6 and Fig. 1-10a, 1-1 1).

Another complex I inhibitor piericidin A, at a concentration of 0.5 pM, which strongly

inhibited the oxidation of endogenous substrates (see Part II), had no effect on Fe2*

oxidation (Table 1-5).

When DNP (10 pM or 100 pM) was added the residual activities of Fe2* oxidation

with inhibitors of complex I and complex III were stimulated (increase in relative

activities) with the sole exception of atabrine (Tables I-5, I-6 and Fig. I-10, l-12, 1-13).

DNP at 10 ¡rM raised the inhibited activities more than DNP at 100 pM. The inhibited

activities in the presence of atabrine were not stimulated by DNP and the inhibition of

Fe2* oxidation was enhanced in the presence of both 100 ¡rM DNP and atabrine (Table

1-5 and Fig. 1-10, 1-12,1-I3). When CCCP was used the same phenomena were

observed (data not shown).

L.2. Oxidation of ascorbic acid (Vc)

1.2.1. Effect of FeCl¡

Oxidation of Vc was stimulated 59Vo,l0Vo,12Vo and 59Vo by FeCl3 at 0.4 mM, 1 mM,

2mIl4and4 mM, respectively (Table I-7 and Fig. 1-1a). Vc can be chemically oxidized

by Oz with a rate of ZVo of. that of the biological reaction. However, the chemical

reaction was zero in the presence of FeCl¡ (Table 7-l andFig. 1-14). The stimulation of

Vc oxidation by FeCl3 indicates that Vc oxidation may have been achieved by first
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reducing the Fe3* on the cell surface to Fe2* and then using the Fe2* oxidation system in

A. ferrooxidans

L.2.2. Effect of uncouplers

Vc oxidation, similar to Fe2* oxidation, was slightly stimulated by uncouplers CCCP

and DNP at low concentrations (Table 1-8). The maximal stimulation was I3Vo by 0.5

¡rM CCCP, l2Voby 20 ¡tMDNP and lTVoby 0.5 ¡rM CCCP plus 30 pM DNP. Lower

and higher concentrations of CCCP or DNP showed less stimulation. CCCP at 5 ¡rM and

10 pM showed 9Vo and IgVo inhlbition, respectively. DNP at 100 ¡rM only showed 27o

inhibition.

L.2.3. Effect of electron transport inhibitors

Vc oxidation is sensitive to the inhibition by complex IV inhibitors KCN and NaN¡

similar to Fe2* oxidation. KCN inhibited Vc oxidation by 23Vo,987o and I00Vo at 10 pM,

0.1 mM and 1 mM, respectively, and NaNe inhibited itby 57Vo,9IVo and I00Vo at 1 pM,

10 pM and 0.1 mM, respectively (Table 1-9).

The effects of complex III inhibitors on Vc oxidation are different from those on Fe2*

oxidation (Table 1-10). Myxothiazol and antimycin A had no effect on Vc oxidation.

HQNO showed no effect at 5 - 20 pM but showed about 10% stimulation at 30 pM and

40 pM. HQNO, however, showed only 6Vo stimulation when tested in the presence of 4

rnM FeCls. The reason for stimulation of Vc oxidation by HQNO is unknown. It is

probably due to the fact that some Vc could directly donate electrons to ubiquinone and

to quinol oxidase(s). If quinol oxidase(s) is inhibited by HQNO that electron flow could
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shift to the more efficient Fe3* reduction and Fe2+ oxidation pathway and a faster

respiration would be observed. Table 1-11 showed the inhibitory effect of complex I

inhibitors and the combination of atabrine and CCCP on Vc oxidation. Vc oxidation was

inhibited I3Vo,6Vo and l9%o by 1 mM amytal, 0.1 mM rotenone and the combination of

1 mM amytal and 0.1 mM rotenone, respectively. Compared to Fe2+ oxidation, Vc

oxidation was more sensitive to the inhibition by atabrine. Atabrine at 0.1 mM, 1 mM

and 2 mM showe d 46 - 49Vo , 84Vo and, 90Vo inhibition, respectively. Similar to Fe2*

oxidation, the atabrine-inhibited Vc oxidation was further inhibited by an uncoupler

CCCP at a high concentration of 10 pM. Atabrine at 0.1 mM, CCCP at 10 ¡rM and the

combination of the two inhibited Vc oxidation by 46Vo,27Vo and 62Vo, rcspectively.

Piericidin A had no effect on Vc oxidation.

L.3. OxÍdation of propyl gallate (PG) and SHAM

1.3.1. Effect of FeCl3

PG can be oxidized by A. ferrooxidans and the oxidation rate of PG increased with

the concentration of PG up to 60 mM beyond which the rate decreased (data not shown).

The concentration of PG,4 mM, was used for detailed studies. FeCl¡ from 0.5 mM to 10

mM greatly stimulated PG oxidation by 2 - 27 folds and the chemical oxidation of PG

by Oz in the presence of FeCl¡ was 7 - 4OVo (Table I-12 and Fig. 1-15).

SHAM could also be oxidized by A. ferrooxidans. However the oxidation was too

slow to be measured. In the presence of FeCl3, the oxidation rate of SHAM was fast

enough to be measured (Fig. 1-16). SHAM, however, would form a precipitate complex

with FeCl3, which coated the electrode of the oxygraph with a film making it difficult to
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accurately measure 02 consumption. Therefore further studies of SHAM oxidation were

stopped. The stimulation of the oxidations of PG and SHAM by FeCl3 indicates these

two compounds may reduce Fe3* on the cell surface to Fe2* which will be oxidized using

the Fe2* oxidation system in this organism.

1.3.2. Effect of uncouplers on PG oxidation

The oxidation of PG was more sensitive to inhibition by uncouplers than Fe2*

oxidation. CCCP and DNP inhibited PG oxidation only slightly in the concentration

range that stimulated Fe2* oxidation (Table 1-13).

L.3.3. Effect of electron transport inhibitors on PG oxidation

PG oxidation was sensitive to the inhibition of complex IV inhibitors KCN and NaN3.

KCN and NaNs both at 1 mM almost completely inhibited PG oxidation (Table I-14).

Table 1-15 shows the effect of inhibitors of complex I and complex III. Complex I

inhibitors amytal and piericidin A had no effect on PG oxidation. Complex I inhibitors,

rotenone and atabrine, and complex trI inhibitors, HQNO, myxothiazol and antimycin A,

individually inhibited PG oxidation by 9 -29Vo. Combination of complex III inhibitors

resulted in 40Vo inhibition. The addition of 10 pM CCCP magnified the inhibition by

atabrine.



L.4. Oxidation of L-cysteine (Cys)

L.4.1,. Effect of FeCl¡

Cys was oxidized by A. ferrooxidans. FeCl¡ at 1 mM, 4 mM and 8 mM stimulated

Cys oxidation by 37 ÙVo , 340Vo and 320Vo , respectively (Fig. l-I7). Cys could not be

chemically oxidized by Oz in the presence of FeCl:. Thus Cys oxidation, similar to

oxidations of Vc, PG and SHAM, may also use the Fe2+ oxidation system.

L.4.2. Effect of uncouplers

During a 6 min time-course experiment, CCCP at 0.5 pM, 1 pM had no effect and at

10 ¡rM showed I9Vo inhtbition on Cys oxidation, and DNP at 30 pM showedl%o

stimulation and at 100 pM showed 4Vo inhlbition (Table 1-16). When reactions were

observed for only 90 s, 30 pM DNP and 0.5 pM CCCP stimulated Cys oxidation by

257o and 4Vo, respectively (Table 1-16).
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1.4.3. Effect of electron transport inhibitors

The oxidation of Cys was sensitive to the inhibition by complex IV inhibitors KCN

and NaN3. KCN at 2 mM and I mM NaN¡ both inhibited Cys oxidation by I00Vo (Table

rrl).

Oxidation of Cys, like that of Fe2*, was also sensitive to the inhibition by inhibitors

of both complex I (except piericidin A) and complex III (Table 1-18). Thus, the

experiment was also carried out to test if an uncoupler could stimulate the activities

which were reduced by these inhibitors. Oxidation of Cys was inhibited by inhibitors of

complex I (rotenone and amytal) and Itr (antimycin A, myxothiazol and HQNO) by 5 -
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39Vo (Table 1-18) and these inhibited activities were stimulated in the presence of 10

pM DNP (Table 1-18 and Fig. 1-18). Atabrine strongly inhibited Cys oxidation and the

inhibited activity was further inhibited by the addition of an uncoupler CCCP (Table 1-

18).

1.5. Oxidation of glutathione (GSH)

1.5.1. Effect of FeCl:

GSH was oxidized by A. ferrooxidans and FeCl3 at2 mM stimulated GSH oxidation

by 790Vo (Fig. 1-19). There was no 02 consumption without cells (Fig. 1-19). So GSH

oxidation also used the Fe2* oxidation system.

L.5.2. Effect of uncouplers

Oxidation of GSH was slower than Cys oxidation and less sensitive to inhibition by

uncouplers. The maximal stimulations were l47o and I5Vo by 0.5 ¡rM CCCP and 100

pM DNP, respectively, within a reaction time of 7 min (Table 1-19).

1.5.3. Effect of electron transport inhibitors

Table 1-20 shows that GSH oxidation was sensitive to the inhibition by complex fV

inhibitors KCN and NaN¡. KCN at 2mMand NaN3 at 1 mM both completely inhibited

GSH oxidation. GSH was oxidized by 02 at arute IVo of that of the biological oxidation.

Table 1-21 shows the effects of inhibitors of complex I and complex Itr on GSH

oxidation. Atabrine at2 rnNI inhibited GSH oxidation by 25Vo and the inhibition was

magnified to 657o by the addition of 100 pM CCCP which alone showed only l4%o



inhibition. Complex I inhibitors rotenone, amytal and piericidin A and complex trI

inhibitors myxothiazol, antimycin A and HQNO showed no effect.

L.6. Oxidation of tiron

1.6.1. Effect of FeCI3

The oxidation of tiron was very slow in the absence of FeCl: (Table l-22 and Fig. 1-

20). FeCl: at 4 mM stimulated tiron oxidation by 31 folds with the chemical oxidation

rate amounting to only IVo (Table I-22 andFig.l-2L). So tiron oxidation used the Fe2*

oxidation system and detailed studies of tiron oxidation have been carried out by using 4

mM tiron and4 rnM FeCl¡.

1.6.2. Effect of uncouplers

Tiron oxidation was more sensitive to inhibition by uncouplers than Fe2+ oxidation.

CCCP at 0.5 ¡rM and 10 ¡rM inhibited tiron oxidation by I3Vo and 57Vo, respectively and

DNP at 20 pM and 0.1 mM inhibited tiron oxidation by l77o and 45Vo, respectively

(Table I-22).
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L.6,3. Effect of electron transport inhibitors

Complex IV inhibitors KCN atT rnlv4 and NaN¡ at 1 mM both completely inhibited

tiron oxidation (Table I-22).

Oxidation of tiron, similar to Fe2* oxidation, was inhibit ed, 58Vo by 2 mM atabrine and

the inhibition was amplified to 74Vo in the presence of 10 ¡^LM CCCP (Table I-22 and

Fig.l-21). Complex trI inhibitor HQNO inhibited tiron oxidation by 59Vo inthe
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presence of 4 mM FeCl3 but had no effect in the absence of FeCl3 (Table l-22 andEig.

l-22). The inhibition in the presence of FeCl3 could be due to some unknown interaction

among HQNO, FeCl¡ and tiron which affected the consumption of 02. Complex III

inhibitors antimycin A and myxothiazol and complex I inhibitors amytal, rotenone and

piericidin A showed no effect (Table I-22).

L.7. Chemical reduction of Fe3* by these organic compounds (Vc, PG,

SHAM, tiron, Cys and GSH)

Since the oxidation of Vc, PG, SHAM, tiron, Cys and GSH was greatly stimulated by

FeCl3, possibility that these compounds could chemically reduce Fe3* to Fe2* was

investigated. The results shown in Table I-23 indicate that these compounds indeed

reduce Fe3* to Fe2*.

Vc, a well-known reducing agent, reduced Fe3* instantly with a stoichiometry of 2

Fe2* production for every Vc in agreement with the formation of dehydroascorbic acid

(Reaction 1).

PG binds Fe3* forming a black complex, SHAM a red complex and tiron a blue

complex. All three of them are hydroxy benzene compounds with one (SHAM), two

Reaction 1. Ascorbic acid (Vc) oxidation by Fe3*



(tiron) or three (PG) hydroxyl groups, which are possibly oxidized to keto groups by

reducing Fe3* to Fe2*.

PG reduced 3 Fe3* instantly possibly following reaction 2, thenthe reduction

continued with time for a further 5 Fe3* in 60 min perhaps due to unstable nature of the

keto products.

å- o- crHz å- o- ceHr

--fi#{ tFes+ --*"#J u* * sFe?*

Ð

#{

SHAM reduced one Fe3* per SHAM molecule instantly in the presence of cells

possibly according to reaction 3.

üü
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ü

Reaction 2. Propyl gallate (PG) oxidation by Fe3*

tr

""

Reaction 3. SHAM oxidation by Fe3*



Tiron at 4 mM instantly reduced 1 mM and2.6 mM Fe3* without and with cells,

respectively, and in 60 min reduced 1.1 mM and,2.9 mM Fe3*, respectively.

Theoretically, one tiron could reduce 2Fe3* to 2Fez* (Reaction 4) if both hydroxyl

groups were oxidized.

Cys and GSH contain sulfhydryl (thiol) groups which rapidly reduced Fe3* to Fe2*

with a stoichiometry of 1 mM Fe2* for 1 mM Cys or GSH in agreement with the

formation of difulfide bonds (Reactions 5 and 6).
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Reaction 4. Tiron oxidation by Fe3*

z Hrfu-dH + zFes*

co0-

+ tFeå+

I

C_SII
H1

-rrr¡*n fu-Cn
I

C_S_S- C
H¡ H2

Reaction 5. Cys oxidation by Fe3*

CÛO. CÛÜ-

+H- 
ftn, + zFez*+ zH*



+, Glu-Cys-GIy
2Glu-Cys-Gly + 2Fe"* 

-> 
Gh_Cly*Gly 

* ZFe=* + 2H*

Reaction 6. GSH oxidation by Fe3*.

02 consumption experiments (without external Fe3*¡ have been carried out to check

the stoichiometry for the oxidation of these compounds by cells. The oxidations of Vc,

Cys and GSH agreed with the stoichiometries of 1 Oz consumed from2Yc,4 Cys and 4

GSH, respectively. The oxidations of PG, SHAM and tiron with and without Fe3*were

too slow to successfully show the stoichiometry (data not shown).

L.8. Oxidations by spheroplasts and cell free extracts

The spheroplasts of A. ferrooxidans werc made according to the method used by Apel

et al. (1980). Table 1-24 shows that spheroplasts could oxidize Fe2*, Vc, PG, GSH and

Cys when tested in 0.1 M B-alanine-H2SOa buffer of pH 3.5 in 107o sucrose.

Spheroplasts showed 60Vo, l2Vo, 82Vo , LgVo and 16%o of the oxidation activities of Fe2*,

Vc, PG, GSH and Cys by intact cells, respectively. The decrease of oxidation activities

may be due to the loss, damage or disorganization of electron transport enzyme(s)

during the preparation of spheroplasts. When Fe2* oxidation by spheroplasts was tested

in 0.1 M B-alanine-HzSO+ buffer of pH 3.5 without sucrose and in water of pH 3.5

without sucrose, the activity, compared to that in the presence of sucrose, decreased

4lVo and 88%, respectively (Figs. l-23 &.1-24). This confirmed that at least the main

products by the method of Apel et al. (1980) were spheroplasts. The spheroplasts could
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be stored at4"C (no stirring) for 3 days without loss of Fe2* oxidation activity (data not

shown). Detailed studies with spheroplasts were only carried out on Fe2* oxidation

affected by uncouplers. Fe2* oxidation was more sensitive to inhibition by uncouplers in

spheroplasts than in intact cells. DNP at 20 pM and 100 ¡rM showed 9Vo and 15Vo

inhibition, respectively, on Fe2* oxidation by spheroplasts, and CCCP at 0.5 ¡rM and 10

pM showed 4Vo and29Vo inl'ibition, respectively (Table l-25).

Cell free extracts also showe d.4 - 5Vo Fe2* oxidation activity of intact cells (Fig. l-24).

Oxidations of other compounds interacting with ferric iron were not tested.



Discussion and conclusions
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Uncouplers CCCP and DNP stimulated Fe2* oxidation suggesting proton pumping by

cytochrome c oxidase (Fig. 6) and a normal respiratory control during Fe2* oxidation.

That uncouplers stimulated Fe2* oxidation maximally by only 3OVo may be due to that (1)

the rate of Fe2* oxidation by resting cells was very close to the maximal rate of oxygen

consumption by growing cells; (2) some energy from Ap was used for the uphill reaction

to reduce NAD* and for the energy requiring step from rusticyanin to cytochrome cqlcssz

(Fig. 6). It was reported that the rate of Fe2* oxidation was 10 times faster than the

respiration rate of mitochondria (Ingledew 1982). Previous studies only showed

inhibition but not stimulation of Fe2* oxidation by uncouplers (Beck and Shafia 1964;

Ingledew et al. 1977). The reason may have been due to the Warburg manometric

methods used could not measure 02 consumption within one minute. Pi stimulated Fe2*

oxidation by 20Vo in the absence of an uncoupler but did not show stimulation in the

presence of an uncoupler. After cells with and without the treatment of uncoupler have

been washed for several times, Pi greatly stimulated Fe2* oxidation by 60Vo.These

results indicate that cells may lose Pi when washed and the addition of Pi may have

stimulated ATP generation via increasing substrate (Pi) concentration. Thus Fe2*

respiration is controlled by ATP generation. The effects of other Ap dissipators

CH3COOK and KSCN on Fe2* oxidation also support a respiratory control during Fe2*

oxidation. The high sensitivity of Fe2* oxidation to the inhibition by uncouplers in A.

ferrooxidans is similar to the situation in other autotrophic bacteria such as Nitrobacter,

Nitros omonas europaea and Acidithiobacillus thiooxidans (previously Thiobacillus

thiooxidans).In Nitrobacter, electrons from nitrite have to go through an energetically

uphill reaction from cytochrome dr to cytochrome c (Aleem 1977; Kiesow 1967).fn
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Nitrobacter, nitrite oxidation is inhibited by uncouplers, while NADH oxidation is

stimulated by them (Aleem 1977; Cobley 1976a, 1916b; Kiesow 196l). Ammonia

oxidation by N. europaea (Whittaker et al. 2000) and the oxidation of sulfur or sulf,rte by

A. thiooxidans (Masau et al. 2001; Suzuki et al. 1999) are also inhibited by uncouplers.

The inhibition of the oxidation of inorganic compounds by uncouplers in these

autotrophic bacteria supports that energy (Ap) is required in an uphill electron transport

pathway in these organisms.

Inhibitors of ATP synthase, DCCD and oligomycin, had no effect on Fe2* oxidation.

The reason may be due to that these two compounds cannotgo through the cell wall of

this organism as oligomycin did not inhibit ATP generation in the intact cells but

inhibited it in the membrane vesicles of Acidithiobacillus caldus (Dopson et aL.2002)

and DCCD inhibited ATP generation in the membrane vesicles of A. ferrooxidans (Apel

et al. 1980).

Complex IV inhibitors KCN and NaN3 strongly inhibited Fe2* oxidation supporting

that cytochrome c oxidases (aa3 and ba) are the terminal oxidases for Fe2* respiration.

It was observed that KCN inhibition was progressive with time while NaN¡ showed

complete inhibition initially and then some activity recovered when the concentrations

used were not very high (Figs. I-7 & 1-8). The pattern of KCN inhibition is possibly

due to the difficulty cyanide anion would have in penetrating the cells. The pattern of

NaN¡ inhibition may be interpreted by the additional effects of NaN¡ besides inhibiting

cytochrome c oxidase, that is, inhibiting ATPase and destroying Lp by working as a

weak acid (Harold 1972;Hesse et al. 2002). The inhibition of electron flow via ATP

synthase by NaN3 may account for the initial complete inhibition while the later activity
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recovery may be due to uncoupling of respiration from ATP synthesis by the weak acid

effect of NaN¡ when the concentration of NaN¡ was not too high to completely inhibit

cytochrome c oxidase. In fact, NaN¡ could inhibit ATP synthase in A. ferrooxidans

although DCCD was not effective (Adapoe and Silver I9l5). The effect of NaN3 may

indicate an obligatory coupling between Fe2+ oxidation and ATP generation.

The partial inhibition (9 -30Vo) of Fe2* oxidation by complex I inhibitors rotenone,

amytal and atabrine, and complex trI inhibitors HQNO, antimycin A and myxothiazol,

indicates that some electrons from Fe2* oxidation also flow along the uphill electron

transport pathway from cytochrome c to NDH-1 to reduce NAD* (Fig. 6). The inhibition

was not high in agreement with the idea that only a small portion of electrons (about

l07o) may be used for NAD* reduction (Ingledew 1982). The effect observed was

indirect, that is, the effect on Fe2* oxidation but consistent with the DNP stimulation

after the inhibition by rotenone, amytal, HQNO, antimycin A and myxothiazol. This is

different from the situation where the most portion of electrons supplied were directly

used for NAD* reduction demonstrated by Elbehti et al. (2000). Elbehti et al. (2000)

studied the oxidation of external reduced cytochrome c in spheroplasts in the presence

of KCN. In their case, complex I inhibitors (rotenone, amytal and atabrine) showed 65 -

85Vo inhlbition and complex trI inhibitors (HQNO, antimycin A, myxothiazol and others)

showed 3O -75Vo inhibition on cytochrome c oxidation.

The flow of some electrons in the uphill pathway (NAD+ reduction) could release the

"pressure" by excess energy (Ap). When the uphill pathway was inhibited, the excess Ap

would make Fe2* oxidation slow down. So the uphill electron transport pathway is the

other respiratory controller for Fe2* oxidation in addition to ATP synthase. Therefore, it
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is expected that uncouplers will stimulate the inhibited-activities of Fe2* oxidation by

inhibitors of complexes I and III, as the experiments showed (Tables 1-5 & 1-6 and Fig.

1-13). Proton motive force (Ap) is also required for generation of the reducing po,'ver

(NAD(P)H) in other autotrophic organisms such as the photosynthetic purple bacterium

Rhodopseudomonas sphaeroides (now Rhodobacter sphaeroides) (Armitage et al. 1985),

the ammonia oxidizer N. europaea (IVhittaker et al. 2000), the nitrite oxidizer

Nitrobacter (Kiesow 1967) and the sulfur oxidizer A. thiooxidans (Masau et al.2O0I;

Suzuki et al. 1999). The similar experiment (inhibitors plus an uncoupler) providing an

evidence for the uphill electron transport pathway has not been performed in these

organisms.

The effect of complex I inhibitor atabrine is unusual. The reduced activity of Fe2*

oxidation by atabrine was not stimulated by an uncoupler but the inhibition could be

magnified by the addition of an uncoupler (Fig. 1-13). This indicates that atabrine may

also inhibit Fe2* oxidation at other place(s) than at complex I.

Another complex I inhibitor piericidin A had no effect on Fe2* oxidation (Table 1-5).

The effects of atabrine and piericidin A on Fe2* oxidation are different from their effects

on the oxidations of endogenous substrates (Part II), fructose (Part m), YE and CA (Part

IV) and formic acid (Part V). The oxidations of these substrates used downhill electron

transport pathways starting from complex I (involving NADH oxidation) or other

dehydrogenases. They were also inhibited by piericidin A but not by atabrine (see Part tr

to Part V). Since complex I inhibitors inhibited Fe2* oxidation indirectly by affecting

reverse (uphill) electron transport, the opposite effects of atabrine and piericidin A on

NAD* reduction and NADH oxidation may indicate two types of complex I (NDH-1) in
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A. ferrooxidans responsible for the uphill reaction (NAD+ reduction) and the downhill

reaction (NADH oxidation), respectively. In fact the genes encoding the subunits of two

types of complex I have been found in the partial genome sequence of A. ferrooxidans

strain 23270. The Nuo subunit genes of one type of complex I (Type I) have high

similarity to those from archea and proteobacteria and the subunit genes of the other

type of complex I (Type II) have high similarity to those from eukaryote and

cyanobacteria. The amino acid sequences for some subunits (especially the

corresponding subunits) of these two types of complex I are from different parts in a

same putative ORF (open reading frame) with substantial overlapping. Fig. 1-25 shows

an example of the putative ORF containing the subunits 6 of the two types of complex I.

The existence of two types of complex I (NDH-l) has been reported in the

cyanobacteria Synechocystis sp. strain PCC6803 (Cournac et aI.2004; Ohkawa et al.

2000) and Synechococcus sp. PCC7942 (Maeda et aL.2002). The amino acid sequence

of the subunit 6 of the Type II complex I in A. ferrooxidans has 22% of identity and

43Vo of conserved replacement with the subunit 6 of one type of complex I in the

cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. strain PCC6803 (Fig. 1-25c). Therefore, it is quite

possible that two types of complex I (NDH-l) exist in A. ferrooxidans although it is

uncertain which type (Type I or Type II) is involved in the uphill (or downhill) reaction.

One type of NDH-1 (NDH-1"p) is responsible for the uphill reaction (NAD+ reduction)

and the other type (NDH-l¿o*n) is responsible for the downhill reaction (NADH

oxidation).

It is obvious that the oxidations of Vc, PG, SHAM, Cys, GSH and tiron were using

the Fe2* oxidation system since these compounds reduced Fe3* to Fe2* lTable I-23) and



their oxidation by 02 were greatly stimulated by FeCl3. The effects of complex I

inhibitors atabrine and piericidin A and complex IV inhibitors KCN and NaN: on these

oxidations were same as on Fe2* oxidation: atabrine showed inhibition and the inhibition

could be magnified by an uncoupler; piericidin A had no effect, and KCN and NaN3

showed strong inhibition.

Table 1-26 shows the comparison of the inhibition of the oxidations of these organic

compounds and Fe2* by inhibitors of complexes I and IIL Except for the effects by

atabrine and piericidin A, the inhibition by these inhibitors roughly follows the trend:

the faster the oxidation, the higher the inhibition by inhibitors. This agrees with the

hypothesis that the faster the oxidation is, the more electrons will flow along the uphill

pathway to NAD+. The oxidation of Cys was inhibited by all inhibitors tested of

complexes I and III except piericidin A, and the inhibited-activities of Cys oxidation by

these inhibitors (except atabrine), similar to those of Fe2* oxidation, were stimulated by

uncoupler DNP (Fig. 1-18). This further confirmed that Cys oxidation was using the

Fe2* oxidation system in the presence of an uphill reaction pathway.

According to the studies in this dissertation combining the information in Fig. 6, a

new model for the electron transport pathway of the oxidations of Fe2* and the above-

mentioned organic compounds by A. fenooxidans is shown inFig. I-26.
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Tables of Part I



Table L-L. Effect of uncouplers on Fe2+ oxidation.x

CCCP

(pM)

0

0.2

0.5

1.0

5.0

10.0

Rate **

1.45 t 0.01

1.56 + 0.01

1.81 t 0.02

1.78 + 0.06

I.4I + 0.07

1.30 + 0.01

R.A

1.00

1.08

t.25

r.23

0.97

0.90

DNP

(pM)

*Cells were added to start the reaction.

** Rate: ¡rmol O2min-l mg protein-l (* SD, n = 3 - 5). R.A: relative activity, a ratio of

the rate in the presence of an uncoupler over that in the absence (0 pM).

Table 1-2. Inhibition by uncouplers of Fe2* oxidation in the absence and presen ce of 4

rnM KH2POa.*

0.5 pM + 30 pM DNP

0

10

20

30

40

60

100

Rate **

1.45 + 0.01

1.60 + 0.04

1.86 + 0.09

1.74 + 0.01

1.67 + 0.06

1.62 + 0.02

1.54 + O.O4
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R.A

Control

5 pM CCCP

10 pM CCCP

0.1 mM DNP

1 mM DNP

1.00

1.10

1.28

r.20

1.15

1,.r2

1.06

In the absence of KHzPO¿

1.70 + 0.01

Rate **

I.2l + 0.03

0.33 + 0.00

0.16 + 0.02

0.98 + 0.01

0.73 + 0.02

*Cells were pre-incubated with uncouplers for 5 min.

** Rate: pmol 02min-l (mg protein)-l (* SD, n = 3). R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a

rate over that of control in the absence of KH2POa.

r.11

R.A

1.00

0.27

0.13

0.81

0.60

In the presence of 4 mM KHzPO+

Rate x*

1.50 + 0.02

0.34 + 0.00

0.Il + 0.02

0.98 + 0.00

0.74 + 0.00

R.A

t.24

0.28

0.14

0.81

0.61



Table L-3. Effect of CH¡COOK on Fe2* oxidation.*

CHsCOOK

Control

50 pM

0.1 mM

0.2 mM

0.5 mM

1mM

2mM

10 mM

40 mM

Rate *x

1.11 + 0.00

1.22 + 0.01

1.24 + 0.01

1.28 + 0.01

1.26 + 0.02

1.20 + 0.02

LI4 + 0.02

0.79 + 0.01

0.35 + 0.01

*Cells were added to start the reaction. xCells were added to start the reaction.

** Rate: ¡^Lmol 02min-l mg protein-l (* SD, n = 3). R.A: relative activity, a ratio of the

rate in the presence of CH¡COOK over that in the absence (control).

Table 1-4. KCN and NaN3 on Fe2* oxidation.*

R.A

Endogenous

1.00

1.10

L12

1.15

t.l4
1.08

1.03

0.tl
0.32

75

Control

KCN

Concentration

NaNs

*Cells (24 mg I mL) were added to start the reaction.

88 Rate: nmol Ozmin-l(mg protein)-l. R.A: relative activity, aratio of the rate in the

presence of KCN or NaN3 over that in the absence (control) or the rate of endogenous

respiration over that of control.

2mM

0.1 mM

1mM

2mM

Rate xx

0.92 + 0.08

590.94 + 8.44

0.58 + 0.02

11.52 + 0.29

0.87 + 0.01

0.59 + 0.02

R.A

0.002

1.00

0.001

0.019

0.002

0.001



Table 1-5. Effects of complex

of DNP.*

Only cells

DNP

Am

At

R

76

I inhibitors on Fe2* oxidation in the presence and absence

No DNP

Rate *x R.A

1.31 + 0.03 1.00

1.12 + 0.04 0.85

1.09 + 0.02 0.83

1.08 r 0.05 0.82

Only cells

DNP

R +Am

R+At
Am+At

Am+At+R

Plus 10 pM DNP

Rate x* R.A

1.30 + 0.03 0.96

1.35 + 0.03 1.00

1.33 + 0.02 0.99

1.08 + 0.01 0.80

1.30 + 0.01 0.96

1.37 + 0.01 1.00

1.11 + 0.03 0.81

0.97 + 0.04 0.1I

1.05 + 0.01 0.77

0.92 + 0.02 0.67

Only cells

PA

PA+R+Am

Plus 100 pM DNP

Rate ** R.A

1.25 + 0.02 1.16

1.08 + 0.01 1.00

0.98 t 0.02 0.91

0.55 t 0.00 0.51

0.90 + 0.01 0.83

1.69 + 0.03 0.96

1.76 + 0.01 1.00

1.15 +0.02 0.99

1.39 + 0.04 0.79

1.50 + 0.02 0.85

1.29 +0.01 O.l3

*Cells (2.4 mg / mL) were pre-incubated with inhibitors plus / minus DNP for 5 mln

before addition of Fe2*.

** Rate: ¡rmol 02min-l(mg protein)-l (+SD, n = 3 - 6); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of

the rate in the presence of electron transport inhibitor(s) over that in the absence (control

activity). 
'When DNP was absent control activities were those with "Only cells".'When

DNP was present control activities were those in the presence of 10 pM or 100 pM DNP.

Am: 1 mM amytal; R: 0.1 mM rotenone; PA: 0.5 ¡rM Piericidin A; At: 2 mM atabrine.

1.35 + 0.13 1.00

1.36 + 0.04 1.01

1. 18 + 0.03 0.87

1.64 + 0.02

1.41 + 0.03

1.20 + 0.01

0.56 t 0.01

0.1I + 0.02

0.52 t 0.01

1.16

1.00

0.85

0.40

0.50

0.37



Table 1-6. Effects of complex III inhibitors and combinations of complex I and III

inhibitors on Fe2* oxidation in the presence and absence of DNP.*

Only cells

DNP

An

My

H

No DNP

Rate xx R.A

1.35 + 0.11 1.00

1.13 t 0.03 0.84

1.25 + 0.01 0.93

1.16 + 0.05 0.86

Only cells

DNP

An+My

An+H

My+H

An+H+My

Plus 10 ¡rM DNP

Rate ** R.A

1.61 + 0.03 0.97

1.66 + 0.04 1.00

1.51 + 0.02 0.91

1.69 + 0.03 l.O2

1.52 + 0.00 0.92

1.52 + 0.03 1.00

1.38 + 0.01 0.91

1.10 + 0.01 0.72

1.27 +0.ü 0.84

1.05 + 0.01 0.69

Only cells

DNP

I+III

Plus 0.1 mM DNP

71

Rate x* R.A

1.48 + 0.03 092

1.61 + 0.04 1.00

1.54 + 0.03 0.96

1.44 + 0.06 0.89

1.52 + 0.07 0.94

I.52 + 0.06 0.94

l.2O + 0.04 I.l9

1.01 + 0.02 1.00

0.97 + 0.01 0.96

1.00 + 0.01 0.99

0.92 + 0.01 0.91

1.49 + 0.05 1.00

*Cells were pre-incubated with inhibitors plus / minus DNP for 5 min before addition of

Fez*.

** Rate: prmol 02min-l(mg protein)-l (*SD, n = 3 - 6); R.A: relative activity (definition

is same as in Table 1-4); An: 10 ¡rM antimycin A; My: 10 pM myxothiazol; H: 40 pM

HQNO; I + III: R + Am + At + An + H + My. The concentrations of R, Am and At are

same as in Tabel 1-5.

0.89 + 0.01 0.60

1.43 + 0.03

1.27 + 0.04

1.20 + 0.04

1.09 + 0.03

1.19 + 0.03

l.O7 +O.02

1.49 + 0.05 0.93

1.61 + 0.04 1.00

0.65 + 0.04 0.40

1.13

1.00

0.94

0.86

0.94

0.84

1.49 + 0.05

I.27 + 0.04

0.37 + 0.01

1.fl

1.00

0.29



Table 1-7. Stimulation by FeCl3 of Vc oxidation.

Endogenous respiration

Only Vc x*

Yc + 4 rnM FeCl3 x*

Control

FeCls

Concentration

* Rate: nmol 02min-limg protein)-l (*SD, n = 3); ** Cells were not added and rates

were converted to values as if cells were present; R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a rate

over the rate of control.

Rate *

0.0 + 0.0

12.5 +3.1.

3.1 + 0.0

750.0 + 50.0

0.4 mM

lmM

2mM

4mM

Table L-8. Effect of uncouplers on Vc oxidation.

tcccPl
(pM)

1190.0 + 6.3

1271.9 + 6.3

1281.5 + 6.3

1193.8 + 18.8

78

R.A

0

0.1

0.2

0.5

1.0

5.0

10.0

0

0.02

0.00

1.00

Effect of CCCP

Rate I

674.0 + 18.6

681.9 + 15.1

701.0 + 20.2

762.1 + 24.8

130.2 + 11.3

616.2 + 15.4

544.4 + 14.9

1.59

r.70

r.72

r.59

R.A

1.00

1.01

t.04

t.13

1.08

0.91

0.81

DNP

(pM)

* Rate: nmol 02 min-l(mg protein)-l (+SD, n = 3); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a rate

over the rate of control (0 ttM).

0

5

10

20

30

40

60

100

Effect of DNP

Rate x

674.0 + 18.6

684.5 + 0.7

727.1x.4.0

754.2 + 403

751.3 + 44.1

618.1+ 4.1

617.2 + 19.1

660.1 + 28.3

0.5 ¡rM CCCP + 30 ¡rM DNP 791.4 + 18.1

R.A

1.00

t.02

1.08

t.r2

1.11

1.01

1.00

0.98

T.T7



Table 1-9. Effect of inhibitors of complex fV on Vc oxidation.

KCN

Concentration

NaN:

10 pM

0.1 mM

1mM

* Rate: nmol Oz min-l(mg protein)-l (+SD, n = 3); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a rate

over the rate of control.

Table 1-10. Effect of inhibitors of complex trI on Vc oxidation.

lpM
10 pM

0.1mM

Rate x

771.9 + 46.9

590.6 + 9.4

17.2 + 0.0

0.0 + 0.0

In the absence of FeCl¡

Control

Myxothiazol

Antimycin A

375.0 + 40.6

68.2 + 6.3

0.0 + 0.0

79

R.A

Concentration

HQNO

1.00

o.7l

0.02

0.00

40 pM

0.1mM

0.49

0.09

0.00

ln the presence of 4 mM FeCls

5pM

10 pM

20 pM

30 pM

40 pM

Control

HQNO

Rate *

739.1+ 39.4

768.8 + lI;7

742.7 + lO.7

* Rate: nmol Oz min-l(mg protein)-l (*SD, n = 3); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a rate

over the rate of control.

746.4 + 8.7

715.0 x.9.0

711.5 + 10.8

845.5 + 11.5

831.0 + 6.1

R.A

40 pM

1.00

1.04

1.00

1037.5 x.3.1

1103.1 +3.1

1.01

0.97

0.96

r.l4

1.13

1.00

1.06



Table 1-11. Effect of inhibitors of complex I on Vc oxidation.

Control

Atabrine

Concentration

Amytal (Am)

Rotenone (R)

R +Am

10 pM

0.1mM

1mM

2m]|y4

Piericidin A

Rate *

839.8 -F 31.5

1mM

0.1mM

839.0

425.0 + 9.3

134.4 + 6.3

81.3 + 6.2

Control

Atabrine (At)

CCCP

At + CCCP

opM

0.5 ¡rM

728.1+9.4

181.5 + 9.3

681.3 + 12.5

R.A

80

* Rate: nmol Oz min-l(mg protein)-l (*SD, n = 3); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a rate

over the rate of control.

1.00

1.00

0.51

0.16

0.10

0.1mM

10 pM

881.3 + 0.2

87I.9 +3.1

0.87

0.94

0.81

750.0 + 50.0

403.1+ 53.1

550.0 + 15.6

281.3 + 12.5

1.00

0.99

1.00

0.54

0.73

0.38



Table l-l2.Effect of FeClg on PG oxidation.

[FeClg] 'With cells (biological oxidation)

(mM)

0 40.2 + 0.3

0.5

1

Rate x

2 252.9 + 7.4

5 1058.7 + 26.2

85.5 + 1.1

104.6 x.0.7

10

* Rate: nmol 02min-l (mg protein)-l (+SD, n=2); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a rate

over the rate of control (0 mM FeCl¡ in the presence of cells); ** rates were convorted to

values as if cells were present.

R.A

1082.1 +1.6

1.00

2.r3

2.60

6.29

26.33

26.93

Without cells (chemical oxidation)

Table 1-13. Effect of uncouplers on PG oxidation.

ICCCP or DNPI

(pM)

Rate *x

2.7 +2.0

4.1 + 0.5

4.2 + 0.1

6.5 + 0.3

12.8 + 0.7

16.2 + 0.4

81

0

0.02

0.1

0.5

1

5

10

20

100

R.A

0.07

0.10

0.10

0.16

0.32

0.40

Rate x

40.9 + 0.1

40.2 + 0.1

39.5 + 0.1

35.8 + 0.3

33.3 + 0.1

32.2 + 0.3

30.4 + O.I

CCCP

* Rate: nmol Oz min-l1mg protein)-1 (-rSD, n = 2); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a rate

over the rate of control (0 pM).

1.00

0.98

0.97

0.88

0.81

0.79

0.74

Rate *

57.7 + 0.4

57.6 x.0.6

57.7 + 0.2

54.9 + 0.4

53.1 + 1.1

52.0 + 0.5

50.6 + 0.5

49.0 + 0.4

DNP

R.A

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.9s

0.92

0.90

0.88

0.85



Table l-I4.F;ffect of KCN and NaN3 on PG oxidation.

IKCN or NaN¡l

(mM)

Only PG **

0

0.1

0.5

1

2

Rate *

1.51 + 0.03

47.24 + 0.42

10.16 + 0.42

4.22 + 0.41

2.19 + 0.42

1.98 + 0.31

KCN

* Rate: nmol Oz min-l1mg protein)-l (+SD, n = 2); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a rate

over the rate of control (0 mM); *x rates \¡/ere converted to values as if cells were

present.

R.A

0.03

1.00

0.22

0.09

0.05

0.04

Table 1-15. Effect of inhibitors of complex I and complex III on PG oxidation.

Rate x

1.51 + 0.03

43.01t 0.05

7.03 + 0.05

2.76 + 0.73

1.30 -r 0.10

1.82 + 0.26

Effect of complex I inhibitors

Control

Am

R

R+Am

82

R.A

Rate x

41.9 + 0.8

41.8 + 0.4

37.5 + 0.3

35.6 + 0.3

0.03

1.00

0.16

0.06

0.03

0.04

Control

PA

At

10 pM CCCP 57.3 + 0.2

CCCP + At 44.3 + 0.2

R.A

57.9 + 0.7

56.0 + 0.1

52.5 + O.5

1.00

1.00

0.89

0.85

* Rate: nmol Oz min-l1mg protein)-l (+SD, n = 2); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a rate

over the rate of control; Am: 1 mM amytal; R: 0.1 mM rotenone; PA: 0.5 pM Piericidin

A; At: 2 mM atabrine; H: 40 pM HQNO; My: 40 ¡rM myxothiazol; An: 0.1 mM

antimycin A.

Effect of complex III inhibitors

Control

H

My

An

1.00

0.97

0.91

0.89

0.77

Rate *

H+An+My 27.9+0.9

46.8 + 0.1

33.3 + 0.3

39.4 + 0.3

35.3 + 0.1

R.A

1.00

0.lt
0.84

o.l5

0.60



Table 1-1,6. Effect of uncoupler on Cys oxidation.

Reactions within 6 min

Control

DNP

CCCP

Concentration

Reactions within 90s

Control

DNP

30 ¡rM

100 pM

CCCP

Rate *

0.5 ¡rM

1pM

10 pM

x Rate: nmol Oz min-l(mg protein)-l (+SD, n = 2)i R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a rate

over the rate of control.

335.9 + 0.1

359.4 + 1.5

321.6 + 18.0

334.4 -r 10.3

334.4 + 3.0

272.2 + 5.7

Table 1,-lT.Effect of complex IV inhibitors (KCN and NaN¡) on Cys oxidation.

83

30 pM

R.A

0.5 pM

1.00

Only Cys, no cells

Endogenous

Control

KCN

NaN¡

t.o7

0.96

368.8 + 25.0

462.5 + 90.6

1.00

1.00

0.81

384.4 + 9.4

Concentration

* Rate: nmol Oz min-l(mg protein)-l (+SD, n = 2); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a rate

over the rate of control.

1.00

1.25

t.o4

2mM

lmM

Rate x

0.0 + 0.0

0.0 + 0.0

226.9 + 6.3

0.9 + 0.0

1.0 + 0.2

R.A

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00



Table 1-1,8. Effects of inhibitors complex I and complex III on Cys oxidation in the

absence and presence of DNP.

Complex I inhibitors

Only cells

DNP

0.1 mM rotenone (R)

1 mM amytal (Am)

R+Am

0.4 mM atabrine (At)

Only cells

40 pM atabrine

0.4 mM atabrine (At)

2 mM atabrine

10 pM CCCP (CCCP)

At + CCCP

Rate x R.A

232.0 + 0.5 1.00

21.9.7 + 0.7 0.95

205.4 + 7.0 0.89

209.1 x.1,.5 0.90

Only cells

Plus 10 pM DNP

335.9 + 0.1 1.00

298.1 + 1.8 0.89

125.3 + 7.0 0.37

51.9 + 1.1 0.15

272.2 + 5.7 0.81

93.8 + 5.9 0.28

Rate *
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0.5 pM Piericidin A

312.0 +1.1

326.8 x.3.6

332.2 + 5.2

330.2 + 7.9

122.3 + 0.6

Complex III inhibitors

Only cells

DNP

R.A

10 pM antimycin A (An)

40 ¡rM myxothiazol (My)

40 pM HQNO (H)

An+My+H

0.95

1.00

r.02

1.01

0.37

264.2 + 0.2 1.00

259.4 +6.6 0.98

x Rate: nmol 02min-l(mg protein)-l (+SD, n=2): R.A: relative activity, a ratio of the

oxidation rate in the presence of electron transport inhibitor(s) over that in the absence

(control activity). When DNP was present control activities were those in the presence

of 10 pM DNP.

232.0 + 0.5 1.00

203.1 + 0.3 0.88

117.2 + 5.9 0.16

162.2 + 8.0 0.70

141.4 + 10.4 0.61

312.0 + 7.7

326.8 x.3.6

328.2 + 0.9

312.3 + 2.2

303.7 +9.8

288.5 + 5.2

0.95

1.00

1.00

0.96

0.93

0.88



Table 1-19. Effect of uncouplers on GSH oxidation.

Control

No cells

CCCP

Concentration

DNP

0.5 pM

1pM

5pM

10 pM

i00 pM

x Rate: nmol Ozmin-l(mg protein)-l (*SD, n=2); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a rate

over the rate of control.

Rate *

107.6 + 1.0

1.4 + O.3

122.6 + 0.4

121.4 + 0.3

119.8 + 1.8

112.2 + 2.2

92.7 + 1.2

30 pM

100 pM

Table l-20.Effect of complex IV inhibitors (KCN and NaN¡) on GSH oxidation.

Control

Only GSH, no cells

KCN

NaNs

85

R.A

1.00

0.01

115.9 + 1.9

124.0 + 4.3

LI4

1.13

1.11

r.04

0.86

Concentration

* Rate: nmol Oz min-l(mg protein)-l (*SD, n = 2); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a rate

over the rate of control.

1.08

1.15

2m]ul

1mM

Rate *

107.6 + 1.0

1.4 +'0.3

1.0 + 0.0

0.6 + 0.1

R.A

1.00

0.01

0.01

0.01



Table l-2l.Effect of inhibitors of complex I and complex III on GSH oxidation.

Complex I inhibitors

Control

Atabrine (At)

Rotenone (R)

Amytal (Am)

R+Am

R+Am+At
CCCP

CCCP + At

Concentration

2m]M{

0.1mM

lmM

Control

Piericidin A

Rate *

Complex trI inhibitors

107.6 + 1.0

8I.l + 2.9

106.9 + 1.7

104.9 + 1.0

107.8 + 3.5

78.5 + O.7

92.7 + 7.2

37.7 + 1.3

Control

HQNO

Myxothiazol

Antimycin A

100 pM

86

R.A

x Rate: nmol 02min-l1mg protein)-l (+SD, n=2); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a rate

over the rate of control.

0.5pM

1.00

0.75

0.99

0.97

1.00

0.13

0.86

0.35

40 pM

40 pM

0.1mM

85.2 + 0.4

87.9 + 0.1

85.2 + 0.4

84.7 + 1.9

81.1 + 1.1

81.6'r 0.7

1.00

1.03

1.00

0.99

0.95

0.96



8l

Table l-22. Effect of inhibitors of complex I, complex III and complex fV, uncouplers

and FeCl¡ on tiron oxidation.

No FeCl¡ (Fe(III)) Concentration

4 mM tiron + 40¡rM HQNO

4 mM tiron + 4 mM FeClg

Effect of different reagents with 4 mM tiron plus 4 rnM FeCl¡

0mM

2111M

4mM

8mM

No cells (chemical oxidation)

Only cells

Control

KCN

NaNs

Rate *

0.86'r 0.26

3.61 + 0.1

3.75 + 0

5.1 + 0.36

Piericidin A

Amytal

Rotenone

Atabrine (At)

At + 10 pM CCCP

Antimycin A

Mxothiazol

HQNO

3.91+ 0.42

1,15.52 + 2.19

Relative activity

2 tr,NI

1mM

0.5 pM

1mM

0.1mM

2 ÍrNI

0.1mM

40 ¡tM

40 pM

0.23

0.98

1.00

t.36

1.28 + 0.26 x*

0.86 + 0.26

115.52 + 2.19

0.6 + 0.0

0.6 + 0.1

1I3.28 + 0.91

IIL93 + 0.29

110.49 t 0.96

48.75 + 0.42

30.29 + 0.63

113.78+I.22

110.0510.55

47.27+1.95

1.04 #

30.81

DNP

* Rate: nmol 02 min-l(mg protein)-l (+SD, n = 2); x* as if cells were present. 'F{<{< The
inhibition did not show when external Fe(III) was not added (see #). Relative activity is
a ratio of a rate over that of control or a rate over the rate with 4 mM tiron in the case

when FeCl3 was not present.

0.01

0.01

1.00

0.5 pM

10 pM

0.01

0.01

0.98

0.97

0.96

0.42

0.26

0.98

0.95

0.41 x*x

20 ¡tN{

0.1 mM

100.39 + 3.8

49.58 + 0.81

95.47 + 0.29

63.15 + 0.99

0.87

0.43

0.83

0.55



Tabte 1-23. Reduction of Fe3* by various Fe3*-reactive compounds in the absence and

presence of cells.

Cells

Compound Concentration (20 mg)

None

Vc 2mM - 3.75

+ 4.00

PG 0.2 mM - 0.63

+ 0.77

SHAM 2mM - 1.44

+ 1.93

- 0.15

+ 0.29

Tiron 4 mM

Initial 10 min 20 min 60 min

Reduction of Fe

Fe'* formed (mM ) *

Cys 1 mM - 1.04 1.06

GSH 1mM - 0.60 0.99 0.96

* 4 mM FeCl3, 2mj|¡4 KCN in 0.1 M B-alanine-HzSO¿ buffer of pH 3.5 with (+) and

without (-) cells in 1 mL reaction system. Initial samples of 0.1 mL were taken as soon

as possible after mixing for Fe2* determination with o-phenanthroline.

88

- 0.97

+ 2.58

0.19

0.66

4.08

4.36

0.98

t.69

1.31

2.08

T.T2

2.92
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Table 1,-24. Comparison of oxidation rates of Fe2*, Vc, PG, GSH and Cys by intact cells

and spheroplasts.

Substrate xRate: nmol Oz min

Fe

Vc

PG

GSH

cys

Cells (Rc)

1465 + 13

195 + 63

50+5

108 +1

229+4

*Rates are the aveÍage values from at least two experiments. tRates are the average

values from at least two experiments.

-'(mg protein)-

Table 1-25. Effect of uncouplers on Fe2* oxidation by spheroplasts in 0.1 M B-alanine-

HzSO¿ of pH 3.5. *

(+SD, n = 3-10)

SP (Rs)

882 +7

96+5

4I+6
20+3

36+9

Control

RsiRc (7o)

DNP

60

12

82

T9

t6

Concentration

CCCP

*Spheroplasts (0.19 mg protein) were added to start the reaction.

20 pM

100 pM

** Rate: nmol 02min-l(mg protein)-l (+SD, n = 3); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a

rate over the rate of control.

0.5 pM

10 pM

Rate *x

928.1+ 6.3

843.8 + 9.4

790.6 + 3.1

887.5 + 3.1

662.5 + 12.5

R.A

1.00

0.91

0.85

0.96

0.7r



Table l-26.Irhrbition(Vo) of oxidation of FeSO¿ (Fe2), ascorbic acid (Vc), L-cysteine

(Cys), Glutathione (GSH), propyl gallate (PG) and tiron by electron transport

inhibitors of complexes I and IfI.

Complex I

inhibitors

roõ\

o
I

F

0.5 pM PA

2mMAt

lmMAm

0.1 mM R

Am+R

Complex

ru

inhibitors

0

I7

15

18

T9

10 ¡rM My

40 pM My

10 pM An

0.1 mM An

40pMH

My+An+H

Vc

I

90

t3

6

T9

cys

Chemical reaction (7o of

control)

2

85

11

5

10

GSH

90

0

25

3

1

0

R.A, no FeCl:

R.A, with FeCl, xxx

R: rotenone; Am: amytal; At: atabrine; PA: piericidin A; An: antimycin A; My:

myxothiazol; H: HQNO. * Tiron oxidation was tested in the presence of 4 mM FeCl¡.

xx Tested in the absence of FeCl¡. **x Different concentrations of FeCl¡ were used with

different substrates and maximal rates were used for calculation of relative activities.

R.A: relative activity, a ratio of the oxidation rate [nmol Oz min-l (mg protein¡-l1 of a

substrate over that of Fe2* (no FeCl3).

PG

J

9

0

11

15

I4

3t

Tiron *

24

T2

2

58

J

4

1.00

30

39

1.00

0.50

0.85

15

29

40

0.22

0.90

2

59 {0 **,

0.07

0.51

0.04

0.7r

0.003

0.08
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Fig. 1-1. Effect of CCCP and DNP on Fe2* oxidation. Celts (2.4 mg) were added to start

the reaction in Oxygraph (1.2 mL).
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Fig.1,-2. Effect of CCCP and DNP on Fe2* oxidation in the presence and absenc e of 4

mM KH2PO4 (Pi). (a) Effect of CCCP, (b) effect of DNP. Cells (2.4 mg) were

preincubated with and without uncouplers for 5 min before the addition of Fe2* in

Oxygraph (I.2mL).
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Fig. 1-3. Effect of KHzPO¿ (Pi,4 mM) on Fe2+ oxidation by cells with and without the

treatment of CCCP. Cells (20 mg / mL) were preincubated in the absence (CA cells,

control cells) and presence (CP cells) with CCCP (10 ptM) at25C for 30 min by

magnetic stirring. Then cells were washed for 6 times (a) and 10 times (b) with 20

mL buffer (at 10, 000 x g, 10 min). Fe2* oxidation was initiated by adding 2.4 mg

cell in Oxygraph (I.2 rnl,) with and without the addition of Pi.
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Fig.L-4. Effect of KSCN on Fe2* oxidation. CeLIs (2.4 mg / I.2 mL) were added to start

the reaction.
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Fig. 1-5. Effect of nigericin and valinomycin on Fe2* oxidation. Cells (2.4 mg I 1.2 mL)

were added to start the reaction.
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Fig. 1-6. Effect of oligomycin and DCCD on Fe2* oxidation. Cells (2.4 mg / L.2 mL)

were preincubated with and without oligomycin or DCCD for 5 min before the

addition of Fe2*.
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Fig. 1-7. Effect of KCN concentration on Fe2+ oxidation. Cells (2.4 mg) were added to

start the reaction after KCN and Fe2*.
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Fig. 1-8. Effect of NaN¡ concentration on Fe2* oxidation. Cells (2.4 mg)

added to start the reaction after NaNg and Fe2*.
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presence of 0. 1 mM DNP. Cells (2.4 mg / I.2 mL) were preincubated with and

without inhibitors and / or DNP for 5 min before the addition of Fe2*. R: 0.1 mM
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Fig. 1-11. Combinations of complex trI inhibitors on Fe2* oxidation. Cells (2.4 mg I 1.2

mL) were preincubated with and without inhibitors for 5 min before the addition of

Fe2*. An: 10 pM Antimycin A; H: 40 ¡rM HQNO; My: 10 pM Myxorhiazol.
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Fig. 1-13. The relative activities of Fe2* oxidation in the presence of inhibitors of

complex I and complex III and different concentrations of DNP. Letter abbreviations

and definition of relative activity are the same as in Tables 1-5 and 1-6.
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Fig.I-23. Oxidation of Fe2* by spheroplasts at pH 3.5 of buffers of different

components. Buffer: 0.1 M p-alanine-HzSO¿. 2.4 mg spheroplasts (0.19 mg protein)

were added to start the reaction.
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Fig. 1- 25.The bioinformatics search results of the putative ORF containing the subunit

6 of the two types of complex I in,4,. ferrooxidans. The amino acid sequence of the

subunit I of Nitrosomonas europaea ATCC 19118 NDH-I (accession number

NP_84L800) was used as the query sequence to search the partial genome sequence

(tblastn) of A. ferrooxidans ATCC 23210 at the NCBI (National Center for

Biotechnology Information) web site

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sutils/genom table.cgi) contributed by TIGR

Microbial Database (http://www.tigr.orgitdblmdb/rndbinproeress.htrnl). Amino acid

sequences were obtained and putative ORFs were found via ORF Finder

(http : //www. ncbi.nlm.nih. eov/gorf/gorf.html) from the nucleotide sequences that

produced significant alignments. Then putative amino acid sequences coding for the

subunits of complex Is have been found by blasting the putative ORFs (blastp)

against the genomes of known organisms. Sequence comparisons were directly

taken from the website. (a) The putative ORF in A. ferrooxidans; (b) the putative

conserved domains that contain the subunits 6 of the two types of complex I; (c)

amino acid sequence alignments of the proteins corresponding to each subunit 6 of

the two putative complex Is: NADH-ubiquinone / plastoquinone oxidoreductase

chain 6 and NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase subunit 6 (chain J) [Energy

production and conversion], respectively. Sequences can be obtained from the

GenBank under the accession numbers listed at the bottom of each alignment.
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2 445 atgctgccagtaaccacgattctgttttatatcttctccgctata
I,{LPVTTILFYTFSAÏ

2 4 9 0 t trgc t gggc t c t gc aac gc t ggt gat cac g'gc grcg:taa t cc ggt g
LLGSATLVITARNPV

253 5 tacgcgaccctgtatctggtgctggcgttttttaatgctgccgcc
YATLYLVLAFFNAAA

2580 ctgttcatcctgctgggagctgaattcctggggttgattctgatt
LF]LLGAEFLGLÏLÏ

2 625 cLggtc tatgtgggcgcggtga i:g gtgc t t t tcc tc tt tgtggtg
LVYVGAVMVLFLFVV

2 67 0 atga t gc tggatatcaacc tggcacgtatcaaggaaggct t tc tc
MÞ{LDINLARfKEGFL

27 L5 agLtatctgccattgggtcttgctattgccatcctcggtgttctg
SYLPLGLAÏATLGVL

27 60 gagctggcggtcgttttctggacgtcttccctgggccatatccct
ELAVVFWTSSLGHTP

2 805 gcgicccgccgcactcccggcggataccgacaatacccgggcactg
APAALPADTDNTRAL

2 I 5 0 ggçratcctactgtataccaaatatctgtatccatttgaaatagca
GTLLYTKYLYPFEIA

2895 gcagtaattctg 2906
AVIL

Fie.I-25 (a)

Length: 153 aa
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PSSMs producing significant alignments:

enl|CDDl1058 pfam00499, Oxidored-q3, NADH-ubiquinone/plastoquinone oxidored...

enllCDDll0706 COG0839, NuoJ, NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase subunit 6 (chain...

Fie. 1-25 (b)

Putative conserved domains

Sequence alignment of NADH-ubiquinoneþlastoquinone oxidoreductase chain 6

Score
(bits)

E
value

0.007

5e-10

34.0

57.9
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A. f: Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans (Proteobacteria)

E.c: Equus caballus (Eukaryota); accession number (AN): P48657

G.g: Gallus gallus (Etkaryota); AN: P18941

D.v: Didelphis virginiana (Eukaryota); AN: P41315

S.P: Synechocysfls sp. PCC 6803 (Cyanobacteria); AN: P26523

L.b: Leptolyngbya boryana (Cyanobacteria); AN: Q00243

M.p: Marchantia polymorpfta (Eukaryota); AN: P06266

Z.m: Zea mays (Eukaryota); AN: P46621
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A. f: Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans (Proteobacteria);

B.m: Brucella melitensis 16M (Proteobacteria); AN: NP_540066

N. m : N e is s e r i a me nin g iti di s 2249 1 (Proteobacteria) ; AN: NP 2828 62

R. s : Rals tonia s o lanac earør¿ GMI 1 000 (Proteobacteria) ; AN: NP_520 1 74

S.m: Sinorhizobium meliloti l02l (Proteobacteria); AN: NP_385381

X.f: Xylella Fastidiosa 9a5c (Proteobacteria); AN: Np_2 9 7 6 O 5

M. l: M e s o rhizo b ium loti M4FF303099 (Proteobacteria) ; AN; Np_1 O 2 9 6 3

Fig. 1-25 (c).
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Fig.l'26. Proposed model for the electron transport pathways of the oxidations of Fe2* and some iron-interacting organic compounds

by A. ferrooxidans based on experimental data. Q: ubiquinone / ubiquinol pool; bcJ: the åc1 complex participating in the uphill

reaction (NAD+ reduction); NDH-lun: the NDH-1 involved in the uphill reaction (NAD+ reduction); c4or c552¡cytochrome ca or

cytochrome c552; Cyt.: cytochrome. Vc: ascorbic acid; PG: propyl gallate; Cys: L-cysteine; GSH: glutathione. The thickness of
straight arrows (not including the affows pointing at H) represents the speed of electron flow in a qualitative manner.
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Part II

Oxidation of Endogenous Substrates

(Endogenous Oxidation)
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Effects of electron transport inhibitors, uncouplers and other Âp dissipaters, thiol

reagents and iron chelators were studied on the oxidation of endogenous substrates in A.

ferrooxidans by Oz and Fe3*. Uncouplers and other Ap dissipaters greatly stimulated the

oxidation of endogenous substrates indicating a normal respiratory control. Complex I

inhibitors showed strong inhibition (atabrine had no effect) indicating an overall

exergonic reaction. Complex fV inhibitors KCN and NaN3 only partially inhibited

endogenous respiration suggesting the involvement of more than one type of terminal

oxidase. HQNO, an inhibitor of haem å-containing quinol oxidases, further reduced the

KCN or NaN¡ inhibited activity indicating the role of quinol oxidases. The remaining

activity in the presence of KCN and HQNO was strongly inhibited by rotenone

suggesting the involvement of an unknown terminal oxidase that was insenstitive to

KCN and HQNO. HQNO alone, however, greatly stimulated the oxidation of

Abstract

endogenous substrates. KCN or NaN3 more strongly inhibited the stimulated activity of

endogenous respiration by HQNO than that by uncouplers. It was interpreted that

HQNO stimulation was due to the shifting of electrons to a "fast" electron transport

pathway involving iron and the cytochrome c oxidase pathway. The respiratory quotient

(COz / 02 ratio) of endogenous respiration was close to 1.0 indicating the carbohydrate

nature of endogenous substrates. Based on the experimental data and the current

tt6

knowledge, a model for the electron transport pathways for the oxidation of endogenous

substrates has been proposed.



A. ferrooxidans obtains energy for its growth by oxidizing inorganic substrates such

as Fe2* and inorganic sulfur compounds. The reducing power (NADH) for COz fixation

is produced via an uphill electron transport pathway (NAD* reduction). When these

normal growth substrates are absent, the organism survives by oxidizing endogenous

substrates. Since the endogenous metabolism is required for "energy of maintenance"

('the energy consumed for purposes other than the production of new cell material')

(Dawes I976), the oxidation of endogenous substrates inA. feruooxidans, different from

that of its inorganic substrates, may use a downhill electron transport pathway possibly

involving NADH oxidation via complex I. Very little is known, however, about the

endogenous metabolism of this chemoautotrophic bacterium, the study of which would

help the understanding of the overall physiology of this organism.

Introduction

Endogenous metabolism in microorganisms has been studied mainly on the nature of

endogenous substrates, the relationships of endogenous metabolism with the viability of

the cells, and energy of maintenance (Brdar et al. 1965; Dagley and Sykes 1957; Dawes

1963,1976; Dawes and Ribbons 1962,1964; Postage and Hunter 1962; Strange 1968),

but there is a paucity of information about the electron transport pathways of the

rt7

oxidation of endogenous substrates. Although endogenous polyphosphate, proteins and

RNA may be degraded by an organism, the main endogenous substrates used for

survival and energy of maintenance are glycogen and glycogen-like compounds, and

tipids fincluding poly-B-hydroxybutyrate (PHB)] (Dawes 1976). Glycogen was the

preferred endogenous substrate in E. coli (Dawes and Ribbons 1965). It was reported

that glycogen-rich E. coli survived better than glycogen-poor bactena, which led to the
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conclusion that only bacteria with a relatively large amount of carbohydrate have

superior survival properties (Dawes 1976; Dawes and Ribbons 1963; Strange 1968).

Sierra and Gibbons (1962) reported that the PFIB-rich (50Vo of polymer) strains of

Micrococcus halodenitrificans maintained I00Vo viability for 100 h whereas the PHB-

poor (less than I)Vo of polymer) strains died rapidly and less than lOVo of cells survived

after 30 h starvation. It has been suggested that the rapid metabolism of endogenous

substrates, which produces energy at a fate greater than that required for maintenance,

would accelerate the death of starved bacteria, whereas prolonged viability is associated

with a low rate of endogenous metabolism that is required for energy of maintenance

(Dawes 1976).

No information is available concerning the nature of endogenous substrates and the

electron transport pathways for endogenous metabolism in A. ferrooxidans. Electron

transport pathways of A. ferrooxidans were shown to be complex with multiple

branchings for Fe2* (Fig. 1-26) or sulfur growth (Fig.7;Brasseur et al.2004) and the Ap

requiring NAD* reduction for COz fixation. The pathway for Fe2* oxidation branches at

cytochrome ca / c552 which donates electrons mainly to cytochrome c oxidase (aa3, ba3)

to reduce Ozby downhill reaction, and partially to cytochrome bclI complex to reduce

NAD* by uphill reaction. The pathways for sulfur oxidation are centered on reduced

ubiquinone, ubiquinol which can reduce NAD* by an uphitl reaction or reduce Oz by

ubiquinol oxidases, cytochrome bd and cytochrome boz. Ubiquinol can also enter åc1II

complex to cytochrome c to cytochrome c oxidases (aa3 and ba).In addition to using

Oz as a terminal electron acceptor under aerobic conditions, A. ferrooxidans can also use

Fe3* as a terminal electron acceptor under anaerobic conditions (Ohmura et al.2002;
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Pronk et al. I99Ia) and in the aerobic condition at extremely low pH values (Sand 1989).

The electron transport pathways of Fe3* reduction are unknown in this organism and has

been poorly studied in other organisms. The pathway of Fe3* reduction in Pseudomonas

ferrireductar?s was proposed as: dehydrogenase ---+ quinones --+ cytochrome bc1

complex -+ iron reductase -, Fe3* (Arnold et al. 1986). According to the available

information about the electron acceptors and electron transport components in A.

ferrooxidans and the information of Fe3* reduction in other organisms, a hypothetical

model for the electron transport pathways of endogenous substrate oxidation in A.

ferrooxidans is shown in Fig. 2-0. The effect of different electron transport inhibitors as

well as uncouplers and other Ap dissipaters, thiol reagents and metal chelators on the

oxidation was studied in an effort to understand the mechanism of endogenous

metabolism and its control by checking the validity of and modifying the hypothetical

model.



Results



2.1. Endogenous oxidation by Oz (endogenous respiration)

A. ferrooxidans cells consumed 02 in the absence of ferrous iron at 25"C at a slow

rate of O.l - L.2 nmol Oz min -1 (mg protein) -1, which corresponded only to O.IVo the

rate of Fe 2* oxidation. The optimal pH was 3.5 with IO -20Vo less activity atpH2.3 -

L7 and decreasing activity above pH 3.5 to 507o less at pH 7.0. The activity at 30'C was

similar to that at25 "C, but it doubled at 40 "C. The respiration rate changed little after

cell suspensions had been stored at4"C for one week. In fact cells were used within 3

days after harvesting.

2.1.1. Effect of uncouplers, ionophores, anions, weak acids, thiol agents,

phosphate and arsenate

The effect of uncouplers was studied both in 0.1 M B-alanine-H2SOa buffer and water

at pH 3.5, since the pH changes of cell suspensions were tested in water of pH 3.5 (see

2.I.7). When measured in 0.1 M B-alanine-HzSO¿ buffer, endogenous respiration was

stimulated by DNP by I67Vo at 30 ¡rM and was inhibited by 75Vo at 1 mM. CCCP at 10

¡rM stimulated it by I62Vo (Fig.Z-Ia). When measured in water, DNP stimulated it by

I33Vo at 30 ¡rM and inhibited it by 90Vo at 1 mM, and 10 pM CCCP stimulated it by

II6Vo (Fig. 2-1b).

Ionophores, 0.1 mM valinomycin, 1 prM nigericin and the combination of 0.1 mM

valinomycin and 1 pM nigericin, stimulated it by IIÙVo,I20Vo and ll57o, respectively

(Fis.2-2).

Permeable anion KSCN at 0.1 mM stimulated itby I30Eo in the absence or presence

of 4 mM FeCl¡ (Fig.2-3).

T2I
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V/eak acids, CH3COOK (40 mM), sodium succinate (10 mM), sodium malonate (10

mM) and KF (1 mM), stimulated itby l30Vo,I4OVo,l4OVo and 1O0Vo, respectively (Fig.

2-4).

Sulftrydryl-binding agents (thiol agents), NEM at 5 mM, HgCl2 at 50 pM and AgNO3

at 0.1 mM, stimulated itby l40Vo,I00Vo and40Vo, respectively (Fig. 2-5). HgCl2 at l0

¡rM only showed stimulation by 5Vo and at 100 pM showed 46Vo inhibition (Fig. 2-5b).

KHzPO¿ at 0.1 mM and 10 mM stimulated it by 3Vo and3OVo, respectively (data not

shown). NaHAsO¿ at 0.1 mM, 2mld and 10 mM stimulated it by 60Vo,29Vo andT7Vo,

respectively (Fig. 2-6).

The stimulatory effect by uncouplers, ionophores, anions, weak acids indicates the

existence of a normal respiratory control during endogenous respiration. The effect of

thiol agents, Pi and arsenate will be discussed later.

2.1.2. Effect of complex I inhibitors

Complex I inhibitors had a maximal inhibition of only 50Vo on endogenous

respiration (0.1 mM rotenone: 48Vo,2 mM amytal:42Vo,2.5 ¡tMpiericidin A:5IVo,2

mM atabrine had no effect) (Table 2-l andFig.2-l). This indicates that, during

endogenous oxidation, some electrons were transferred to NDH-1 (Fig. 2-0) and other

electrons were transferred to other unknown dehydrogenase(s) before they were

captured by Oz. However, complex I inhibitors showed stronger inhibition when

endogenous respiration was stimulated by various compounds. Rotenone at 0.1 mM

inhibited respiration when added to a culture containing 30 ¡rM DNP (Fig. 2-Ia),40 mM

CH3COOK (data not shown), 10 mM Naz-succinate (data not shown), 10 rnM Na2-
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malonate (data not shown),0.1 mM KSCN (Fig.2-3),5 mM NEM (Fig.2-5a) and 0.1

mM NazHAsOa (Fig. 2-6) by 90Vo, 7 4Vo, 66Vo, 77 Vo, 827o, 82Vo and 627o, respectively.

Therefore, increased electron flow went to NDH-1 when endogenous respiration was

accelerated. This possibly indicates that the dehydrogenase(s) (other than NDH-1)

participating in endogenous respiration could not pump protons, but NDH-I could pump

protons (Fig. 2-0) and was involved in the accelerated respiration. The effects of

atabrine and piericidin A on endogenous respiration and Fe2* oxidation were opposite.

Atabrine inhibited Fe2* oxidation (see Part Ð but had no effect on endogenous

respiration (Fig.2-l). Piericidin A had no effect on Fe2* oxidation (see Part I) but

inhibited endogenous respiration (Fig. 2-7). The bioinformatics search of the partial

genome sequence of A. ferrooxidans indicates that two putative types of NDH-I

(possibly NDH-lup and NDH-1¿o*n) exist in this organism (see Part I). These results

support that the NDH-I in Fig. 2-0 was involved in the downhill reaction and was NDH-

l¿o*n, different from the one involved in Fe2* oxidation (NDH-1"').

2.I.3. Effect of complex IV inhibitors

Complex IV inhibitors showed only a partial inhibition on endogenous respiration.

Fig. 2-8 shows the effect of KCN on the rate of endogenous respiration. KCN at low

concentration of 0.2 mM showed 18Vo inhlbition for the initial 25 min and 49Vo after

that. KCN, at high concentrations from 1 mM to 10 mM, showed a 3-phases pattern of

inhibition - low - high - low inhibition from 0 - 15 min, 15 -25 min,25- 60 min,

respectively. The highest inhibition was achieved by 2 mM KCN between 15 min and

25 min. KCN at 2 mM (also see the time course studies in Figs. 2-9,2-I0,2-Il)
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inhibited endogenous respirationby 58Vo in the initial 15 min, STVobetween 15 min and

25 min, but only 35Vo between25 min and 60 min. However, KCN, at a very high

concentration of 50 mM, did not show the "3-phases pattern of inhibition". Instead, it

showed inhibition of 50Vo,78Vo and 817o, respectively in three time periods.

In the presence of weak acids (Fig. 2-4), thiol agents (Figs. 2-5a,2-6) and particularly

uncouplers (Figs. 2-9,2-10),2 mM KCN also showed stronger inhibition initially and

weaker inhibition in later time. Chloramphenicol, which inhibits protein synthesis in

bacteria (Das et al. 1966;Yazqtsez 1963), did not change the pattern of KCN inhibition

in the absence and presence of 10 pM CCCP (Fig. 2-10) indicating that there were no

new proteins synthesized in the presence of KCN. The "low - high - low inhibition"

pattern by KCN is understandable. As shown in Part I (Fig. l-7), the inhibition of KCN

on Fe2* oxidation (inhibition of cytochrome c oxidase) was time-dependent which

agrees with the initial "low-high" inhibition on endogenous respiration. After 25 min,

the activity of endogenous respiration recovered (the transition to "high-low" inhibition)

which indicates that electron flow was shifted to other terminal oxidases such as quinol

oxidases bd and / or bq after cytochrome c oxidase (aa3, ba3) was inhibited (Fig. 2-0).

In the presence of 4 mM FeCl3, the above-mentioned "low - high - low inhibition"

pattern by KCN (2 mM) disappeared and KCN showed strong inhibition by 847o

between 25 min and 60 min although the addition of FeCl¡ did not change the control

activity appreciably (I0-20Vo stimulation in the initial 30 min and little change after 30

min) (Fig. 2-II). The results suggested that electrons were preferentially transferred to

the Fe-containing pathway instead of the quinol oxidase pathway in the presence of
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FeCl¡. This is the basis on which Fe3+ reduction can be investigated aerobically in the

presence of 2 mM KCN (see the section "2.2" in the same Part II).

NaN¡ at 0.1 mM, 1 mM and,2 mM inhibited Fe2* oxidation by 98.lTo,99.ïVo and.

99.9Vo, respectively (Fig. 1-9). NaNs, however, at 0.1 mM and 1 mM, inhibited

endogenous respiration only in the initial 8 min by 20Vo and 697o, respectively and

stimulated endogenous respiration after 8 min by 95Vo, and387o, respectively (Fig.2-

12). NaN3 at2 mM and 10 mM inhibited endogenous respiration in the initial 8 min by

'76Vo and 677o, respectively and inhibited it after 8 min only by 5Vo and 62Vo,

respectively (Fig. 2-12).In the presence 4 mM FeCl3, NaN: at 0.1 mM also inhibited

endogenous respiration in the initial 8 min by l97o and stimulated it after 8 min by 75Vo

(Fig.2-I1). NaN3 not only inhibited cytochrome c oxidase, but inhibited ATPase and

also had an uncoupling effect due to its weak acid nature (Adapoe and Silver 1975;

Harold 1972; Hesse et al. 2002). There was a complete inhibition of Fe2* oxidation in

the initial short time possibly due to the inhibition of ATPase by 10 pM NaN3 and the

partial activity recovery of Fe2* oxidation due to the uncoupling effect of 10 ¡rM NaNs

on cytochrome c oxidase when 2.4 mg cells were used in I.2 mL (Fig. 1-8). So the

stimulation by 0.1 mM NaN3 on endogenous respiration (by 24 mg cells in 1.2 mL)

could be due to the weak acid effect of 0.1 rnM NaN¡ on cytochrome c oxidase as well

as on NDH-1 (Fig. 2-II). However the activity recovery of endogenous respiration by 1

mìM,2 mM and even 10 mM NaN3 Fig. 2-rz) should be mainly due to the roles of

other oxidases (e.g. quinol oxidases) after cytochrome c oxidase was inhibited. NaN3 on

Fe2* oxidation by 24 mgcells (Fig. 1-9) supported this interpretation.



2.1.4. Effect of inhibitors of complex III and quinol oxidases

Complex II(bct complex) inhibitors, myxothiazol (10 pM) and antimycin A (0.1

mM), showed little effect on endogenous respiration in the absence of FeCl3 but showed

20 -35Vo stimulation in the presence of 4 mM FeCls (TabIe2-2).

HQNO, an inhibitor for both bc1 complex and quinol oxidase (Kamikura ef. al.200l;

Brasseur et aI.2004), at 0.5 pM, 1 V}l4, 4 pM, 10 pM, 40 pM and 100 pM, stimulated

endogenous respiratio n by 36Vo, 68Vo, 96Vo, 21 l%o, 360Vo and 358Vo, respectively when

FeCls was absent (Fig.2-I3a). The stimulation of endogenous respiration by inhibitors

of complex trI and quinol oxidase was unexpected and was initially thought to be

similar to effect of uncouplers (see 2.1.D. Since uncouplers led to the increase of

external pH of the cells during endogenous respiration but HQNO did not when tested in

water of pH 3.5 (see 2.1.1), the effect of HQNO on endogenous respiration was also

studied in water instead of 0.1 M B-alanine-H2SOa buffer. When tested in water of pH

3.5, HQNO at4 ¡t"M,10 pM and 100 pM also stimulated endogenous respirationby 447o,

73Vo and 7l4Vo, respectively (Fig. z-l3b).In the presence of 4 mM FeCl3, HQNO at 40

pM also stimulated endogenous respirationby 26lVo (Table 2-2), much more than

myxothiazol or antimycin A.

Since endogenous respiration was greatly stimulated by both uncouplers and HQNO,

it was important to compare the effects by these two groups of compounds. Fig. 2-14

shows the effects of HQNO (a0 pM) and CCCP (10 pM) on endogenous respiration

with and without the presence of complex [V inhibitor KCN (2 mM) and complex I

inhibitor rotenone (0.1 mM). HQNO or CCCP alone or their combination gave a similar

stimulation of 76oVo.In the initial IJ min, KCN inhibited both HQNO- and CCCP-
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stimulated activities by 70Vo; after L7 min, it inhibited HQNO-stimulated activity by

65Vo (Fig.2-14a) but inhibited CCCP-stimulated activity by only l9Vo (Fig. 2-l4b). The

activity in the presence of both CCCP and KCN was inhibited by HQNO by 527o

between 17 min and 60 min and the inhibited activity was further inhibited by rotenone

by 77Vo (Fig.2-I4b). The results indicate that the mechanism of stimulation by HQNO

is different from that by CCCP. The stimulation by CCCP is due to the uncoupling of

respiratory control. Since HQNO inhibits complex Itr and quinol oxidase (bd, bq),the

stimulation by HQNO may be due to the opening of a new electron transport pathway

(as shown later in Fig.2-45) directly from Q fig. 2-0) to unknown electron carrier(s) to

Fe3* the reduction product of which, Fe2*, will be oxidized via the Fe2+ oxidation

system. It should be mentioned that in mitochondria electron flow could bypass the Q-

cycle of cytochrome bcl complex from QHz to a cytochrome c in the presence of bct

complex inhibitors (Kramer et aL.2004; Muller et aL.2002). That rotenone strongly

inhibited the activity of endogenous respiration in the presence of KCN, HQNO and

CCCP (Fig. 2-I4b) indicates the existence of the terminal oxidase(s) which was

insensitive to KCN (complex IV inhibitor) and HQNO (quinol oxidase inhibitor), but it

accepted electrons from Q Fig.2-aÐ.

Another complex fV inhibitor, NaN3, was also used to test the comparative effects of

CCCP (10 pM) and HQNO (40 pM) on endogenous respiration (Fig. 2-15). HQNO or

CCCP alone stimulated endogenous respiration by 230Vo. NaN¡ atZ mM inhibited

endogenous respirationby TOVo in the initial 8 min but only ISVo between 8 min and 60

min. When CCCP was added at 10 min, the activity in the presence of NaN3 was

stimulated by 33Vo, but when HQNO was added at 10 min, it was inhibited by 207o.The
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results, similar to the results in the presence of KCN, supported the concept that

electrons were shifted after cytochrome c oxidase inhibition by NaN3 to other oxidases

some of which were inhibited by HQNO. The stimulation of endogenous respiration

(presumably via quinol oxidases bd and I or boù by CCCP (added at 10 min) may

suggest proton pumping (by quinol oxidases bd and / or bq). This is also supported by

the later-time stimulatory effect of DNP in Fig. 2-9, CCCP in Figs. 2-I0 8.2-I4b, and

NaN¡ inFig.2-12.

2.1.5. Effect of complex II inhibitor (TTFA)

Since endogenous substrates were oxidized to COz by Oz with a respiratory quotient

(CO2 / 02) close to 1.0 (see 2.L.8), a complete TCA cycle is indicated. Thus it was

expected that endogenous substrates could be oxidized by complex I as well as by

complex tr. Fig. 2-16 shows the effect of complex II inhibitor TTFA (chelating non-

heme iron) on endogenous respiration in the absence and presence of other compounds.

TTFA at 0.1 mM and 1 mM stimulated endogenous respirationby 69Vo and94Vo,

respectively.NaN¡ at 0.1 mM inhibited 1 mM TTFA-stimulated activity by I87o, and at

2 mM inhibited itby 76Eo,447o andS3Vo in} - 17 min,17 -25 min and25 - 60 min,

respectively. KCN at2rnNl, rotenone at 0.1 mM and HQNO at 40 pM inhibited 1 mM

TTFA-stimulated activity by 70Vo,75Vo and ITo,respectively. The stimulation of

endogenous respiration by TTFA was unexpected. The results indicate that TTFA

stimulation was similar to HQNO stimulation rather than CCCP stimulation although

the exact mechanism is unknown. Since TTFA inhibits complex tr by chelating non-

heme iron (Ulvik and Romslo 1975), it may also inhibit other non-heme iron containing
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enzymes. Another inhibitor of complex tr sodium malonate at 10 mM, and the potential

substrate of complex II sodium succinate at 10 mM, also stimulated endogenous

respiration both by I4OVo (Fig. 2-Ð. The effect of malonate and succinate was treated as

the effect of weak acids (see 2.I.1). The reasons will be discussed later.

2.1,.6. Effect of iron chelators

Since it was proposed that the cell surface of A. feruooxidans is coated by an iron-grid

(Ingledew and Houston 1986), it is possible that iron chelators will affect endogenous

respiration. Therefore, the effect of different iron chelators has been investigated.

O-phen. (ortho-phenanthroline) (0.44 mM, data not shown),2,2'-dipyridyl (10 mM,

data not shown), EDTA (2 mM, data not shown), HQSA (8-hydroxyquinoline-5-

sulfonic acid, 0.5 mM, data not shown), oxalic acid (1 mM, Fig. 2-I7), and sodium

pyrophosphate (NaPzO 7, 4 rnNI, Fig. 2- I7 ) stimulated endogenous respiratio n by 30Vo,

30Vo,207o, IÙVo,40Vo and73Vo, respectively. Ferrozine at2 mM inhibited endogenous

respiration by 73Vo in the initial 15 min but stimulated it by 64Vo after 15 min (Fig. 2-

17). Deferoxamine mesylate at2 mM had no effect on endogenous respiration (data not

shown). These iron chelators may stimulate endogenous respiration by affecting the

redox potential of iron when the Fe-containing pathway was used (Fig. 2-0).

Fe3* chelator, tiron at 4 mM stimulated the respiration by 380Vo and the stimulated

activity was inhibited by 0.6 mM o-phen. 1Fe2* chelator) and 10 mM 2,2'-dipyridyl (Fe2*

chelator), 0.1 mM rotenone (complex I inhibitor) and 30 pM DNP by 36Vo,3IVo,3IVo

and l5Vo, respectively (Fig. 2-18). The 4 mM tiron-stimulated endogenous respiration

was inhibited by 40 pM HQNO by 9Vo and the inhibited activity was further inhibited
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by 2 mM KCN by 73Vo (data not shown). The results indicate that the increased Oz

consumption rate by tiron was not mainly due to the true stimulation of endogenous

respiration but mainly due to the oxidation of tiron via the Fe2* oxidation system as

shown in Pat I.

Iron chelators SHAM and propyl gallate (PG), which are the inhibitors of plant

alternative oxidase (Siedow and Bickett 1981; Murphy and Lang-Unnasch 1999;

Stenmark and Nordlund 2003), also stimulated endogenous respiration. SHAM at2 ¡tñI

stimulated endogenous respirationby 2007o and the stimulated activity was inhibited by

0.1 mM rotenone, 2 fliNl amytal, 2 rîNI KCN, 0.6 mM o-phenanthroline and 10 mM

2,2'-dipyridylby 707o,80Vo,61Vo, 43Vo and 22Vo, respectively (Fig.2-I9). SHAM,

however, at2 mMinhibited the 40 ¡rM HQNO-stimulated endogenous respiration by

30Vo and the inhibited activity was further inhibited by 2 mM KCN by 58Vo (Fig.2-20a).

SHAM (2 mM) also inhibited the 10 ¡rM CCCP-stimulated endogenous respiration after

2 mM KCN inhibition by 38vo (Fig.2-20b). SHAM (2 mM) had no effecr on the 10 ¡rM

CCCP-stimulated endogenous respiration in the absence of KCN (data not shown).

Although SHAM could also be oxidized using the Fe2* oxidation system (Part I), it may

truly stimulate endogenous respiration since the stimulated activity by SHAM was

strongly inhibited by complex I inhibitors rotenone and amytal (Fig.2-19).

Propyl gallate at0.2 mM and 2mi|l4 increased the respiration by 8 and 25 times,

respectively (Fig. 2-21), and the latter activity was inhibited by 0.6 mM o-

phenanthroline and 2 mM KCN by 26Vo and9TVo,respectively (Fig.2-21) but not

affected by 0.1 mM rotenone, 10 mìl42,2'-dipyridyl or 30 pM DNP (data not shown). So,

the stimulated respiration by PG (also an antioxidant), different from that by SHAM,
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oxidation of PG via the Fe2* oxidation system as shown in Part I.

2.L.7. Change of external pH of cells

'When cells (100 mg / mL) in pH 3.5 water were kept at room temperature (23 -26"C)

before the pH change experiments, the external pH during endogenous respiration by

cells increased from 3.3 to 3.68 within 4 hours (Fig.2-22). This indicates that protons

leaked into the cells during endogenous respiration by A. ferrooxidans. The result is also

similar to the observation about another acidophile Thiobacillus acidophilas reported by

Zychlinsky and Matin (1983). The cell suspension of T. acidophilus in water increased

0.7 pH unit at day 72 of starvation and 1.0 pH unit at day 22 of starvation.

Fig.2-23 shows the external pH changes during endogenous respiration in ceils of 20

mg I mL with the addition of different compounds when cells were kept at 4"C before

testing. The external pH did not change with the control experiment, but it changed from

pIJ3.4to3.6,3.5,3.5,3.5 and 3.5 with the addirion of 1 pM nigericin, 10 ¡rM CCCP,30

¡rM DNP,0.1 mM KSCN and 0.1 mM valinomycin, respectively. The results indicate

that protons were translocated into the cells with the addition of these compounds,

which confirmed that the stimulation of endogenous oxidation by these compounds was

due to the uncoupling of respiratory control (destroying Ap).

Similar experiments were also carried out by the addition of 5 mM NEM, 0.1 mM

HgCl2,0.1 mM AgNO3, 0.1 mM rotenone,4 mM atabrine and 0.1 mM HQNO and no

pH changes were observed with these compounds (data not shown). Therefore, the

13t
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stimulation on endogenous oxidation by NEM, HgCl2, AgNO3 and HQNO was different

from that by Ap dissipaters.

2.1,.8. Respiratory quotient of endogenous respiration

Manometric experiments at 30oC were done to determine the COz / Ozratio during

endogenous respiration. Table 2-3 andFig.2-24 showed CO2 production and Oz

consumption and their ratios during endogenous respiration in the absence and presence

of 10 pM CCCP, 10 mM Na2-succinate, 10 mM Na2-malonate,40 mM CHsCOOK, 0.1

mM valinomycin, 1 pM nigericin, 5 mM NEM, 2 mM SHAM, 1 mM TTFA, 4 mM

tiron and 40 pM HQNO. All these compounds stimulated endogenous respiration in

Oxygraph experiments. These compounds, except TTFA and succinate (control not

tested at the same time, Fig.2-24e), stimulated CO2 production and 02 consumption

during endogenous respiration. The COz / Oz ratio was close to 1.0 both in the absence

and presence of these compounds with the exception of 4 mM tiron where the COz I Oz

ratio was only 0.79 (Fig.2-24c). This is consistent with a carbohydrate nature [(CH2O)'']

of endogenous substrates and also confirmed the stimulation by these compounds except

tiron was due to the true stimulation of endogenous respiration. In the presence of 10

mM Na2-malonate or 40 mM CH3COOK, 02 coflsumption and CO2 production were

linear in the initial 4 hours and then slowed down (Fig.2-2aÐ suggesting their long-term

weak acid effect on endogenous respiration. In the initial4 hours, malonate stimulated

02 consumption and CO2 production by I3Vo and I6Vo, respectively, and acetate

stimulated these by 61Vo andTlVo as expected from their uncoupling effect, respectively.

However, during 4 - 8 h periods, malonate inhibited 02 consumption and COz
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production by 68% and 78, respectively, and acetate inhibited these by 35Vo and 44Vo,

respectively presumably by excessive acid entry into the cells (Fig.2-2aÐ. In the

presence of 10 mM succinate (Fig.2-24e), the CO2 I Ozratio was close to 1.0 and Oz

consumption and CO2 production were fast before 2hbut slowed down after 2 h, which

suggested that succinate stimulated endogenous respiration by its weak acid effect but it

was not oxidized as a substrate.

2.1.9. Endogenous respiration by spheroplasts and cell free extracts

Cell free extracts showed no ditectablew rate of endogenous respiration in 0.1 M B-

alanine-HzSO¿ buffer of pH 3.5 but was 20 - 80Vo of that of whole cells in 50 mM MES

buffer of pH 6.5 and 10 mM K2HPO4-KHzPO¿ buffer of pH 7.0 (data not shown).

Detailed studies of endogenous respiration by cell free extracts were not carried out

because the activities were not stable or reproducible at pH 6.5 and7.0.

Spheroplasts could perform endogenous respiration and the respiration activity did

not change within 3 days when spheroplasts were kept at 4'C (data not shown) . Table 2-

4 shows the activity of endogenous respiration by spheroplasts and the effects of

complex I inhibitors, uncoupler CCCP and HQNO. Spheroplasts showed a similar

activity as whole cells. Complex I inhibitors rotenone (0.1 mM) and amytal (2 mM)

showed slightly stronger inhibition on endogenous respiration by spheroplasts (62Vo and

4STo,respectively) than by whole cells (48Vo and42Vo, respectively, Table 2-1) but

atabrine (2 mM) still had no effect on respiration by spheroplasts as by whole cells

(Table 2-1). Uncoupler CCCP, which showed strong stimulation of I62Vo of respiration

by whole cells at 10 pM (Fig.2-la), showed IlVo inhlbition on respiration by
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spheroplasts (Table 2-4).The inhibitor of complex III and quinol oxidase, HQNO,

which stimulated endogenous respirationby 260Vo at 40 ¡rM (Fig.2-l3a), showed 6%

inhibition. Thus stimulation of endogenous respiration by uncouplers and HQNO could

only be achieved by whole cells. The stimulation of endogenous respiration by CCCP

and HQNO disappeared by the preparation of spheroplasts probably due to the

destruction or disorganization of electron carrier(s) on the Fe-containing electron

transport pathway and the loss of periplasmic content.

Z.Z.F;ndogenous oxidation by Fe3*

Reduction of Fe3* to Fe2* by endogenous metabolism of A. fenooxidans could be

demonstrated only when the rapid reoxidation of Fe2* to Fe3* by the cells was inhibited.

Ftg.2-25 shows that in the presence of complex fV (cytochrome c oxidase) inhibitor

KCN or NaN3, cells can reduce Fe3* to Fe2*. When KCN was present, the rate of Fe3*

reduction reached the maximumat2 mM and the rate did not change too much even

when the concentration of KCN was increased up to 50 mM. When NaNs was present,

the rate to Fe3* reduction increased with the increase of the concentration of NaN3 and

reached the maximum at 10 mM, which then went down to the level close to zero at 50

mM. The maximal rate of Fe3* reduction was 4-folds in the presence of NaN3 as in the

presence of KCN and the concentration required for a maximal rate is 5-folds for NaN3

as for KCN. KCN may only inhibit cytochrome c oxidase but NaN: could have the

additional effect by working as a weak acid (Harol d 1972; Hesse et aL.2002). The Fe3*

reduction rate by endogenous substrates may not have been stimulated by KCN but may

have been stimulated by NaN3. Therefore, 2 mM KCN was included to study the details
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of Fe3* reduction by cells. When cells were kept at 4C for 10 days without disturbing,

the rate of Fe3* reduction tested at pH 2.3 didnot go down (data not shown). Actually all

experiments were done within 3 days after harvesting of cells. When the same batch of

cells were used, the rate of Fe3* reduction was identical to that of 02 reduction in terms

of electrons transferred, that is 4 Fe3* reduction to 4 Fe2* corresponding to the

consumption of one 02 (data not shown). This observation, similar to the demonstration

in Fig. 2-11, also supports the view that electrons were preferentially transferred to the

Fe3*-reducing pathway instead of the quinol oxidase pathway in the presence of FeCl¡

even under aerobic conditions with the presence of 2 mM KCN. When the same batch of

cells were divided into two parts which were harvested and suspended in buffers of pH

2.3 and 3.5, respectively, the Fe3* reduction rate by endogenous substrates at pH 2.3 was

two folds of the rate at pH 3.5 (data not shown). The difference may be due to the higher

solubility of Fe3* at pH 2.3 than at pH 3.5 since the Oz reduction rate by endogenous

substrates at pH 2.3 was I6Vo less than that at pH 3.5 (data not shown).

2.2.1. Effect of complex I inhibitors

Complex I inhibitors, rotenone, amytal and piericidin A, had strong inhibition on Fe3*

reduction by endogenous substrates (Table 2-5 andFigs.2-26,2-21,2-28). Rotenone at

0.1 mM and amytal at 2 mM inhibited the reduction rate at pH 3.5 by 46Vo and 45Vo,

respectively, but at pH 2.3 by 78Vo and 80Vo, respectively. It should be mentioned that

the rate of Fe3* reduction by the same batch of cells was faster at pH 2.3 thanat pH 3.5.

The higher inhibition by rotenone and amytal at pH 2.3 may be due to the fact that more

electrons must flow to complex I whose activity becomes rate-limiting in the presence
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of these inhibitors. The actual Fe3* reduction rates become similar at both pH's in the

presence of inhibitors (Table 2-5). Piericidin A at 0.5 ¡rM showed a stronger inhibition

(92Vo at pH 3.5) than rotenone and amytal. A combination of these three inhibitors was

less effective than piericidin A alone. The reason for the strong inhibition by piericidin

A at pH 3.5 is unknown since it inhibited Oz reduction only by 50Vo as rotenone and

amytal did (see 2.I.2). Another complex I inhibitor atabrine did not inhibit Fe3*

reduction but slightly stimulated it (TOVo at pH 2.3 and2OVo at pH 3.5) at a high

concentration of 4 mM (Fig.2-29). Thus all inhibitors of complex I had similar effects

on Fe3* reduction as on 02 reduction (shown in2.I.2) further supporting that the NDH-I

(NDH-l¿o*n) involved in endoge¡ous oxidation is different from the one (NDH-1"p)

involved in Fe2* oxidation, and other dehydrogenase(s) other than NDH-l¿o*n may also

be engaged in endogenous oxidation.

2.2.2. Effect of inhibitors of complex III and quinol oxidases

Complex III inhibitors, myxothiazol and antimycin A, had no effect on Fe3* reduction

by endogenous substrates (Figs. 2-30 and2-3l). HQNO, an inhibitor of both complex trI

and quinol oxidase, significantly stimulated Fe3* reduction at pH 2.3 and.pH 3.5 starting

from 10 pM (Table 2-6 andFig.2-32). The 0.1 mM HQNO-stimulated activity (250Vo

stimulation) at pH 3.5 was inhibited by 0.1 mM rotenone by 82% (Table 2-6 andFig.2-

32a).Effect of HQNO on Fe3* reduction agrees with its effect on 02 reduction (see 2.I.4)

supporting that electron flow was shifted to the fast Fe-containing pathway (Fig.2-a5)

from Q (Fig. 2-0) to Fe3* after complex trI and quinol oxidases were inhibited. The

stimulation of Fe3* reduction by HQNO may also indicate that electrons flowed along
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the slow pathway from Q to bcln to an unknown cytochrome c to an unknown electron

carrier to Fe3* in the absence of HQNO (Fig. 2-0).

2.2.3. Effect of complex II inhibitor (TTFA)

Table 2-7 andEig.2-33 show the effect of complex II inhibitor TTFA on Fe3*

reduction by endogenous substrates. TTFA, similar to HQNO, starting from a

concentration of 10 ¡rM, showed significant stimulation. The 1 mM TTFA-stimulated

activity (250Vo stimulation) was strongly inhibited by rotenone and amytal but not

affected by 0.1 mM HQNO at all. Thus TTFA with an unknown mechanism had the

similar effect to HQNO on both Fe3+ reduction and Oz reduction (see 2.1.5)by

endogenous substrates.

2.2.4. Effect of uncouplers, ionophores, anions, weak acids, thiol agents

and inhibitors of ATP synthase

Effect of uncouplers on Fe3* reduction by endogenous substrates was shown in Table

2-8 andFigs.2-34 and2-35. CCCP at 10 pM and DNP at 30 pM stimulated the rate at

pH 3.5 by two to three folds. Lower and higher concentrations showed less stimulation

and very high concentrations showed inhibition. Fe3* reduction was more sensitive to

the inhibition by CCCP and DNP at pH 2.3 than at pH 3.5. Rotenone at 0.1 mM, 2mÌld

amytal and their combination inhibited the 10 ¡rM CCCP-stimulated activity at pH 3.5

by 83Vo,57Vo and92%o, respectively and the 30 ¡rM DNP-stimulated activity at pH 3.5

by 7 8Vo, 59Vo and 84Vo , rcspectively.
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Ionophores, nigericin and valinomycin also stimulated Fe3* reduction by endogenous

substrates (Table 2-9 andFigs.2-36 and2-37), more at pH 3.5 than at pH2.3. Nigericin

at 1 pM and valinomycin at 0.1 mM showed stimulation at pH 3.5 by 200Vo and I90Vo,

respectively. Lower and higher concentrations showed less stimulation. Rotenone at 0.1

mM and 2 mMamytal inhibited the 1 pM nigericin-stimulated activity by 92Vo and.897o,

respectively and inhibited the 0.1 mM valinomycin-stimulated activity by 89Vo and87Vo.

In the presence of 1 mM KzSO+, valinomycin showed a similar extent of stimulation on

Fe3* reduction as in the absence of ß.zSO¿.

Permeable anions also stimulated Fe3* reduction by endogenous substrates. KSCN

showed less stimulation and more inhibition at pH 2.3 than at pH 3.5. KSCN at 0.1 mM

stimulated the rate by 28OVo at pH 3.5 and the stimulated activity was inhibited by 0.1

mM rotenone, 2 mM amytal and their combinationby 87Vo,75Vo and9T%o,respectively

(Table 2-IO and Fig. 2-38). Na-tetraphenylboron at 0.1 pM only showedTVo stimulation

at pH 3.5 and higher concentrations only showed inhibition (data not shown).

Weak acids, CH3COOK (pK^3.45) and KF (pKu4.75), showed stimulation on Fe3*

reduction (Table 2-lI andFigs. 2-39, 2-40) as on Oz reduction. Higher stimulations

were observed at pH 3.5 than at pH 2.3. Rotenone at 0.1 mM and 2 mM amytal inhibited

the 40 mM CH3cOOK-stimulated activityby 89Vo and9ÙVo, respectively, and inhibited

the 1 mM KF-stimulated activity by 88Vo and85Vo, respectively (Table 2-1I andFigs. 2-

39,2-40). Na2-succinate and Naz-malonate also greatly stimulated Fe3* reduction and

complex I inhibitors, except atabrine, showed stronger inhibition on the stimulated

activities (Table 2-I2 andEig.2-41). Naz-succinate could not have been used as a

substrate metabolized via complex tr because complex II inhibitor TTFA at 1 mM



showed no inhibition (Table 2-I2). Naz-succinate (pK" I 4.2I, pKoL 5.64) and Naz-

malonate (pKu2.85), were not used as substrates but functioned as weak acids being

responsible for the stimulation. As discussed before, the finding that that CO2

production and Oz consumption slowed down in the presence of these two compounds

as well as acetate in long time experiments (Fig.2-24e, f) also supports this

inte¡pretation.

_ 
Thiol agents NEM, HgCl2 and ANO3 stimulated Fe3* reduction up to 9O7o to 2007o

and these stimulated activities were also strongly inhibited by complex I inhibitors

rotenone and amytal (Table 2-I3 andFigs.2-42,2-43).

Inhibitors of ATP synthase, DCCD and oligomycin, had no effect on Fe3* reduction

by endogenous substrates (Fig. 2-44). As discussed in Part I, the reason may be due to

the lack of effect or the lack of permeability of these inhibitors into the whole cells of A.

ferrooxidans.

Therefore, uncouplers, ionophores, anions, weak acids, thiol agents and inhibitors of

ATP synthase had similar effects on the reduction of Fe3* and 02 by endogenous

substrates. The stimulation of Fe3* reduction by uncouplers, ionophores, anions, weak

acids indicates the existence of a normal respiratory control during endogenous

oxidation by Fe3*. Complex I inhibitors rotenone and amytal showed inhibition on the

stimulated activities of Fe3* reduction by the above-mentioned stimulators more strongly

than on the activity of Fe3* reduction in the absence of these stimulators also supporting

that increased electron flow from NDH-16o*n in the presence of these stimulators. The

effect of thiol agents on Fe3* reduction will be discussed later.

t39
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The stimulation of endogenous oxidation by uncouplers (Table 2-8 andEigs.2-1,2-

34,2-35), ionophores (Table 2-9 andEigs.2-2,2-36,2-37), anions (Table 2-10 and Figs.

2-3,2-38), weak acids (Tables2-11,2-I2 and Figs. 2-4,2-39,2-40,2-4I) indicates the

existence of a normal respiratory control during endogenous oxidation, that is, the

stimulation of respiration by dissipation of Lp. This is further supported by the increase

of external pH of cells with the addition of these compounds (Fig.2-23). The genes

coding for acetate kinase have been found in the partial genome sequence of A.

ferrooxidans (data not shown). However, the stimulatory effect of acetate on

endogenous oxidation in this organism is believed to be due to Ap destruction instead of

acetate oxidation, because the oxygen consumption rate in the presence of acetate

slowed down as with malonate and succinate (Fig. 2-24) due to H* increase in the

cytoplasm. If acetate and other weak acids had been oxidized, the oxygen consumption

should have continued.

Thiol agents NEM, HgCl2 and ANO3 tested as potential inhibitors were unexpectedly

found to be stimulators of endogenous oxidation (Table 2-13 andEig.2-5,2-42,2-43).

Hg2* and Ag* are known to be inhibitors of A. ferrooxidan,s cytochrome c oxidase and

Fe2* oxidation (Sugio et al. 1981; Ingledew Ig82). Mechanism of stimulation by these

sulftrydryl binding agents is unknown, but could be related to NEM-induced K* efflux

systems found in gram-negative bacteria (Booth et al. 1993; Bott and Love 2004), which

might increase the rate of H* leaking in.

The stimulation by Pi (see 2.1.I) of endogenous respiration may be due to the

accelerated dissipation of Lp via ATP synthase as discussed in Part I. The reason for the

stimulation of arsenate on endogenous respiration (Fig. 2-6) may be due to the
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mitochondria in the absence of Pi (Crane and Lipmann 1953).

Complex I inhibitors rotenone, amytal and piericidin A inhibited endogenous

oxidation by only 50Vo (except piericidin A had a stronger inhibition on endogenous

oxidation by Fe3*¡ indicates the involvement of NDH-1 as well as other

dehydrogenase(s) in endogenous oxidation. Since these inhibitors showed stronger

inhibition on the stimulated activities by the above-mentioned stimulators,larger

proportion of electrons must flow to NDH-1 under the stimulated conditions. Since the

increased respiration is in response to dissipating Lp, the NDH-1 must be pumping

protons, but not other dehydrogenase(s). The other dehydrogenase(s) is unknown but a

candidate could be the NDH-2 (the Type-tr NADH dehydrogenase; a monooxygenase

NADH: quinone oxidoreductase which does not involve proton pumping and is

insensitive to the inhibition by complex I inhibitors) since the gene coding for a subunit

of NDH-2 like protein has been isolated and cloned in A. ferrooxidans (Dominy et al.

l99l). The opposite effects of atabrine (inhibiting Fe2* oxidation but having no effect on

endogenous oxidation) and piericidin A (inhibiting endogenous oxidation but having no

effect on Fe2* oxidation) as well as the existence of two putative types of NDH-I in A.

ferrooxidans (see the discussion in Part I) may indicate that two types of NDH-1 were

-2+engaged in Fe'- oxidation and endogenous oxidation, respectively. NDH-1on was

responsible for Fe2* oxidation (electrons going uphill for NAD* reduction) and NDH-

16o*n for endogenous oxidation (downhill NADH oxidation).

1,42

The insensitivity of endogenous respiration to the inhibtion by complex fV inhibitors

KCN and NaN¡ indicates that terminal oxidases other than cytochrome c oxidase were
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also involved in endogenous respiration. The "low-high-low inhibition" pattern by KCN

(Fig. 2-8) and "high-low inhibition" pattern by NaN3 Fig.2-I2) indicate electron

shifting from cytochrome c oxidase to other oxidases.

It was unexpected that HQNO, an inhibitor of complex III and quinol oxidase, greatly

stimulated endogenous oxidation (Figs. 2-13 &.2-32). However, the stimulation of

endogenous oxidation by HQNO was different from that by uncouplers CCCP and DNP

since (1) KCN inhibited the stimulated activity of endogenous respiration by HQNO

(Fie.2-IÐ more strongly than by uncouplers CCCP and DNP (Figs. 2-9 &.z-IQ and (2)

the external pH did not change upon the addition of HQNO but it increased by the

addition of CCCP or DNP (see 2.1.7). The great stimulation of endogenous oxidation by

HQNO may suggest the opening of a new fast pathway from Q Gig. 2-0) to Fe3* lFig.

2-45) after complex III and quinol oxidases were inhibited. This is similar to the case in

mitochondria where electron flow could bypass the Q-cycle of cytochrome bct complex

from QH2 to a cytochrome c when åc1 complex was inhibited (Kramer et aL.2004;

Muller et al. 2002). The extent of stimulation (250 - 360Vo) on endogenous oxidation by

HQNO in A. feruooxidans (Figs. 2-I3 &.2-32) is similar to the extent of stimulation

(35580) on succinate oxidation via the alternative oxidase pathway by myxothiazol in

isolated soybean cotyldedon mitochondria (Hoefnagel et al. 1995, also see "General

Introduction and Literature Reviews").

HQNO strongly inhibited the activities of endogenous respiration in the presence of

KCN with or without CCCP (Fig.2-lÐ and the activity in the presence of NaN¡ (Fig.2-

15) indicating the involvement of quinol oxidases (bd and / or bq) in endogenous

respiration (Fig.2-a5). The HQNO-sensitive quinol oxidases (bd and / or bq) may
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pump protons since (1) the activity of endogenous respiration was greatly stimulated by

CCCP after electrons rvere shifted away from cytochrome c oxidase by KCN (Fig.2-

IaÐ; Q) the activity in the presence of KCN and CCCP was greatly inhibited by HQNO

(Fig.2-l4b); and (3) the activity in the presence of KCN, HQNO and CCCP (Fig.z-lab)

was similar to that in the presence of KCN and HQNO (Fig.2-I4a). That rotenone

strongly inhibited the activity of endogenous respiration in the presence of KCN, HQNO

and CCCP (Fig.2-I4b) indicates that at least one terminal oxidase other than

cytochrome c oxidases (aa3 and baù and quinol oxidases (bd and bq) may be involved

in endogenous respiration and the unknown terminal oxidase(s) may not be able to

pump protons. The possible candidate for the unknown terminal oxidase is an alternative

oxidase since, according to the present knowledge, only three types of terminal oxidases

in biology have been reported including cytochrome c oxidase, quinol oxidase and

alternative oxidase (Table 1). Cytochrome c oxidase exists in both eukaryotes and

prokaryotes. Quinol oxidase has only been reported in prokaryotes. Alternative oxidase

was previously considered to be an oxidase unique to eukaryotes but it was recently

reported to exist in the gram negative bacterium Novoshingobium aromaticivorans

(Stenmark and Nordlund 2003).

The effect of the inhibitors of plant alternative oxidases (belonging to the di-iron

carboxylate protein family), PG and SHAM, which are also iron chelators, has been

tested on endogenous respiration (see 2.I.6). Unexpectedly PG and SHAM both greatly

stimulated the respiration by the cells. The respiratory activity in the presence of 2 mM

PG was as high as 25 folds the control activity (endogenous respiration) (Fig. 2-21) and

the activity in the presence of 2 mM PG was sensitive to the inhibition by KCN (Fig.2-
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2I)but not sensitive to the inhibition by rotenone (data not shown) making it possible

that the high activity in the presence of PG was not due to the true stimulation of

endogenous respiration but mainly due to the oxidation of PG via the Fe2* oxidation

system. The studies in Part I have confirmed this hypothesis. Although SHAM was also

shown to be oxidizedby cells via the Fe2* oxidation system (see Part I), it only

happened in the presence of externally added Fe3*. SHAM at2 mM stimulated

endogenous respirationby 200Vo and the stimulated activity was strongly inhibited by

complex I inhibitors rotenone and amytal (Fig.2-I9). So SHAM truly stimulated

endogenous respiration and its effect is similar to the effect by HQNO since the SHAM-

stimulated activity was also sensitive to the inhibition by complex tV inhibitor KCN

(Fíg.2-19). SHAM at2 mM, however, inhibited the 40 ¡rM HQNO-stimulated activity

of endogenous respiration by 30Vo and inhibited the 10 pM CCCP-stimulated activity

after 2 mM KCN inhibition by 38Vo (Fig.2-20b) but it had no effect on the 10 pM

CCCP-stimulated activity and the activity in the presence of 2 mM KCN and 40 pM

HQNO (Data not shown). Furthermore,2 ntNI SHAM strongly inhibited formic acid

oxidation (see Part V). These results suggested that an alternative oxidase may be

involved in endogenous respiration. The genes coding for the alternative oxidase-like

protein have not been found in the partial genome sequence of A. fetooxidans ATCC

23270 upon the bioinformatics searching. However, the genes coding for a di-iron

carboxylate protein that may be involved in ubiquinone biosynthesis, have been

identified and cloned in A. ferrooxidans (Stenmark et al. 2001). Therefore, based on

current information, it is not certain if alternative oxidase exists in A. ferrooxidans andís

involved in endogenous respiration. Since SHAM is supposed to inhibit plant alternative



oxidase by iron chelation as well as a competitive inhibitor in binding ubiquinol

(Siedow and Bichett 1981) and since it also inhibits other enzymes such as horseradish

peroxidase by binding the reduced hydroquinone or forming a charge transfer complex

between its hydroxamic acid and an electron-accepting group in the enzyme (Rich et al.

1981), it is possible that SHAM, similar to HQNO, inhibited cytochrome åc1 complexes

and quinol oxidases in A. ferrooxidans although the structures of these enzymes in this

bacterium are still unknown.

Sodium succinate greatly stimulated respiration of the cells (Fig. 2-4a &2-4I).The

stimulation was not due to the oxidation of succinate by the cells but due to the

stimulation of endogenous respiration by the weak acid uncoupling effect of succinate

since the stimulated activity by 10 mM succinate was not inhibited by the complex II

inhibitor TTFA but was strongly inhibited by complex I inhibitors rotenone and amytal

(Table 2-12). Another complex II inhibitor malonate also stimulated endogenous

oxidation (Fig.2-4b e.2-41) by its weak acid effect since the stimulated activity by 10

mM malonate was strongly inhibited by rotenone and amytal (Table 2-12). TTFA also

greatly stimulated endogenous oxidation (Fig.2-16 &.2-33) and the stimulated activity

was strongly inhibited by rotenone and amytal (Table 2-7 andFig.2-16) and also by

KCN (Fig. 2-16). The effect of TTFA on endogenous oxidation is similar to the effect of

HQNO. Since TTFA inhibits complex tr by chelating non-heme iron (Ulvik and Romslo

1975), it is possible that TTFA also inhibited cytochrome bcl complexes and quinol

oxidases bd and / b4 although it is unknown if these enzymes in A. ferrooxidans

contain non-heme iron and there is no report about the inhibition of complex Itr and
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terminal oxidases by TTFA. Thus these results indicate that complex II may not be

involved in endogenous oxidation.

Spheroplasts could perform endogenous respiration with an activity similar to that

of the whole cells. That the activity of endogenous respiration in spheroplasts could not

be stimulated by HQNO or CCCP indicates that certain electron carrier(s) on the outer

membrane or in the periplasm in the fast Fe-containing pathway from Q (Fig.2-45) may

have been damaged or disorganized or the periplasmic content has been lost during the

preparation of spheroplasts. Under these conditions, electrons may flow from Q to bc1V.

to the unknown cytochrome c to cytochrome c oxidase (aa3, ba3) to 02 (Fig. 2-0) in

spheroplasts.

The respiratory quotient (CO2l Oz ratio) of endogenous respiration was close to 1.0 in

the absence and presence of some stimulators (Table 2-3 andFig.2-24) indicating the

carbohydrate nature [(CH2O)'] of endogenous substrates which was completely oxidized

to HzO and COz as shown in Reaction 7.

This agrees with the early studies in that most prokaryotes accumulated and oxidized

glycogen for survival and energy of maintenance (Dawes 1976).

Since carbohydrates are oxidized to CO2 and HzO via the glycolytic pathway (the

Embden-Meyerhof pathway) and other pathways and the TCA cycle (the Tricarboxylic

(CH2O), * n02 ---+ nH2O + nCOz

Reaction 7: Endogenous respiration by A. ferrooxidans.
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Acid Cycle) before electrons are transferred to the electron transport chain, it is

necessary to search the genes coding for the enzymes needed for the metabolism of

carbohydrates in the partial genome sequence of A. ferrooxidans. The genes coding for

glycogen (carbohydrate) phosphorylase, phosphoglucomutase and most enzymes on the

glycolytic pathway, the pentose phosphate pathway and the TCA cycle have been found

in this organism although the genes coding for phosphofructokinase (the key enzyme in

the glycolytic pathway), o-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase (the key enzyme in the TCA

cycle) and phosphogluconate dehydrase (the key enzyme in the Entner-Doudoroff

pathway) have not been found. However, the failure of indentifying the genes coding for

these key enzymes in the partial genome sequence does not indicate the missing of these

enzymes in this organism. Actually it was reported by Ingledew (1982) that all enzymes

on the glycolytic pathway and the TCA cycle exist in A. ferrooxidans except that the

activities of succinate and a-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase are very low. The same

situation also happens to another chemoautotroph Acidithiobacillus thiooxidans

(previously Thiobacillus thiooxidans). Phosphofructokinase, a-ketoglutarate

dehydrogenase and phosphogluconate dehydrase are considered to be missing in A.

thiooxidans (Tian et al. 2003), but the studies by Suzuki (1958) with lac-labelled

glucose suggests that all the enzymes on the glycolytic pathway and the TCA cycle exist

in this organism. It may be true that the activities of these key enzymes art too low to

satisfy the energetic needs during growth (Tian et al. 2003), but the activities are fast

enough for the need of maintenance of energy during starvation conditions. The fact that

the rate of Fe2* oxidation is 1000 times faster than the rate of endogenous oxidation in A.

ferrooxidans (studies in this dissertation) agrees with this interpretation.
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Considering that the endogenous substrates in A. ferooxidans may be metabolized

through the TCA cycle, the electrons from endogenus metabolism are believed to enter

the electron transport pathways from complex I (NDH-1) and complex II (succinate

dehydrogenase). The inhibition of endogenous oxidation by complex I inhibitors are

expected, but the stimulatory effect of complex II inhibitors are unexpected the reasons

of which are unknown.

In all, according to this investigation, the possible electron transport pathways of

endogenous oxidation in A. ferrooxidans are summarized in Fig. 2-45. Major additions

in Fig. 2-45 compared to Fig.2-0 are: the fast Fe-containing pathway from Q to Fe3*,

based on the stimulatory effect of HQNO (Figs. 2-13,2-14 &2-32); NDH-2, based on

incomplete inhibition by rotenone or amytal (Figs. 2-7,2-26 e.2-27); and an unknown

quinol oxidase (alternative oxidase ?), based on the inhibition by rotenone of the KCN,

HQNO-inhibited respiration (Fig.2-A). Other features of the proposed pathways are

also supported by experiments discussed in this section.
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Table 2-l.Effect of complex I inhibitors on endogenous respiration.

Control

Atabrine

Control

Rotenone (R)

Amyral (Am)

R+Am

Concentration

1mM

2mM

4mM

Píericidin A (PA)

Rate x

0.86 + 0.01

0.1mM

2mM

0.82 + 0.04

0.89 + 0.01

0.88

R+AM+0.5pMPA

* Rate: nmol 02 min-l (mg protein)-l (+SD, n=2); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a rate

over that of control.
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0.89 + 0.05

0.46 + 0.09

0.52 + 0.03

0.48

R.A

0.5 pM

2.5 ¡tM

5pM

1.00

0.95

1.03

7.02

0.99 + 0.06

1.00

0.52

0.58

0.54

0.53 + 0.01

0.49 + 0.01

0.56 + 0.03

0.49 + 0.03

1.00

0.54

0.49

0.57

o.49



Table 2-2.Effect of complex III inhibitors (myxothiazol and antimycin A) on

endogenous respiration.

Control

Myxothiazol

(My)

Antimycin A

(An)

Concentration

My + 0.1 mM An

HQNO

10 ¡rM

* Rate: nmol Oz min-1 (mg protein)-l (*SD, n=2); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a rate

over that of control.

No FeClg

Rate *

10 pM

0.1 mM

0.60 + 0.02

0.63 + 0.05

40 pM

R.A

1.00

1.05

0.58 + 0.01

0.62 + 0.03

In 4 mM FeCl:

r52

Rate *

0.69 t 0.08 1.00

0.83 + 0.06 1.20

0.97

1.03

R.A

0.84 + 0.01

0.85 + 0.04

0.93 + 0.04

2.49 + 0.05

t.22

1.23

t.35

3.61



Table 2-3. Oz consumption and CO2 production during endogenous respiration in the

absence and presence of different compounds x.

Control

10 pM CCCP

40 pM HQNO

Control

5 mM NEM

0.1 mM valinomycin

lpM nigericin

CO2 production

Rate (R662) R.A

t.32 1.00

3.52 + 0.05 2.61

296 2.25

Control

4 mM Tiron

2 mM SHAM

02consumption

r.96

3.18

2.62

2.tt

Rate (Roz) R.A

t.22 1.00

3.48 + 0.1 2.85

2.82 2.31

1 mM TTFA

10 mM Na-succinate

1.00

1.62

r.34

1.08

t53

1.90

2.71

2.38

Rcoz / Roz

Control

i0 mM Na-malonate

40 mM CH3COOK

r.94

3.t3

2.56

2.08

1.08

1.01

1.05

1.00

1.46

1.25

1.83

0.76

x Experiments were carried out in Warburg respirometer with 64 mg cells in 3.2 mL

reaction system at 30'C. Rate: nmol min-l (mg protein)-l (+ SD, n=2). R.A: relative

activity, a ratio of a rate over that of control.

1.00

1.61

1.32

t.o7

r.82

3.51

2.40

1.58

1.83

2.69

1.01

r.02

r.02

1.01

0-4h

1.00

t.93

t.32

t.77

0.80

1.00

1.16

T.7I

1.04

0.19

0.99

0-4h
r.13

r.95

2.78

1.03

0.95

1.00

t.L3

1.61

0-4h
0.91

0.94

0.97



Table 2-4.Effect of rotenone, amytal, atabrine, CCCP and HQNO on endogenous

respiration by spheroplasts. The information of whole cells was included for

comparison.

With cells

Control

Rotenone

Amytal

Atabrine

CCCP

HQNO

Concentration

0.1 mM

2mM

2mM

10 pM

40 pM

x Rate: nmol Oz min-l (mg protein)-l (*SD, n=2); R.A: relative activity, aratio of a rate

over that of control; I: inhibition; S: stimulation. ** See text for the source of

information.

Rate

0.89 + 0.01

0.90 + 0.01

0.34 + 0.02

0.47 + 0.OI

0.87 + 0.20

0.75 + 0.06

0.85 + 0.09

By spheroplasts x

R.A

0.99

1.00

0.38

0.52

0.97

0.83

0.94
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IorS(7o) IorS(%)

By cells **

62 (r)

48 (Ð

3(Ð

17 (r)

6(Ð

48 (D

42 (r)

3 (s)

162 (S)

260 (S)



Table 2-S.Effect of complex Iinhibitors on Fe3*reduction.

Control

Amytal (Am)

Concentration

Control

Rotenone (R)

0.5 mM

2mM**

6mM

Rate *

pH2.3

7.85 + 0.24

4.40 + 0.40

1.55 -ç 0.26

Control

Piericidin A (PA)

PA+R+Am

2vld

5pM

10 pM

0.1 mM **

R.A

1.00

0.s6

0.20

x Rate: nmol Fe2* min-1 (mg protein)-l (+SD, n=3); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a

rate over that of control; *x Concentrations used in combination.

Table 2-6.Effectof HQNO on Fe3* reduction.

7.85 + 0.24

5.92 + 0.32

2.72 + 0.22

1.76 + 0.10
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Rate *

pH 3.5

3.62 + 0.28

3.56 + 0.26

2.00 + 0.36

2.05 + 0.38

0.5 pM

1.00

0.75

0.35

0.22

R.A

1.00

0.98

0.55

0.57

Control

HQNO

3.53 + 0.1 1

2.50 + 0.14

2.18 + 0.05

1.56 + 0.13

Concentration

0.1 mM HQNO plus 100 ¡rM rotenone

1.00

0.7r

0.62

0.44

10 pM

40 pM

0.1mM

* Rate: nmol Fe2* min-l

rate over that of control;

2.99 + O.3O

0.23 + 0.05

0.61 + 0.14

Rate *

p}{2.3

6.19 + 0.56

8.25 + 0.13

9.44 + 0.63

13.06 + 0.50

1.00

0.08

0.20

R.A

(mg protein)-t (*SD, n=3); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a
x* compared to the rate with 0.1 mM HQNO.

1.00

1.33

1.53

2.tt

Rate x

pH 3.5

3.71 + 0.26

5.15 + 0.04

8.77 + O.7l

12.84 -r 0.61

2.36 + 0.00

R.A

1.00

7.39

2.36

3.46

0.i8 **



Table 2-7.Effect of complex II inhibitor TTFA on Fe3* reduction at pH 3.5.

Control

TTFA

In the presence of i mM TTFA

Concentration

Control

Rotenone (R)

Amytal (Am)

R+Am

HQNO

10 ¡rM

0.1mM

1mM

Rate *

* Rate: nmol Fe2* min-l (mg protein)-1 (+SD, n=3); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a

rate over that of control.

3.38 + 0.18

4.10 + 0.07

1.49 + 0.24

11.65 t 0.05

0.1mM

2 nlNI

0.1mM

r56

11.65 + 0.05

3.10 + 0.21

1.17 + 0.II

1.53 + 0.10

11.65 + 0.02

R.A

1.00

r.21

2.22

3.45

1.00

0.21

0.15

0.13

1.00



Table 2-8. Effect of uncouplers on Fe3+ reduction in the absence and presence of

complex I inhibitors.

Control

CCCP

Concentration

3pM

10 ¡rM

30 pM

60 pM

0.2 mM

In the presence of 10 ¡rM CCCP

Only cells

Control

Rotenone (R)

Amytal (Am)

R+Am

Rate *

6.88 + 0.31

14.31 + 0.50

13 '--+ ! *x

10 ---+ 0 xx

pH2.3

R.A

1.00

2.08

I.9 ---+ 0.5 x*

1.5 ---+ 0 xx

Control

DNP

0.1mM

2m]|yd

r57

Rate *

pH 3.5

8.20 + 0.10

15.30 + 0.10

13.60 + 0.00

11.10 + 0.20

In the presence of 30 pM DNP

R.A

10 pM

30 pM

0.1 mM

1mM

Only cells

Control

Rotenone (R)

Amytal (Am)

R+Am

1.00

8.81 + 0.50

14.25 + 1.44

17.31 + 0.88

15 --+ 0 xx

t.87

1.66

2.9I + O.OI

8.34 + 0.05

1.43 +'O.O4

3.59 + 0.10

0.63 + 0.02

* Rate: nmol Fe2* min-1 (mg protein)-l (+SD, n=3); ** Rate decreased from the initial

rate (as in Figs. 2-24a,2-25a); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a rate over that of control.

30 pM

0.1mM

2mÌ|¡4

1.00

1.62

r.96

1.7 ---+ 0 *x

0.35

1.00

0.17

0.43

0.08

8.20 r 0.10

16.00 + 0.30

14.30 x.0.20

4.lO + O.2O

1.00

1.95

t.74

0.50

2.9I + 0.01

8.82 + 0.10

1.98 + 0.02

3.61 + 0.05

1.39 + 0.01

0.33

1.00

0.22

0.41

0.16



Table 2-g.Effectof nigericin and valinomycin on Fe3*reduction in the absence and

presence of complex I inhibitors.

Control

Nigericin

Concentration

In the presence of 1 pM nigericin

0.5 pM

1.0 pM

10 ¡rM

30 pM

Control

Rotenone

Amytal

Rate *

6.99 + 0.13

9.25 + 0.40

9.22 + 0.03

6.98 +0.23

pH2.3

Control

Valinomycin

R.A

0.1mM

2mM

1.00

1.32

t.32

1.00
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opM

1pM

10 pM

0.1 mM

0.2 mM

In the presence of 0.1 mM valinomycin

Rate x

pH 3.5

4.45 + 0.28

13.55 + 0.88

Control

Rotenone

Amytal

R.A

ln the presence of 1 mM KzSO¿

6.01

1.00

8.38 + 0.48 1.88

No KzSO¿

Control

Valinomycin

7.62

3.04

13.55 + 0.88

I.02 + 0.16

1.45 + 0.34

0.1 mM

2 n,NI

1.00

6.08

L27

x Rate: nmol Fe2* min-l (mg protein)-l (+SD, n=3); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a

rate over that of control.

3.43 + 0.22

6.00 + 0.23

1.82 + 0.01

9.89 + 0.31

1.00

0.08

0.11

1.01

1pM

10pM

1.00

t.t5

2.28

2.88

9.89 + 0.31

1.10 + 0.11

1.25 + 0.I4

3.43 + 0.22

290 + 0.TI

5.89 + 0.10

7.03 + 0.06

1.00

0.11

0.13

1.18

1.00

2.03

2.42
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Table 2-10. Effect of KSCN on Fe3* reduction in the absence and presence of complex I
inhibitors.

Control

KSCN

Concentration

In the presence of 0.1 mM KSCN

Only cells

Control

Rotenone (R)

Amytal (Am)

R+Am

50 pM

0.1mM

lmM

Rate *

pH2.3

8.81 + 0.50

16.50 + 0.06

19.19 + 0.44

0.94 t 0.06

0.1 mM

0.1mM

2mM

R.A

* Rate: nmol Fe2* min-l (mg protein)-l (+SD, n=3); ** Rate decreased from the initial

rate (as in Figs. 2-30b); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a rate over that of control.

1.00

r.8l

2.r8

0.11

Rate *

3.80 + 0.40

8.50 + 0.40

14.40 + 0.10

14.0 ---+ 4.0 x*

pH 3.5

1.00

2.24

3.79

3.7 --+ 1.0 x*

R.A

2.59 + 0.18

1.91

1.00

1.98

0.25

0.33

1.00

0.13

0.25

0.03
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Table 2-1-1..Effect of CH¡COOK and KF on Fe3*reduction in the absence and presence

of complex I inhibitors.

Control

CHsCOOK

Concentration

ln the presence of 40 mM CH3COOK

Control

Rotenone

Amytal

1mM

40 mM

Rate *

pH2.3

7 .47 + 0.40

8.05

9.23

Control

KF

0.1mM

2mM

R.A

1.00

1.08

1.24

In the presence of 1 mM KF

Control

Rotenone

Amytal

0.5 mM

1mM

10 mM

Rate *

4.45 + 0.28

5.59 r 1.10

11.54 + 0.59

pH 3.5

7.47 + 0.40

7.47

0.63 + 0.16

* Rate: nmol Fe2* min-l (mg protein)-1 (+SD, n=3); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a

rate over that of control.

R.A

I1.54 + 0.59

1.22 x,0.lO

1.16 + 0.09

0.1mM

2mj[4

1.00

r.26

2.59

1.00

1.00

0.08

3.68 + 0.63

8.03 + 0.18

5.68 + 0.34

1.00

0.11

0.10

1.00

2.t8

r.54

8.03 + 0.18

0.97 +0.17

l.2O + O.O4

1.00

0.12

0.15
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Table 2-l2.Effect of Na2-succinate and Naz-malonate on Fe3*reduction in the absence

and presence of complex I inhibitors and TTFA at pH 3.5.

Control

Na-succinate

In the presence of 10 mM Naz-succinate

Concentration

Control

TTFA

Rotenone (R)

R + TTFA

Amytal

Atabrine

0.1mM

1mM

10 mM

Rate x

3.28 + 0.16

4.03

8.86

13.03 + 0.13

lmM
0.1mM

2m]N{

2mM

Control

Naz-malonate

13.03 + 032

12.73 + 0.21

0.93 + 0.13

2.62 + 0.17

1.42 + 0.05

12.16 + O.I4

R.A

ln the presence of 10 mM Na2-malonate

1.00

1.23

2.70

3.97

10 pM

0.1 mM

lmM

10 mM

Control

Rotenone

Amytal

* Rate: nmol Fe2* min-l (mg protein)-l (+SD, n=3); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a

rate over that of control.

1.00

0.98

o.o7

0.20

0.11

0.93

3.51 + 0.65

3.11 + 0.04

3.t2 + 0.17

3.92 x.0.07

8.25 + O.l4

0.1 mM

2m]0¡{

8.25 + 0.14

1.28 + 0.23

1.54 + O.23

1.00

0.88

0.89

r.t2

2.35

1.00

0.16

0.19



Table 2-13. Effect of thiol agents on Fe3* reduction in the absence and presence of

complex I inhibitors.

Control

NEM

Concentration

In the presence of 5 mM NEM
Control

Rotenone

Amytal

1mM

5mM

Rate *

Control

AgNO3

6.31 x.0.35

8.25 + 0.09

70.2I + 0.84

pH2.3

0.1mM

2 tr:NI

R.A

ln the presence of 0.1 mM AgNO3

1.00

1.30

1.60

Control

Rotenone

Amytal

50 pM

0.1 mM

1mM

r62

Rate x

pH 3.5

3.67 + 0.31

9.44 + 0.19

11.41 + 0.51

Control

HgCI2

4.48

4.76

4.96

6.28

0.1 mM

2 lr,NI

R.A

11.41 + 0.51

096 + 0.21

1.10 + 0.07

1.00

2.57

3.11

1.00

1.06

1.1 1

r.40

0.1 mM HgCl2 plus 5 mM NEM

opM

50 pM

0.1mM

1mM

In the presence of 0.1 mM HgCl2
Control

Rotenone

Amytal

3.21 + 0.00

4.9r

6.59 + 0.24

2.17

1.00

0.08

0.10

* Rate: nmol Fe2* min-1 (mg protein)-l (+SD, n=3); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a
rate over that of control.

1.00

1.53

2.05

0.86

6.59 + 0.24

0.73 + 0.01

1.32 + 0.05

0.1 mM

2m][¿I

2.11 -+ 0.19

3.52

5.35 + 0.16

0.30 + 0.04

1.00

0.11

0.20

1.00

r.21

r.93

0.11

16.09

5.35 + 0.16

0.51 + 0.08

0.45 + 0.04

5.81

1.00

0.10

0.08
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Fig. 2-0. The hypothetical model for the electron transport pathways of endogenous

substrate oxidation in A. ferrooxidans. Q: ubiquinone/ubiquinol pool; bcln: the bc1

complex participating in the downhill reaction (NADH oxidation); Cyt.: cytochrome;

bd and bq: cytochrome bd oxidase and cytochrome bqoxidase; Cyt.: cytochrome c;

(?) H+: proton pumping is not sure. The thickness of straight affows (not including

the arrows pointing at H*) represents the speed of electron flow in a qualitative

manner.
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Fig.2-24. 02 consumption and CO2 production in the absence and presence of different

compounds. (a) HQNO and CCCP; (b) NEM, nigericin and valinomycin; (c) tiron;

(d) SHAM; (e) TTFA and Na-succinate; (Ð Naz-malonate and CH3COOK. Tests

were done at 30'C in Warburg respirotmeter with 64 mg cells in 3.2 mL reaction

system.
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Oxidation of Fructose
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Fructose was oxidized by A. ferrooxidans possibly after a concentration-dependent

diffusion into the cells. Complex I inhibitors rotenone, amytal and piericidin A, and

complex IV inhibitors KCN and NaN3, strongly inhibited fructose oxidation, but

complex I inhibitor atabrine had no effect. The effect of complex III inhibitors

antimycin A, myxothiazol and HQNO (also an inhibitor of quinol oxidase) have also

been tested. HQNO and antimycin A showed no effect on fructose oxidation by 02 but

slightly stimulated the oxidation by Fe3*. Myxothiazol showed no effect on the

oxidation by both Oz and Fe3*. Uncouplers and iron chelators showed no effect. The

respiratory quotient (COz I 02 ratio) of fructose oxidation was close to 1.0 in agreement

with the complete oxidation of fructose to COz and HzO. The external pH of cells

decreased during fructose oxidation indicating proton pumping. It was concluded that

the oxidation of fructose required the same electron transport pathways as endogenous

oxidation.
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A. fercooxidans is not expected to grow by oxidizing organic compounds for energy

and carbon source because it is a chemoautotrophic bacterium. However, since the

respiratory quotient of 1.0 (CO2 / 02 ratio) for endogenous respiration indicates the

carbohydrate nature ((CH2O)") of endogenous substrates, a question must be asked if

any external organic compounds could be oxidized by the cells of A. ferrooxidans.

The oxidation of organic compounds by A. ferrooxidans has been investigated

previously. In 1960s - 1970s, there were reports showing thatA. ferrooxidar¿s could

grow on glucose after it used up ferrous iron in a medium containing ferrous iron and

glucose (Shafia et al. 1972; Shafia and Wilkinson 1961; Tabita and Lundgren l97la,

191Ib). Later it was found that the oxidation of glucose was due to the contamination of

an acidophilic heterotrophic bacterium which could oxidize glucose but not sulfur or

ferrous iron (Harrison et al. 1980). Sugio etal. (1982) investigatedthe glucose transport

system in a facultative Fe2*-oxidizing bacterium A. ferrooxid.ans strain AP-44 which

was able to obtain energy by oxidizing Fe2* or elemental sulfur in addition to organic

substances such as glucose. ¡laclglucose was taken up by AP-44 cells and was

incorporated into toC}rproduced during glucose oxidation. The electron transport

pathway of glucose oxidation was not studied but effects of electron transport inhibitors

and uncoupler were investigated on the uptake activity of ¡laC1glucose. Complex I

inhibitors 50 pM amytal, 50 pM rotenone and I mM atabrine inhibited glucose uptake

. 
- 

)L

activity in Fe"-grown cells by IO)Vo,l00Vo and22Vo, respectively. Complex [V

inhibitors 1 mM KCN and i mM NaN3 showed 94Vo and I00Vo inhibition, respectively.

Introductíon
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ATP synthase inhibitor 50 ¡^LM DCCD and uncoupler 1 mM DNP showed 100Vo and

88% inhibition, respectively.

In this study, 02 consumption by the cells of A. ferrooxidans with the addition of

different sugars and sugar alcohols was investigated to see if any of them could increase

the respiration by the cells. Furthermore, the effects of electron transport inhibitors and

uncouplers on Oz consumption and Fe3* reduction (if possible) in the presence of the

compound(s) that significantly stimulated endogenous oxidation would be investigated.
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3.tr. Fructose may be oxidized by A. ferrooxidans

Twenty compounds including 7 sugar alcohols (D-forms) and 13 sugars (D-forms)

have been tested to see if the cells could oxidize any of them faster than endogenous

respiration by using 24 mg cells in Oxygraph (1.2 mL). Fig. 3-1 lists these compounds

and their relative oxidation activities when compared to endogenous respiration rates

(O2 consumption rates). Only in the presence of fructose (80 mM) the rate was

appreciably faster (3 - 4 times) than endogenous respiration rate. It is unlikely that the

stimulated rate was due to the acceleration of endogenous respiration by fructose as

uncouplers, weak acids, HQNO and other compounds do. It is quite possible that

fructose is oxidized by the cells. When the concentration of fructose was increased with

either i0 mg or 24 mg cells, the rate of fructose oxidation increased almost linearly up

to 80 mM but slowed down at 160 mM (Fig. 3-2). Fig.3-3 shows that rhe rare of 02

consumption with 80 mM fructose was linear for 40 min until all the 02 was consumed

but the rate with 160 mM fructose slowed down further after 15 min. Sucrose at 0.3 M

inhibited the activity in the presence of 80 mM fructose by 64% although rhe rate of

endogenous respiration was stimulated by 2lVo (Fig. 3-3). The respiration of cells in the

presence of the phosphorylated forms of fructose and glucose was also tested and

negative results were observed (Fig. 3-4). The genes coding for the transporter of

fructose were not found in the partial genome sequence of A. ferrooxidans (data not

shown). Experiment trying to grow this organism for two weeks by replacing FeSOa

with fructose in M-9-K medium was not successful (data not shown). Therefore,

fructose is probably metabolized after a concentration-dependent diffusion into the cells
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and a high osmotic pressure in the presence of 160 mM fructose or 0.3 M sucrose was

inhibitory.

Since A. ferrooxidans is an autotroph it is not expected to oxidize organic compounds

to provide energy for its growth. It is understandable that much of the studies have been

carried out on the oxidation of inorganic compounds (Fe2* and sulfur compounds).

Glucose oxidation by A. ferrooxidans has been reported only in a special facultative

strain AP-44 (Sugio et al. 1982). Thus detailed studies of fructose oxidation by A.

fe r ro oxidans are necessary.

Fructose is an organic compound and may be indirectly oxidized via a downhill

electron transport pathway. Since fructose and the endogenous substrates in this

organism are both carbohydrate compounds ((CHzO)n), experiments have been carried

out to see if oxidation of fructose is following the same electron transport pathways as

the oxidation of endogenous substrates (Fig. 2-45). Fructose could be oxidized by A.

ferrooxida¡zs either by using Oz (as shown above) or by using Fe3* lthe following data)

as a terminal electron acceptor. In the following experiments, oxidation of fructose by

02 was studied by using 80 mM fructose and 24 mg cells in Oxygraph (L2 mL) or 80

mM fructose and 64 mg cells in Warburg (3.2 mL). Oxidation of fructose by Fe3* was

studied by using 80 mM fructose, 2 mM KCN, 4 mM FeCl3 and 20 mg cells in 1 mL

reaction system. Unless otherwise stated, all the experiments were carried out in 0.1 M

B-alanine-HzSO+, pH 3.5 at25'C.



3.2"Effect of uncouplers and iron chelators

Uncoupler CCCP at 10 pM inhibited fructose oxidation by only 37o (data not shown).

FeCl¡ at 4 mM had little effect on fructose oxidation (Fig. 3-a). kon chelators, 8 mM

EDTA, 10 mM 2,2'-dipyridyl and 1.2 mM o-phenanthroline had no effect on it but 4

mM tiron stimulated itby 59Vo (data not shown). The fact that CCCP,EDTA,2,2'-

dipyridyl and o-phenanthroline stímulated endogenous respiration (see Part II) but failed

to stimulate fructose oxidation may suggest that the rate of fructose oxidation already

reached the maximum and could no longer be increased by the stimulators used in

endogenous respiration. The stimulation by tiron was due to the oxidation of tiron itself

as showed in Part I but not due to the real stimulation of fructose oxidation.

3.3. Effect of cornplex I inhibitors

Table 3-1 and Fig. 3-5 show the effect of complex I inhibitors on fructose oxidation

by Ozand Fe3*. Atabrine at 2 mM had no effect on fructose oxidation by Oz. If the rate

over the endogenous oxidation rate is the real oxidation rate of fructose, fructose

oxidation by either Oz or Fe3* was inhibited nearly completely by 0.1 mM roteno ne or 2

mM amytal, although endogenous oxidation was only inhibited by complex I inhibitors

by 50% (see Part II). Piericidin A at 0.5 pM also showed nearly complete inhibition of

oxidation by Fe3* .The results indicate that electrons from fructose mainly enter the

electron transport pathways at NDH-1¿own âs shown inFig.2-45.
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3.4. Effect of inhibitors of cornplex IV

Fig. 3-6 shows the effect of complex IV inhibitors, KCN and NaN3, on fructose

oxidation by Oz. If the oxidation rate of endogenous substrates is subtracted2 mM KCN

and I mM NaN¡ nearly completely inhibited fructose oxidation. NaN¡ at 0.1 mM failed

to stimulate fructose oxidation as it did in endogenous respiration but showed I 17o

inhibition. This may be because that fructose oxidation already reached the fastest speed

similar to uncoupler-stimulated endogenous respiration and took the pathway to

cytochrome c oxidase to Oz. Failure of an uncoupler, CCCP, to stimulate fructose

oxidation agrees with this interpretation. In the presence of fructos e and 2 mM KCN or

1 mM NaN3, the rate before 10 min was slower than the rate after i0 min. This may

indicate the shifting of electrons from the cytochrome c oxidase pathway to the

pathways to other terminal oxidases (see Fig. 2-45).

3"5. Effect of inhibitors of complex III and quinol oxidase

209

Table 3-2 andFig.3-7 show the effect of inhibitors of complex III and quinol oxidase.

Antimycin A, HQNO showed no effect on fructose oxidation by Oz but showed2'lVo

and 77% stimulation on the oxidation by Fe3*, respectively. Myxothi azol at 40 pM

showed inhibition of around ITVo either with Oz or Fe3* as the terminal electron acceptor.

However, the inhibition was mainly due to low rate in the last 10 min in Fe3* reduction

(Fig. 3-6) and in the last 15 min in Oz reduction (data not shown). So myxothiazol may

not really inhibit fructose oxidation. No inhibition of fructose by these three compounds

indicates that electrons from NDH-1¿o*n could directly flow from Q to Fe3*. Stimulation

indicates that some electrons flow from Q to åcrII to cyt. c? and then either to 02 or to
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Fe3* as shown in Fig. 2-45 and the inhibition of the pathway forces more electrons to go

from Q to Fe3* directly which is more efficient and faster.

Fig. 3-8 shows the effect of CCCP and HQNO on fructose oxidation after cells were

preincubated with 2 mM KCN for 25 min before the addition of fructose with or without

10 pM CCCP and / or 40 ¡rM HQNO. In the presence of KCN, fructose was oxidized by

the cells with an activity 737o higher than that without fructose. The activity with

frucrose in the presence of KCN was stimulated by CCCP by I04Vo although the activity

with KCN alone (endogenous oxidation) was also stimulated by CCCP by ll3Vo.The

activity in the presence of KCN, fructose and CCCP, which was 66Vo higher than the

activity in the presence of KCN and CCCP, was inhibited by HQNO by 487oto the level

similar to the activity in the presence of KCN and fructose. As shown in Part II (Fig. 2-8

& 2-14), electrons mainly flow to the terminal oxidases (bd, bq and the unknown

oxidase in Fig. 2-45) other than cytochrome c oxidase after 25 min in the presence of 2

mM KCN. The results shown in Fig. 3-8, therefore, indicate that fructose could be

oxidized by the proton pumping quinol oxidases bd and / or bot as well as the unknown

oxidase (?) as shown in Fig. 2-45 after cytochrome c oxidase (aa3/ba) was inhibited by

KCN.

3.6. Respiratory quotient of fructose oxidation

Since both fructose and endogenous substrates belong to carbohydrate compounds

and the respiratory quotient (CO2 / Oz) of endogenous respiration was 1.0, it was

essential to test if the respiratory quotient of fructose oxidation was also 1.0. Fig. 3-9

shows that the respiratory quotient of fructose oxidation was indeed close to 1.0 with
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rates of CO2 production and 02 consumption of 5.39 + 0.04 nmol CO2 min-l (mg

protein)-l (t SD, n=2) and5.06 + 0.09 nmol Oz min-l (mg protein)-l (* SD, n=2),

respectively.

Therefore, fructose is completely oxidized to COz and H2O as showed in reaction 8.

3.7. Change of external pH of cells during fructose oxidation

C6[I1206 + 6 Oz-' 6 COz + 6 [tr20

Fig. 3-10 shows the changes in external pH of cells during fructose oxidation and

endogenous substrates when cells were kept at room temperature before testing. During

fructose oxidation, pH decreased from 3.3 to 3.22.This indicated that the speed of

proton pumping out of cells was faster than that of proton leaking in and protons were

generated in the outside of cells during fructose oxidation, which was opposite to the

situation during endogenous respiration (Figs. 2-22 &.3-10). The value of pH increased

from 3.2 to 3.33 during endogenous respiration in Fig. 3- 10. In another experiment, pH

changed from 3.24 to 3.21 within 30 min during fructose oxidation when cells were kept

at 4"C (data not shown).

Reaction 8. Respiration of fructose by A' ferrooxidans.

3.8. Fructose oxidation by spheroplasts and cell f,ree extracts

Fructose, F-1,6-P and F-6-P were not oxidized by cell free extracts tested at pH 3.5,

6.5 and I (datanot shown). Ability to oxidize fructose was almost totally gone after

cells were treated to form spheroplasts. ln the presence of 80 mM fructose the 02
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consumption rare (0.93 t 0.03 nmol Oz min-r (mg protein¡-r) was only l07o higher than

rhe rate of endogenous respiration (0.84 nmol 02 min-1 (mg protein) 1) although the rate

of endogenous respiration did not change compared to that of whole cells. Loss of

fructose oxidizing activity by spheroplasts may be explained by the hypothesis that the

pathway from Q to Fe3* to cytochrome c oxidase to Oz as shown in Fig. 2-45 was

damaged during the preparation of spheroplasts'
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Fructose among the 20 sugars and sugar alcohols tested, was the only compound that

greatly stimulated the Oz consumption rate by the cells of A. ferrooxídarzs (Fig. 3-1)

indicating that it may have been oxidized by the cells. Experiments to grow this

organism for two weeks in the medium containing fructose instead of FeSO¿ (data not

shown) was not successful. The failure of growth on fructose may be due to the lack of

the transportor system of fructose since the genes coding for the transportor proteins of

fructose were not found in the partial genome sequence of A. ferrooxidans (data not

shown). The rate of fructose oxidation increased with the increase of fructose

concentration and reached a maximal level at 80 mM, and then the rate decreased at

higher concentrations of fructose (Fig. 3-2) probably due to deleterious effect of high

osmotic pressure. Fructose oxidation was inhibited 64Vo by 0.3 M sucrose (Fig. 3-3).

Thus it is quite possible that fructose entered the cells by a concentration-dependent

diffusion. It is not clear why fructose was oxidized much faster than other sugars such as

glucose. One possible reason may be the ability fructose to form ferric fructose

(potassium salt) complex (Windholz e't al. 1983) with the structure:

l- 6;;>{:i"l I o,"
LHó\åHY 

\0¡ "-o=l; -','= 2 to2oo

The formation of the complex with the ferric iron on the cell surface of A. ferrooxidans

may somehow facilitate the entrance of fructose into the cells, although this is only a

speculation.

Since fructose has the carbohydrate nature as the endogenous substrates of A.

ferrooxidans do, it is expected that fructose will be oxidized through the glycolytic

pathway, the TCA cycle oxidation and the same electron transport pathways as observed
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for endogenous oxidation. The genes coding for fructokinase have been found in the

partial genome sequence of this organism (data not shown) indicating that fructose 6-

phosphate is the entry point on the glycolytic pathway during fructose oxidation- The

respiratory quotient of fructose oxidation was close to 1.0 (Fig. 3-9) agreeing with its

carbohydrate nature and indicating that fructose was completely oxidized to CO2 and

H2O (Reaction 8). The latter interpretation is supported by the fact that all enzymes on

the glycolytic pathway and the TCA cycle exist in A. ferrooxidans as discussed in Part II.

Fructose, as well as endogenous substrates in this organism, could be oxidized by

Fe3* as well as 02. Complex I inhibitors rotenone, amytal and piericidin A strongly

inhibited fructose oxidation (Fig. 3-5) indicating that electrons from fructose enter the

electron transport pathways mainly from NDH-ldo*n. Atabrine showed no effect but

piericin A showed strong inhibition (Fig. 3-5) indicating that fructose oxidation is

different from Fe2* oxidation (see Part I). Complex IV inhibitors KCN and NaN3

showed stronger inhibition on fructose oxidation (Fig. 3-6) than on endogenous

respiration (see Part II) possibly suggesting that the rate of fructose oxidation was very

close to the maximal rate which could be achieved only by using the cytochrome c

oxidase pathway. This interpretation is also supported by the effect of CCCP (10 pM)'

HeNO (a0 pM) and iron chelators which showed no effect on fructose oxidation but

greatly stimulated endogenous respiration (see Part II)'

Since the firsr step of sugar metabolism needs energy (ATP) (sugar phosphorylation),

it was suspected that the lack of stimulation by uncouplers on fructose oxidation in A.

ferrooxidar?s was due to the inhibition of ATP generation through the electron transport

chain. However, it was reported that CCCP at 1 pM stimulated glucose oxidation by
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30% but inhibited succinate oxidation almost completely in the cells of E. coli (Cavari

and Avi-Dor 1967). The lack of inhibition of glucose oxidation by CCCP is due to that

rhe generation of ATP through the glycolytic pathway (providing energy for glucose

phosphorylataion) was unaffected by CCCP (Cavari and Avi-Dor 1967). Succinate

oxidarion was strongly inhibited by CCCP because: (1) oxaloacetate (OAA), which acts

as a feedback inhibitor of succinate oxidation, has to be converted to

phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP); (2) the energy (ATP) for the conversion of OAA into PEP

is produced via the electron transport chain (ETC); and (3) ATP generation via ETC is

inhibited by CCCP (Cavari and Avi-Dor 1967). Therefore, it is more likely that the lack

of inhibiton of fructose by uncouplers in A. ferrooxidans is due to that the rate of

fructose oxidation is close to the maximum which is limited by the low activities of the

key enzymes on the glycolytic pathway, the TCA cycle and also the electron transport

pathways in the downhill direction. This interpretation is supported by the report by

Tian et al. (2003). Tian et al. (2003) transferred the phosphofructokinase gene (pfl<A)

from E. coli into the chemoautotrophic bacterium A. thiooxidans Tt-J by conjugation.

The enzyme expressed from the pftA gene in the Tt-7 transconjugant showed20Vo

activity of that in E. coli. The addition of glucose to the Starkey-S0 inorganic medium

doubled the cell yield of A. thiooxidans Tt-7 transconjugant compared to the case

without glucose addition after this strain has been grown for 11 days. The authors

explained that the synthesis of partial cell materials from glucose instead of COz could

save some energy for the increase of cell yield.

Complex III inhibitors 40 ¡rM HQNO and 0.1 mM antimycin A stimulated fructose

oxidation by Fe3* (Fig. 3-7) only by 20 - 30Vo, which was much less than the
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stimulation of endogenous oxidation by Fe3* çl36Vo stimulation by 40 ¡rM HQNO as

shown in Fig. 2-32), indicating that (1) most electrons flowed via the fast pathway from

Q to Fe3+ but smaller portion of electrons flowed via the slow pathway from Q to åc1tr

and finally to Fe3* (see Fig. 2-45) inthe absence of complex III inhibitors; and (2)

electrons on the pathway involving bctllwere shifted to the fast pathway from Q to Fe3*

after bc{I (complex III) was inhibited by HQNO or antimycin A.

Fructose was oxidized after the cells were preincubated with 2 mM KCN for 25 min

and the activity was greatly increased by 10 pM CCCP, but the increase in activity

totally disappeared in the presence of 40 pM HQNO (Fig. 3-8) indicating the CCCP

stimulatory site at quinol oxidase. The results suggest that fructose was oxidized by the

proton pumping quinol oxidases bd and I or bq and the unknown oxidase (see Fig. 2-45)

after cytochrome c oxidase (aa3/ ba) was inhibited by KCN. The stimulation by CCCP

on fructose oxidation through quinol oxidases further supports that the ATP required for

fructose phosphorylation can be provided by substrate.

Therefore, all the results indicate that fructose oxidation used the same pathways as

endogenous oxidation as shown inFig.2-45.

The failure of spheroplasts in oxidizing fructose may be due to (1) the damage of the

electron carriers on the fast pathway from Q to Fe3+, Q) the loss of the periplasmic

content during the preparation of spheroplasts, and (3) the inhibition by high osmetic

pressure (see Fig. 3-3). The decrease of the external pH of the cells during fructose

oxidation indicates proton pumping.
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Table 3-1.. Effect of complex I inhibitors on fructose oxidation.

Endogenous

Control

Atabrine

Amytal

Rotenone

Piericidin A

Concentration

2mM

0.5 mM

2mM

10 pM

0.1mM

0.5 pM

Oxidation by Oz

Rate * R.A

0.80 + 0.03 0.23

3.43 + 0.26 1.00

3.36 + 0.26 0.98

2.08 + 0,05 0.61

0.80 + 0.07 0.23

1.17 + 0.03 434

0.63 + 0.01 0.18

* Rate: nmol Oz or Fe2* min-l (mg protein)-l (+ SD, n = 2); R.A: relative activity, a ratio

of a rate over that of control.

Table 3-2.Effect of inhibitors of complex III and quinol oxidaseon fructose oxidation.

Oxidation by Fe

Rate *

2.19 + 0.19

10.28 + 1.09

Endogenous

Control

Antimycin A

Myxothiazol

HQNO

Control

HQNo

219

Concentration

R.A

1.18 ¡0.34

1.43 + 0.10

0.91 + 0.00

0.27

1.00

l0 pM

0.1mM

40 pM

40 pM

Oxidation by Ot

Rate +

0.94 + 0.02

3.65 + 0.05

3.59 + 0.01

3.60 + 0.04

3.28 + 0.11

0.11

0.14

0.09

* Rate: nmol 02 or Fe2* min-1 (mg protein)-l (* SD, n = 2); R.A: relative activity, a ratio

of a rate over that of control.

R.A

0.26

1.00

0.98

0.99

0.90

10 pM

40 pM

Oxidation by Fe'*

Rate *

4.40 + 0.23

4.58 t 0.08

4.44 + 0.20

2.79 + 0.19

10.28 + 1.09

13.08 + 1.55

9.50 + 1.04

12.00 =2.04

R.A

0.21

1.00

r.21

0.92

1.fl

1.00

r.04

1.01
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Fig. 3-1. Relative activities of respiration by 24 mg cells in Oxygraph (I.2 mL) in the

presence of different alcohols (a) and sugars (b). Except for myo-inositol (50 mM)

and raffinose (16 mM), all alcohols and sugars were present at 80 mM.
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atabrine; Am: amytal; R: rotenone; PA: piericidin A.
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Fig. 3-8. Oxidation of fructose (F, 80 mM) with and without the combinations of CCCP

(10 pM) and HQNO (H, 40 ¡rM) after cells (24 mg / L2 mL) had been preincubated

with 2 mM KCN for 25 min.
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reaction sYStem.
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tested in2 mL system included 40 mg cells in water of pH 3.5. Cells were harvested

and suspended ín water of pH 3.5 and kept at room temperature before testing. The

pH values were continuously recorded by a computer connected to the pH meter.

The initial pH may shift within 0.1 unit due to the sensitivity change of the electrode

of pH meter after more than long time of tests. In another experiment, when cells

were kept at 4 "C, the pH decreased from 3.24 to 3.2I during fructose oxidation

(data not shown).
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Part IV

oxidatÍon of Yeast Extract (YE) and Casamino Acids (CA)
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Unknown compounds in yeast extract (YE) and casamino acids (CA) were oxidized

by A. ferrooxidans using Oz as the terminal electron acceptor. Complex I inhibitors

rotenone, amytal and piericidin A partially inhibited the oxidations of YE and CA but

atabrine had no effect. Complex III inhibitors myxothiazol and antimycin A showed

partial inhibition but HQNO, an inhibitor of complex III and quìnol oxidase, as well as

complex IV inhibitors KCN and NaN3 strongly inhibited the oxidations. FeCl3 had no

effect. Uncouplers slightly stimulated the oxidations at concentrations much lower than

those used to stimulate Fe2* oxidation. Although the nature of the oxidizable compounds

is unknown, the results suggest that their oxidation possibly used the downhill electron

transport pathways similar to the pathways of endogenous oxidation except that an

HQNO-sensitive dehydrogenase may also involved.

.Abstract
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Amino acid L-cysteine was oxidized by A. ferrooxidans by first reducing Fe3* to Fe2*

on the cell surface and then Fe2* being oxidized via the Fe2* oxidation system as shown

in Part I. A question that may be asked is if other amino acids could also be oxidized by

this organism. Thus other i9 standard amino acids, casamino acids and vitamin-

containing yeast extract were tested to see if any could be oxidized by the cells.

Furthermore, if any of the potential substrates has been found to be oxidizedby the cells,

the effects of electron transport inhibitors, uncouplers and Fe3* will be investigated

trying to figure out the possible electron transport pathways.

Introduction
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4.tr. Oxidation of YE and CA by Or and F e3*

L-cysteine was oxidized by A. ferrooxidans usingthe Fez* oxidation system as shown

in Part I. The 19 standard amino acids at a concentration of 2 - 8 mM were tested by

using 4.8 mg cells in Oxygraph (1.2 mL) but none showed an oxidation rate fast enough

to carry out further detailed studies (data not shown). However, unknown compounds in

yeast extract (YE) and casamino acids (CA), could be oxidized by this organism using

02 as a terminal electron acceptor. The unknown compounds in IVoYE and 3Vo CA was

quickly oxidized by the cells in Oxygraph (I .2 mL) consuming about 60 - 7 0 nmol and

30 - 40 nmol 02, respectively and then the oxidation rates slowed down (Fig. a-1). YE

and CA could also be oxidized by the organism using Fe3* as a terminal electron

acceptor, and Fe3* reduction by YE (I7o) or CA (3Vo) in 4 mg cells in I mL reaction

system finished in 10 min and produced the theoretical amount of Fe2* corresponding to

the amount of 02 consumed in oxygraph (200 - 250 nmol Fe2* from IVo YE and 100 -

i50 nmol Fe2* from 3Vo CA) (data not shown). Detailed studies of Fe3* reduction by YE

and CA were not carried out due to (1) the nature of the oxidizable compounds in YE

and CA is unknown; (2) the reaction was too fast (finished in 10 min) to be measured

accurately; (3) the quantity of Fe2* produced is small and higher concentrations of YE

and CA would make the samples more turbid. Further studies of oxidation of YE and

CA by Oz have been carried out to figure out the possible electron transport pathway(s).

The rates in all experiments were calculated in the time periods of controls consuming

60 nmol Oz for YE oxidation and 30 nmol 02 for CA oxidation.
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4.2.Effect of electron transport inhibitors

Table 4- 1 and Figs. 4- 1, 4-2, 4-3 show the effect of electron transport inhibitors on

oxidation of YE and CA. Complex I inhibitors, 0.1 mM rotenone, 2 mM amytal and

piericidin A, inhibited YE oxidation by 8 - 3l7o and CA oxidation by 23 - 48Vo, but 2

mM atabrine showed no effect. Inhibitors of complex l7I(bq complex), 10 pM

anrimycin A and 40 pM myxothiazol, inhibited oxidation of YE and CA by 8 - 44Vo'

HQNO, an inhibitor of complex III and quinol oxidase, showed a strong inhibition by up

to 90Vo on oxidation of both YE and CA. Complex IV inhibitors, 2 mM KCN and 1 mM

NaN3, strongly inhibited oxidation of YE and CA almost completely.

4.3. Effect of uncouplers and FeCl¡

Table 4-2 shows the effect of uncouplers on oxidation of YE and CA. CCCP at 0.5

¡rM stimulated Fe2* oxidation (see Part I) and at 10 pM stimulated endogenous

respiration (see Part II) but it inhibited oxidation of YE an CA at both concentrations.

DNP at 20 pM stimulated Fe2* oxidation (see Part I) and at 30 ¡rM stimulated

endogenous respiration (see Part II) but DNP at 20 pM inhibited oxidation of YE and

CA. The stimulation could be demostrated when even lower concentrations of

uncouplers were used. DNP at 0.5 pM and 1 pM showed stimulation on CA oxidation

by 2l7o and,26Vo, respectively. Thus oxidations of YE and CA are more sensitive to

inhibition by uncouplers than oxidation of Fe2* or endogenous substrates.

FeClr at 4 mM had no effect on oxidation of YE and CA (Fig. a-Ð. The fast rate in

the initial 1 min was due to the oxidation of Fe2* contained in FeCl3 stock solution.
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4.4. Oxidation of YE and cA by spheroplasts and cell free extracts

Both yE and CA were not oxidized by cell free extracts (data not shown), but they

were oxidized by spheroplasts (Fig. 4-5) with an activity of 507o of that of whole cells

(Table 4-3).



Discussion and conclusions
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The inhibition of YE and CA oxidations by rotenone, amytal and piericidin A but not

by atabrine (Table 4-i and Figs. 4-1) indicates the oxidation of the unknown

compound(s) in YE or CA used an downhill electron transport pathway that starts at

NDH-1¿o*n (see Fig. 2-45), but did not use the Fe2* oxidation system by directly

reducing Fe3* to Fe2* on the cell surface (as in cysteine oxidation) as discussed in Part I.

This is also supported by the observation that FeClg showed no effect on the oxidation

fig. a-a).

That HQNO strongly inhibited the oxidation of YE and CA (Table 4-1 andFig. 4-2)

possibly suggests that (1) electrons from Q were transferred to quinol oxidases bd and

boz and / or to åc1II (see Frg.2-45), and / or (2) electrons from YE or CA may be first

transferred to an unknown dehydrogenase which is sensitive to the inhibition by HQNO.

An example of such an enzyme in this organism is the thiosulfate-quinol reductase

which was strongly inhibited by HQNO (Brasseur et aL.2004). Complex III inhibitors

myxothiazol and antimycin A also showed partial inhibition on the oxidation of YE and

CA (Table 4-I andFig. a-D. This indicates that at least some electrons from Q were

transferred to bcJI but does not mean that all electrons went to åc1II. Since the

oxidation rates of YE and CA were I0 - 20 times faster than the endogenous oxidation

rate, it is possible that the oxidation rates of YE and CA were very close to the maximal

levels which could only be achieved by using both the fast pathway from Q to Fe3+ and

the slow pathway from Q to bc1II, similar to the situation in fructose oxidation.

Complex IV inhibitors KCN and NaN3 strongly inhibited the oxidation of YE and CA

(Table 4-I and Fig. a-3) indicating that the main portion of electrons was transferred

through aat / bq to Oz as shown in Fig. 2-45 and supporting the hypothesis that the
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oxidation rates of YE and CA were close to the maximal and that the oxidation requires

the fast Fe-containing pathway. This hypothesis is also supported by the high sensitivity

of the oxidation to the inhibition by uncouplers (Table 4-2) and the decrease of

oxidation rates by spheroplasts compared to the rates by the whole cells. An electron

carrier system operating at maximal rates may be sensitive to a small change in proton

concentration caused by uncouplers and also may be disrupted during the preparation of

spheroplasts.

Since YE and CA contain L-cysteine (Cys) which can be oxidized by A. ferrooxidans

using the Fe2* oxidation system (see Part I), it was suspected that the oxidation of YE

and CA was due to the oxidation of Cys. According to the amino acid composition of

YE and CA reported by Farrell et al. (1993), YE and CA contain l7o and0.07Vo Cys,

respectively. Thus IVo YE and 3Vo CA contain 0.1 mM and 0.17 mM Cys, respectively.

Although the rates and total oxygen consumption of the oxidation of 7Vo YE and 3Vo CA

are close to the theoretical values based on the oxidation of Cys in I7o YE and 3Vo CA,

the effects of Fe3* and electron transport inhibitors on Cys oxidation and the oxidation

of YE and CA are different (Table 4-4). Cys oxidation was greatly stimulated by Fe3*,

strongly inhibited by atabrine and not highly sensitive to the inhibition by rotenone,

amytal and HQNO, while the oxidation of YE and CA was not affected by Fe3* and

atabrine but was more sentitive to the inhibiton by rotenone, amytal and HQNO. These

results indicate that the oxidation of YE and CA may not be due to the oxidation of Cys.

The oxidation of YE and CA may be due to the oxidation of other unknown components

instead of Cys. The concentrations of other amino acids are much higher than those of

Cys in YE and Cys according to the calculation based on the data reported by Farrell et
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af . Q993). For example, the concentrations of lysine (2.3 mM and 16.7 mM) are 20 and

100 times higher than the concentrations of Cys (0.1 mM and 0.17 mM) in lVo YE and

3Vo CA, respectively. So it is possible that other amino acids preferentially chelated the

ferric iron on the cell surface of A. ferrooxidans before Cys had a chance to chelate it.

Therefore, the oxidation of YE and CA is similar to oxidation of endogenous

substrates and fructose, in using the downhill electron transport pathways starting at

NDH-l¿e*n or NDH-2 as shown in Fig. 2-45.Furthennore an unknown HQNO-sensitive

dehydrogenase may also be engaged in the reaction.
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Table 4-1. Effect of electron transport inhibitors on oxidation of YE and CA.

Effect of complex [V inhibitors

Endogenous

Control

KCN

NaN¡

Concentration

Effect of complex I inhibitors

Control

Atabrine (At)

Rotenone (R)

Amytal (Am)

R+Am

Control

Piericidin A

YE (IVo) oxidation

Rate x

2mM

1mM

0.65 + 0.10

18.80 + 0.81

1.20 + 0.05

2.58 + 0.00

R.A

2mM

0.1mM

2mM

CA (3Vo) oxidation

0.03

1.00

0.06

0.14

Effect of inhibitors of complex III and quinol oxidases

Rate +

18.80 + 0.81

19.09 + 0.23

13.05 + 0.78

11.37 + 0.10

lt.93 +0.52

18.39 + 0.41

12.32 + 0.76

241

Control

Antimycin A

(An)

Myxothiazol

(My)

An +My

HQNO (H)

0.00 + 0.00

15.26 + 0.42

0.00 + 0.00

0.00 + 0.00

R.A

0.5 pM

1.00

r.02

0.69

0.92

0.63

1.00

0.61

0

1.00

0

0

15.26 + 0.42 1.00

14.89 + 0.21 0.98

10.18 + 0.21 0.61

1 1.12 + 0.05 0.73

7.99 + 0.05 0.52

11.43 ¡0.39 1.00

8.80 + 0.44 0.17

10 ¡^LM

40 pM

17.40 + 0.81

13.85 + 1.02

15.94 + 0.08

12.84 + 0.16

2.24 + 0.81

294 + 0.63

* Rate: nmol 02 min-l 1mg protein)-l (+ SD, n = 2); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a

rate over that of control.

4pM

40 pM

1.00

0.80

0.92

0.74

0.13

0.t]

15.34 + 0.10 1.00

9.91 + 0.31 0.65

13.20 + 0.36 0.86

8.57 + 0.31 0.56

2.94 + 0.51 0.19

1 .15 + 0.16 0.07



Table 4-2.Effect of uncouplers on oxidation of YE and CA.

Control

CCCP

Concentration

DNP

0.5pM

10 pM

YE (IVo) oxidation

Control

DNP

20 pM

0.1mM

Rate *

18.39 + 0.47

16.38 + 0.16

10.08 + 0.26

+ Rate: nmol 02 min-l lmg protein)-1 (* SD, n = 2); R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a

rate over that of control.

Table 4-3. Comparison of the rates of oxidation of YE and CA by spheroplasts and

whole cells.

14.95 + 0.76

11.17+0

R.A

0.5 pM

1pM

1.00

0.89

0.55

CA, (3Vo) oxidation

Rate x

11.43 + 0.39

0.81

0.61

10.1 + 0.26

8.19 + 0.13

242

10.78 + 0.00

8.10 t- 0.34

Endogenous

YE (IVo)

CA (3Vo)

R.A

1.00

0.94

0.72

Rate: nmol Oz min

13.98 + 0.10

16.93 + 1.85

17.58 + 0.91

0.94

0.16

Cells (Rc)

0.89 + 0.03

18.01 + i.03

14.86 + 0.16

(mg protein)-' (* SD, n = 2)

1.00

T,2I

1.26

Spheroplasts (Rs)

0.90 + 0.04

9.22 t 0.18

7.84 + 0.00

Rs/Rc

1.00

0.51

0.53



Table 4-4. Summary of the oxidati on of 2 mM Cys, lVo YE and 3Vo CA by A.

ferrooxidans. *

Cys contained

Rate **

02 (nmol) in 1.2 mL xx

ft¿¡g xxx

Oz (nmol) in L2 ml-xt<x

Inhibition (7o) by electron transport inhibitors

R (0.I mM rotenone)

Am (2 mM amytal)

R+Am

0.4 mM atabrine

2 rnl/I atabrine

0.5 ¡rM piericidin A

An (10 ¡rM antimycin A)

My (a0 ¡rM myxothiazol)

An+My

4 pM HQNO

40 pM IIQNO

An + My + 40 ¡rM HQNO

2 mM Cys

300

>310

I7o YE

0.1mM

20

60-10

15

30

5

1l (lmM Am)

10

63

85

2

T2

24

243

3% CA

0.17 mM

15

30-40

26

51

Stimulation (Vo) by FeCl¡

31

I
JI

0

33

20

8

26

81

83

02 consumption (nmol) within 1 min tn 1.2 mL (4.8 mg cells were used)

1 mM FeCl¡

4 mM FeCl¡

33

21

48

2

23

35

24

44

81

93

*Rate (nmol 02 min-l (mg of protein)-l and some data are taken from Part I; **

Experimental data; *x* Theoretical data based on Cys oxidation.

4 mM FeCl3

30

39

314

340

62 (0.2 mM Cys)

No effect No effect

0
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Oxidation of Formic Acid
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Different electron transport inhibitors and uncouplers have been tested for formic acid

oxidation by Oz and Fe3* in A. ferrooxidans. Complex I inhibitors rotenone and

piericidin A only partially inhibited formic acid oxidation but atabrine and amytal had

no effect. Complex III inhibitors antimycin A and myxothiazol also partially inhibited it

but HQNO, an inhibitor of both complex III and quinol oxidases, inhibited it by about

907o even at low concentrations. Complex fV inhibitors KCN and NaN¡ showed much

less inhibition on formic acid oxidation than on Fe2* oxidation at low concentrations, but

inhibited formic acid oxidation nearly completely at 1 mM. The inhibitors of plant

alternative oxidase, SHAM and propyl gallate which are iron chelators, inhibited formic

acid oxidation by 30 - 107o, but other iron chelators had no effect. Uncouplers CCCP

and DNP only inhibited 02 reduction but 0.5 pM DNP 20 nM CCCP stimulated Fe3*

reduction for the first 10 min. Possible electron transport pathways for oxidation of

formic acid were proposed and the effects of uncouplers were explained.

,A.hstract
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It has been reported that A. ferrooxidans could grow on formic acid aerobically by

using 02 as a terminal electron acceptor (Ponk el al. I99Ib) and anaerobically by using

Fe3* as a terminal electron acceptor (Ponk et aI. 199Ia). However, the electron transport

pathways for oxidation of formic acid are still unknown in this organism.

Formate oxidation is catalyzed by a formate dehydrogenase (FDH) producting CO2

andZH. FDHs have been found in bacteria, fungi, mammals as well as in plants and are

involved in cell respiration under various environmental conditions (de Bok et al.2003;

Ferry 1990; Oro and Rappoport 1959; Overkamp et al.2002; Hourton-Cabassa et al.

1998; Sawers 1994).

Under aerobic conditions in aerobic organisms, formate is mainly oxidized by the

NAD*-dependent oxygen-insensitive FDHs while under anaerobic conditions, formate is

oxidized by NAD*-independent oxygen-sensitive FDHs (de Bok et aL.2003; Feny 1990;

Oh and Bowien 1998). The NAD*-dependent FDHs do not contain metals and cofactors.

The NAD*-independent FDHs contain molybdenum or tungsten cofactors and iron

sulfur centers.

Among prokaryotes, E. coli which is a proteobacterium as A. ferrooxidans, is Íhe

organism whose FDHs have been studied most extensively. There are three types of

FDHs in E. coli including FDH-N, FDH-O and FDH-H (Benoit et al. 1998; Boyington

etal.199l; Jormakka etal.2002; Jormakka etal.2003; Søballe and Poole 1999). Both

FDH-N and FDH-O contain molybdenum, heme and non-heme iron, åis-molybdenum

guanine dinucleotide (åls-MGD) cofactors and intrinsic selenocysteine (SeCys). They

contain three subunits (cr, p, y) and the corresponding subunits from these two enzymes

lntroduction
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have 45 -75Vo identity. Their y-subunits are the transmembrane segments and contain

heme b groups which can bind the inhibitor HQNO. The u,- and p-subunits are located in

the periplasm in FDH-N but in the cytoplasm in FDH-O. FDH-N is expressed in

anaerobic conditions when nitrate is available and is also a part of a respiratory chain by

reducing menaquinone (MQ) to menaquinol (MQH2) which then reduces nitrate to

nitrite. FDH-O is mainly expressed under aerobic conditions and is slightly induced by

nitrate under anaerobic conditions. It is also a part ofa respiratory chain by reducing

ubiquinone (UQ) to ubiquinol (UQHz) which then reduces nitrate to nitrite. FDH-H is

expressed during fermentative growth and is apart of the hydrogen lyase complex

which decomposes formate to COz and H2. It is a membrane-bound but cytoplasmically-

oriented enzyme with a four-domain ap-structure containing SeCys, a Fe¿S¿ cluster,

molybdenum, two åis-MGD cofactors.

The FDH(s) in A. fetçoxidarzs has not been characterized but formate oxidation by

the cell extracts of formate-grown cells was found to be NAD(P)* independent (Pronk et

al. 1991b).

In this study, different electron transport inhibitors and uncouplers have been studied

on oxidation of formic acid by 02 and Fe3* trying to build the possible electron transport

pathways for formate oxidation in A. ferrooxidans.
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Results



5.L. Oxidation of formic acid at different concentrations

Fig. 5-1 shows the oxidation of formic acid at different concentrations. The oxidation

rate of formic acid reached the maximum of approximat ely 20 nmol 02 min-l lmg

protein)-l at 0.1 mM formic acid when Oz was used as the terminal electron acceptor,

and of 33 nmol Fe2* min-l (mg protein) 1 at 5 mM formic acid when Fe3* was used as the

terminal electron acceptor and cytochrome c oxidase was inhibited by 2 mM KCN'

Higher concentrations of formic acid became inhibitory. The maximal rate of Fe3*

reduction in terms of electrons transferred was less than 50Vo of that of Oz reduction'

The amount of Fe2* produced during Fe3* reduction never reached the stoichiometric

values based on the calculation of the complete oxidation of formic acids to COz (Fig' 5-

1). However, the oxidation of 0.1 mM formic acid (120 nmol) in Oxygraph (1'2 mL)

consumed 60 nmol 02 fig. 5-3a). This agrees with the stoichiometry of formic acid

oxidation following reaction 9.
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Substrate inhibition at high concentrations of formic acid was expected because of

known toxic effects of formic acid to this acidophilic bacterium (lngledew 1982, Pronk

et al. 1991b), but the shift in the optimal formate concentration from 0.1 mM to 5 mM

when Oz was replaced with Fe3* as electron acceptor (Fig. 5-1) was unexpected.

Formate-grown cells (Pronk et al. l99la) in the presence of 0.1 mM formate reduced

0.2 mM Fe3* anaerobically while aerobically in 10 pM azide reduced less than 0.1 mM

Reaction 9. Oxidation of formic acid by Ozin A. ferrooxidans.

2 HCOOFI + Oz --- Z Co,z + 2Élzo



Fe3* and more slowly. Since no anaerobic experiments have been carried out in this

study, the reasons for the unexpected results in Fig. 5-1 are unknown.

5.2. Effect of uncouplers

CCCP and DNP inhibited only the formic acid oxidation by 02, ever at the

concentrations lower than those stimulating Fe2* oxidation (Table 5-1). CCCP and DNP

also inhibited formic acid oxidation by Fe3*, but the inhibition was not as strong and 20

nM CCCP and 0.5 ¡rM DNP stimulated the oxidation in the initial 10 min by l37o and

93Vo, respectively (Fig. 5-2).

5.3. Effect of complex n rnhibitors

Table 5-2 and Fig. 5-3 show the effect of complex I inhibitors on formic acid

oxidation by Oz and Fe3*. Atabrine had no effect on Oz reduction and amytal had no

effect on both 02 and Fe3+ reduction. Formic acid oxidation was inhibited by rotenone

and piericidin A but the oxidation was less sensitive to the inhibition than the oxidation

of endogenous substrates and fructose (see Part II and III). Rotenone at 0.1 mM and 0.5

mM inhibited formic acid oxidation by Oz by 34Vo and 48Vo, respectively and inhibited

the oxidation by Fe3* by 27Vo and 417o, respectively. Piericidin A at 0.5 pM and 2.5 pM

inhibited the 02 reduction by IlVo and26Vo, respectively and inhibited the Fe3*

reduction by I)Vo and2J7o, respectively. This inhibition pattern is different from that of

Fe2* oxidation, oxidation of endogenous substrates, fructose, YE or CA (Table 5-3).

Formic acid oxidation is different from the oxidation of Fe2* and the compounds

interacting with iron (as shown in Part I) also in the combined effect of atabrine and
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CCCP. Combination of 2 mM atabrine and 10 pM CCCP had a similar inhibitory effect

as 10 ¡rM CCCP alone (Fig. 5-4). It should be mentioned that formate dehydrogenase in

this organism is NAD(P)*-independent (Pronk et al. I99lb).

5.4. Effect of inhibitors of cornplex trx[ and quinol oxidase

Table 5-4 and Fig. 5-5 show the effect of the inhibitors of compex III and quinol

oxidase on formic acid oxidation by 02 and Fe3*' Antimycin A at 0.1 mM and 80 ¡rM

myxothiazol, inhibited 02 reduction and Fe3* reduction by 15 - 18Vo, respectively

(Table 5-4). HQNO, an inhibitor of complex trI and quinol oxidase, showed strong

inhibition on 02 and Fe3* reduction even at low concentrations. HQNO at 4 pM

inhibited 02 and Fe3* reduction by 867o and78Vo, respectively. HQNO is an inhibitor of

sulfide or thiosulfate quinone reductase of A. ferrooxidans (Brasseur et al. 2004) and

heme å-containing formate dehydrogenase of E. coli (Benoit et al. 1998; Jormakka et al'

20O2; Jormakka et al. 2003). The response of formic acid oxidation to inhibitors of

complex III and quinol oxidase is similar to oxidation of Fe2*, YE and CA (inhibited by

the inhibitors, although Fe2* oxidation was less sensitive to inhibition) but different from

oxidation of endogenous substrates and fructose (not inhibited by the inhibitors).

5.5. Effect of complex IV inhibitors

A detailed study of complex IV inhibitors KCN and NaN3 inhibition of 0.1 mM

HCOOH oxidation by 2.4 mg cells at changing inhibitor concentrations is shown in Fig.

5-6. It is obvious that KCN inhibition was progressive with time at 0.1 and 0.2 mM

while NaN3 inhibited the oxidation instantly and then some activity recovered. Similar
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inhibition patterns by KCN and NaN3 were obtained for Fe2* oxidation also when the

reaction was started with addition of cells (see Part I, Figs. 1-7 &. 1-8). KCN at 50 pM

and 0.1 mM showed progressive inhibition while NaNs inhibition was instant and then

some activity recovered. As mentioned in Part I, the pattern of KCN inhibition is

possibly due to the time-dependent penetration of cyanide anion into the cells and the

pattern of NaN¡ inhibition may be due to the instant inhibition of ATP synthase

followed by the weak acid effect of NaN3. Fe2* oxidation, however, was much more

sensitive to KCN and NaN3 inhibition than formate oxidation. For example, 50 ¡rM

KCN inhibited Fe2+ oxidation by 97%o,but formate oxidation only by 28Vo and5 pM

NaN¡ inhibited Fe2+ oxidation by gT%o,butformate oxidation only by lIVo. This

difference is understandable since the rate of Fe2* oxidation is around 50 times faster

than formate oxidation. If the same cytochrome oxidase is used for both oxidations

formate oxidation theoretically was only 2Vo of the cytochrome oxidase activity used for

- 
')L

Fe"' oxldatlon.

When the cell concentration was increased by 1O-fold from2.4 mg to 24 mg cells and

the formate concentration was increased by 5-fold to 0.5 mM the rate of oxidation was

around l0-fold (Fig. 5-7). KCN at 2 mM inhibited the oxidationby 977o, but rhe

remaining activity was still higher than endogenous respiration, perhaps due to electrons

flowing to KCN insensitive oxidases.

5.6. Effect of iron chelators

In the presence of 4 mM FeCl¡ the rate of formate oxidation slowed down initially

and then became faster (Figs. 5-8 & 5-9), but the addition of 4 mM FeCl¡ stopped the
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residual activity in the presence of 2 mM KCN (Fig, 5-7). The inhibitors of plant

alternative oxidases, SHAM and PG which are iron chelators (Siedow and Bickett 1981),

also inhibited formate oxidation. SHAM at 2 mM inhibited itby 70Vo when either 2.4

mg cells (Fig. 5-8) or 24 mg cells (Fig. 5-7) were used. PG at 2 mM inhibited formate

oxidation by 30Vo although 2 mM PG alone was oxidized by cells (see Part I) with an Oz

consumption rate of 85Vo of that of control formate oxidation (Fig. 5-10). Other iron

chelators, 4 mM tiron (Fig. 5-8), 8 mM EDTA and 0.44 mM o-phenanthroline (data not

shown), had no effect. The effects of Fe3*, SHAM and PG will be interpreted later.

5.7. Oxidation of'formic acid by spheroplasts and cell free extracts

Formic acid was not oxidized by cell free extracts at pH 3.5 and 6.5 (data not shown),

but it was oxidized by spheroplasts with an activity (9.06 t 0.36 nmol 02 min-l (mg

protein)-r) or 34Vo of the activity by whole cells (26.57 + 3.1 1 nmol 02 min-l 1mg

protein)-1).
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Formic acid was oxidized by A. ferrooxidans (Fig. 5-1) with a maximal rate at 0.1

mM when 02 was used as the terminal electron acceptor and a maximal rate at 5 mM

when Fe3* was used as the terminal electron acceptor. Higher concentrations of formic

acid became inhibitory. The substrate inhibition at high concentrations of formate was

also reported by Pronk et al. (199lb) who also showed that the maximal 02 reduction

rate was achieved by 0.1 mM formate. The reason for the substrate inhibition of formate

oxidation was due to the toxicity of organic acids (Pronk et al. 1991b). The formate

concentration required for maximal Fe3* reduction rate was SO-times of the

concentration for the maximal 02 reduction rate. This was unexpected since substrate

inhibition was applied to both 02 and Fe3* reduction. Furthermore, the amount of Fe2*

produced from Fe3* reduction was much less than the theoretical stoichiometric values

(Fig 5-1b) based on the calculation of the complete oxidation of formic acid to CO2.

This agrees with the report by Pronk et al. (1991a) that in the presence of 10 pM NaN3

the aerobic reduction of Fe3* did not produce the stoichiometric amounts of Fe2*.

However, the authors demonstrated that in the absence and presence of 10 ¡rM NaN3

Fe3* reduction by formate showed stoichiometric amounts of Fe2* under anaerobic

conditions. Therefore, the presence of 02 may interfere with the Fe3* reduction by

formate.

Complex I inhibitor atabrine had no effect on formate oxidation (Table 5-2) and the

combination of 2 mM atabrine and 0.5 pM CCCP did not produce higher inhibition than

CCCP alone (Fig 5-a). This indicates that formate oxidation is different from rhe

oxidation of Fe2* and the compounds interacting with iron (see Part I). Complex I

inhibitors 0.1 mM rotenone and 0.5 pM piericidin A showed less inhibition on formate
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oxidation than on endogenous and fructose oxidation while amytal had no effect on

formate oxidation but significantly inhibited endogenous and fructose oxidation (Table

5-3), suggesting that complex I may not be involved in formate oxidation. This is in

agreement with the finding that formate oxidation by cell extracts of this organism was

NAD(P)*-independent (Pronk et al. 1991b). Since it is well known that some electron

transport inhibitors are not specific and can inhibit more than one enzyme, one

possibility for the partial inhibition of formate oxidation by rotenone and piericidin A

was the inhibition of formate dehydrogenase (FDH). However, the FDH(s) in

A.ferroxida¡zs has not been isolated and its genes have not been identified and cloned

although the ability of this organism in growing on formate (Pronk et al. 1991a, l99lb)

and oxidizing formate by iron-grown cells indicates the existence of FDH(s) in this

organism. Preliminary bioinformatics searches of the partial genome sequence of

A.ferroxidarzs only identify the genes coding for the subunits of formate hydrogenlyase

and formate dependant nitrate reductase (data not shown). The identification of formate

hydrogenlyase agrees with the possession of hydrogenase and the ability of growth on

Hz by this organism (Drobner et al.1990). The amino acid sequences of the subunits of

formate hydrogenlyase have high similarities to the amino acid sequences of the

subunits of NDH- 1s in this organism (data not shown) indicating that the hydrogenlyase

may have the binding sites for rotenone and Piericidin A. Since formate hydrogenlyase

directly oxidizes formate to COz and H2 and is not supposed to be a part of an electron

transport chain, it is unknown if A. ferroxidans uses the same enzyme in the course of

Oz and Fe3* reduction by formate.
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The identification of the gene coding for the formate-dependent nitrate reductase in

this organism (data not shown) indicates the existence of the FDH-O like enzyme which

could directly transfer electrons to ubiquinone pool, similar to the case in E. coli (see

"Introduction"). Although not proved, it is possible that the FDH-O in A. ferrooxídans

shares similarities with NDH-1s and so has rotenone and piericidin A binding sites. The

difficulty in identifying the FDH-O and other types of FDHs may be due to the poor

simila¡ities of these enzymes in this organism with the known FDHs in other organism

or due to the incompleteness of the genome information in this organism.

The growth on formate is still considered to be autotrophic growth in A.

ferrooxidans. If formate was oxidized by donating electrons to FDH to uibiquinone /

ubiquinol pool (Q) and finally to 02 or Fe3*, the reducing power (NADH) for COz

fixation must be produced via an uphill reaction from Q to NDH-luo to NAD* since the

FDH involved in 02 or Fe3+ reduction was indicated to be NAD(P)*- independent in this

organism (Pronk et al.i991b). This seems to be contradictory with the results that

atabrine and amytal inhibited the uphill reaction during Fe2* oxidation (see Part I and

Elbehti et al. 2000) but had no effect on formate oxidation (Table 5-2 andFig. 5-4). The

lack of inhibition of formate oxidation by atabrine and amytal may be due to that even

smaller proportion of electrons flowed along the uphill reaction (NAD* reduction)

compared to the case in Fe2* oxidation. The rate of formate oxidation, similar to the rate

of GSH and PG oxidation (See Part I), was 50 times slower than the rate of Fe2+

oxidation. As discussed in Part I, when the reaction rate is slow, the proportion of

electrons going to the uphill reaction would be smaller and so less inhibition by complex

I inhibitors would be expected. In fact, formate oxidation (Table 5-2), similar to the
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oxidation of GSH and PG (Table 1-26), was not inhibited by amytal. The inhibition of

atabrine on the oxidation of GSH and PG was due to other effect of atabrine on Fe2*

oxidation other than inhibiting NDH- 1. The high sensitivity of formate oxidation to the

inhibition by uncouplers DNP and CCCP (Table 5-1 and Fig. 5-2) may also indicate the

involvement of the uphill reaction which requires Lp or the fact that formic acid already

uncoupled the cells (pKa value of HCOOH is 3.8).

Complex III inhibitors antimycin A and myxothiazol partially inhibited formate

oxidation by l5%o (Table 5-4) indicating the involvement of complex III (åc1II) during

the oxidation. HQNO, an inhibitor of complex III and quinol oxidase, inhibited formate

oxidation by 907o at a low concentration of 4 pM using 02 or Fe3+ as the terminal

electron acceptor (Table 5-4 and Fig. 5-5). The strong inhibition of formate oxidation by

HQNO, different form the great stimulation of endogenous oxidation by HQNO, is most

likely due to the inhibition of FDH especially considering that Fe3* reduction by formate

was almosr complerely inhibited by 10 pM HQNO (Table 5-4 and Fig. 5-5b). rn E. coli,

the anaerobically functioned FDH-N contains heme b and has been shown to have

HQNO binding site and the aerobically functioned FDH-O also contains heme b and is

supposed to be inhibited by HQNO (see "Introduction"). It is quite possible that the

putative FDH-O in A. ferrooxidans also contains heme b and could be inhibited by

HQNO. The effect of HQNO on formate oxidation may also suggest the involvement of

bcü and quinol oxidases bd and / or bq since the strong inhibition of formate oxidation

by HQNO in both Oz and Fe3* reduction occurred initially and then some activity

recovered (Fig. 5-5). The later-time activity recovery is perhaps caused by the shift of
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electrons to the pathway from Q to Fe3* after bcll and quinol oxidases bd and bqltave

been inhibited by HQNO (see Fig. 2-45).

When 2.4 mg cells were used, complex IV inhibitors KCN and NaN¡ at low

concentration showed less inhibition on formate oxidation (Fig. 5-6) than on Fe2*

oxidation (Figs. l-7 &. 1-8). This may be because of the remaining activity of

cytochrome c oxidase (aa3 / ba) after inhibition by low concentrations of KCN or NaNs

still performing a substantial oxidation of formate. However, KCN and NaN3 at 1 mM

almost completely inhibited formate oxidation when2.4 mg cells were used (Fig. 5-6).

This may be interpreted by the inhibition of both cytochrome c oxidase and FDH by

KCN and NaN¡ since it was reported that the FDH of Pseudomonas oxalaticus was

inhibited by KCN and NaN3 (Quayle 1966) although there is no available direct

evidence showing KCN and NaNE inhibition of the FDH(s) in A. ferrooxidans. Wben24

mg cells were used, 2 mM KCN inhibited the oxidation of 0.5 mM formic acidby 97Vo

with the remained activity higher than the endogenous oxidation activity (Fig. 5-7)

suggesting the shift of electrons to the oxidases other than cytochrome c oxidase (see

Fig.2-a5).

FeCl¡ at 4 mM strongly inhibited the activity in the presence of 2 mM KCN and 0.5

mM formic acid (Fig. 5-7) indicating that electrons were preferentially transferred to

Fe3* making the oxidation more sensitive to KCN inhibition. ln the presence of 4 mM

Fe3, the 02 consumption rate during formate oxidation was slow initially and then

increased (Figs. 5-8 & 5-9) although stoichiometry for 0.5 02 per formate was

maintained (Fig. 5-9). Formate at 5 mM showed a substrate inhibition with a reduced

rate of 02 consumption and a more pronounced inhibiton by 4 mM Fe3* lFig. 5-9b). The
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time course of Oz consumption suggests again that formic acid is perhaps oxidized by

Fe3* preferentially and Fe2* formed is oxidized by Oz under these conditions. These

conditions are similar to the conditions used in Fe3* reduction experiments in Fig. 5-1

where Fe3* reduction rate by formate was optimal. One plausible explanation for the

"slow-fast" oxidation pattern of formate oxidation in the presence of Fe3* (Fig. 5-9) and

the slow reduction of Fe3* by formate (Fig. 5- 1) may be due to the change of the

midpoint redox potential from +0.77 V (Fe3* /Fe2* couple) to +0.67 V (HCOOFe2* /

Fe2*) caused by the chelation of formate to Fe3*. However, the small decrease (0.10 V)

of the midpoint redox potential may have not led to the dramatic effect of formate

oxidation by Fe3*. The dramatic effect is perhaps accounted for by the interference of Oz

with the stepwise oxidation of HCOOH to COz with Fe3* when Fe2* oxidation is

inhibited as in Fig. 5-1 since aerobically the reduction of Fe3* by formate is slow and

non-stoichiometric compared to the anaerobic reduction of Fe3* (Pronk et al 1991a).

Inhibition of formate oxidation by the inhibitors of plant AOX (alternative oxidase),

SHAM and PG, (Figs. 5-1 &.5-10) raises again the possibility of AOX involvement or

the inhibition of åcrII and quinol oxidases bd and bqby SHAM and PG as discussed in

endogenous respiration (Part II). It is also possible that SHAM and PG could inhibit the

putative FDH-O in A. ferrooxidans by binding to the non-heme iron of FDH-O as it was

reported that the FDH-N and FDH-O contain non-heme iron in E. coli (see

"Introduction").

The lower activity of formate oxidation by spheroplasts compared to the activity by

whole cells may be due to the damage or disorganization of electron transport enzymes
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or the loss of periplasmic content during the preparation of spheroplasts as discussed in

the previous parts.

According to the above discussion and the results, a possible model for the electron

transport pathways of formate oxidation in A. ferrooxidans is shown in Fig. 5- I 1. It was

proposed that during formate oxidation, electrons are transferred to Q and then mainly

go through the same pathways as used for endogenous oxidation and a portion of

electrons released would go to the uphill pathway from Q to NDH-luo to reduce NAD*.
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Table 5-1. Effect o f uncouplers on oxidation of formic acid by 02.

Control

DNP

Concentration

0.1 ¡^tM

0.2 pM

0.5 pM

1 trM

5pM

10 pM

20 pM

Control

CCCP

Rate +

23.75 + 0.13

22.71 + 0.47

22.76 + 0.00

21.61 + 0.05

21.15 + 0. 16

18.39 + 0.26

16.35 + 0.26

13.39 + 0.42

lnM
2nN4

5nM

10 nM

20 nM

50 nM

0.1 pM

0.2 ¡iM

0.5 pM

I trM
5 ¡rM

R.A
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1.00

0.96

0.96

0.91

0.89

0.tl
0.69

0.56

23.44 + 0.52

23.44 + 1.15

22.55 + 0.21

22.40 + 0.31

22.19 + 0.21

22.14 + 0.16

21.67 + 0.21

21.46 + 0.21

20.41 + 0.05

18.44 + 0.05

16.56 + 0.21

7.71 + O.36

+ Rate: nmol 02 min-1 lmg protein)-l; R.A: relative activity, a ratio of a rate over that of

control.

1.00

1.00

0.96

0.96

0.95

0.94

0.92

0.92

0.87

0.79

0.1r

0.33



Table 5-2.Effect of complex I inhibitors on formic acid oxidation.

Control

Rotenone

Concentration

10 pM

50 pM

0.1mM

0.5 mM

Control

Amytal

Oxidation by Oz

Rate *

23.28 + 0.45

20.41 + 0.36

11.5 + 0.51

15.42 + 0.63

12.03 + 0.10

R.A

0.1 mM

0.5 mM

1mM

2mM

1.00

0.88

0.15

0.66

0.52

Oxidation by Fe

Control

Atabrine

Rate *x

24.32 x.0.47

24.69 + 0.05

24.21 + 0.52

24.58 t 0.89

23.23 + 0.31

33.12 + 0.25

270

R.A

24.63 + 3.44

20.01 + 1.63

Control

Piericidin A

0.i mM

lmM

2mM

1.00

r.02

1.00

1.01

0.96

1.00

21.15 + 0.21

2099 + 0.31

20.42 + 0.31

20.83 + 0.78

33.15 + 3.51

opM

0.5 pM

2.5 yt"M

* Rate: nmol 02 min-1 (mg protein)-l; x* Rate: nmol Fe2* min-1 (mg protein)-l; R.A:

relative activity, a ratio of a rate over that of control.

0.13

0.59

1.00

0.99

0.97

0.98

33.38 + 3.80

1.00

26.67 + 0.31

23.10 + 0.00

19.69 + 0.63

0.99

1.00

0.89

0.74

33.15 + 3.51

30.32 + 252

1.00

0.90



Table 5-3. Comparison of inhibition (Vo) of complex I inhibitors on oxidation of

different substrates by A. ferrooxidans at pH 3.5.

Complex I Terminal ¿-

Inhibitor acceptor

2mM

atabrine

2mM

amytal*x

Oz

Fe3*

0.1mM

rotenone

¡14re

Oz

Fe3*

0.5 pM
piericidin

A

t7

Endog Fructose YE

Oz

Fe3*

8: Numbers in table represent the values of percentage (7o) of inhibition; Endog:

endogenous substrates; YE: yeast extract: CA: casamino acids; formic: formic acid; ND:

not determined. ** Concentration wasl mM in Fe2* oxidation. The values other than in

formic acid oxidation were taken from Part I, II, III, and IV.

Oxidized substrate *

i5

0

0

Oz

Fe3*

18

42

45

0

ND

2tI

0

48

46

l1

83

0

ND

CA

46

92

82

86

8

ND

0

ND

formic

ND

91

3T

ND

27

ND

0

ND

JJ

ND

33

ND

0

0

23

ND

34

27

11

10



Table 5-4. Effect of inhibitors of complex III and quinol oxidases on formic acid

oxidation.

Control

Antimycin A

Concentration

lpM

1OpM

50¡iM

0.1mM

Control

Oxidation by O,

Rate *

23.28 + 0.45

22.66 + 0.05

20.21+ 0.05

20.05 -r 0.42

19.48 + 0.16

Myxothizol

4pM

1OpM

40 pM

80 pM

R.A

1.00

0.91

0.87

0.86

0.84

Control

HQNO

Oxidation by Fe3*

24.38 + 0.47

23.59 + 0.21

22.92 + 0.52

22.08 -r 0.05

20.57 -r 0.36

212

Rate **

33.15 + 3.51 1.00

0.1 pM

0.4 pM

1pM

4pM

10 pM

R.A

1.00

0.91

0.94

0.91

0.84

27.18 + 1.52

* Rate: nmol Ozmin-r (mg protein)-l; *+ Rate: nmol Fe2* min-l (mg protein)-l; R.A:

relative activity, a Íate relative to that of the control rate.

19.38 t 0.63

16.25 + 0.05

9.90 + 0.42

4.90 + 0.05

2.66 + 0.42

33.15 + 3.51 1.00

0.82

1.00

0.84

0.51

0.25

0.14

28.64 + 2.13

35.31 + 3.78

9.53 +2.28

5.78 + 1.41

4.03 + 0.63

1.63 + 2.31

0.85

i.00

0.21

0.16

0.11

0.05
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Fig. 5-1. Oxídation of formic acid at different concentrations by 02 and Fe3*. 1a¡ Rate

comparisons; (b) time course of Fe3* (4 mM) reduction by formic acid at several

concentrations. Error bars represent standard deviation (n = 3) (a) or standard errors

(n = 3) (b). In 02 reduction,2.4 mg cells were added to start the reaction in a I.2 mL

system. In Fe3* reduction, 4 mg cells were added to start the reaction in a 1 mL

system.
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The effects of uncouplers and electron transport inhibitors on the oxidation of Fe2*,

some Fe3*-reacting organic compounds, endogenous substrates, fructose, yeast extract

(YE), casamino acids (CA) and formic acid in A. ferrooxidans have been investigated.

Fe2* is oxidized by using the cytochrome c oxidase as the terminal oxidase and during

this reaction some electrons are transferred along an uphill pathway to reduce NAD*

(Fig. I-26). The uphill reaction (NAD+ reduction) during Fe2+ oxidation was indirectly

proved by using the concept of respiratory control. The energy in the form of AE

(Euzottno2-EFú*/F"2*) will be converted to proton motive force (Ap) and an equilibrium

tends to occur between AE and Ap during Fe2* oxidation. Any process that decreases Ap

will increase the disequilibrium between AE and Âp leading to the acceleration of Fe2*

oxidation. Conversely, a process that increases Ap will decrease the disequilibrium

between AE and Ap leading to the inhibition of Fe2* oxidation.

Uncouplers CCCP and DNP, which dissipate Ap, stimulated Fe2* oxidation

maximally by 30Vo (Table 1-1 and Fig. 1-1) indicating a normal respiratory control

- 
)t

durrng -h,e-' oxrdatlon.

During Fe2+ oxidation, Lp is mainly consumed in two processes: ATP generation

through ATP synthase and NAD* reduction via the hypothetical uphill electron transport

pathway (from cytochrome c to NDH-lup) Gig. I-26). If the hypothetical uphill electron

transport pathway is involved in Fe2* oxidation, the inhibition of this pathway by the

inhibitors of NDH- 1 up or bclI would increase Ap leading to the inhibition of Fe2*

oxidation. Under this condition, the increased Ap caused by the inhibitors of NDH-1 uo

or bcl will be destroyed by an uncoupler leading to the stimulation of Fe2* oxidation.

Tables 1-5 and 1-6 and Fig. 1-13 show that Fe2* oxidation was inhibited by complex I
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(NDH-1"') inhibitors (rotenone, amytal and atabrine) and complex III (bcJ) inhibitors

(HQNO, antimycin A and myxothiazol) and the reduced activities caused by the

addition of these inhibitors were stimulated by 10 ¡rM or 100 pM DNP with the

exception of atabrine-reduced activity. The results, as expected, indicate the existence of

the uphill reaction (NAD+ reduction) during Fe2* oxidation (Fig. l-26).

The Fe3*-reacting organic compounds ascorbic acid (Vc), propyl gallate (PG), SHAM,

L-cysteine (Cys), glutathione (GSH) and tiron are oxidized by first reducing Fe3* on the

cell surface of A. ferrooxidans to Fe2* and Fe2* is oxidized via the Fe2*-oxidizing system

(Fig.I-26). The evidences include: (1) these organic compounds chemically reduce Fe3*

to Fe2* (Table I-23); (2) the oxidation of these organic compounds by Ozis grearly

stimulated by FeCl3 (Table l-26); (3) the oxidation of these compounds and the

oxidation of Fe2* are affected similarly by uncouplers (Table 7 and.Fig. 1-18) and the

inhibitors of complex I (Table I-26), complex Itr (Table I-26) and complex IV (Table

7).

Among the NDH-I inhibitors, atabrine showed an unique inhibitory effect on the

oxidation of Fe2* and the above-mentioned Fe3*-reacting organic compounds. If atabrine

is an specific inhibitor of NDH-luo (Fig. l-26), two phenomena should be observed: (1)

the reduced oxidation activities caused by atabrine should be stimulated by an uncoupler

as those by rotenone and amytal (Figs. I-13 &. 1-18); and (2) atabrine should show less

inhibition on the oxidation of the Fe3+-reacting organic compounds than on Fe2*

oxidation as rotenone and amytal did (Table l-26). However, atabrine showed stronger

inhibition on the oxidation of the Fe3*-reacting organic compounds than on Fe2*

oxidation (except on PG oxidation) (Table I-26), and the reduced oxidation activities
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caused by atabrine were further inhibited by uncouplers (Table 8). The results indicate

that atabrine is not an specific inhibitor of NDH-loo (Fie. l-26) andit must also inhibit

Fe2* oxidation at other site(s) other than NDH-1u0. Since the oxidation of other

substrates (endogenous substrates, fructose, YE, CA, formic acid, etc.) was not

significantly stimulated by Fe3* (Table 9), and was not inhibited by atabrine (Table 9),

atabrine can be used to quickly determine if the oxidation of a compound by A.

ferrooxidans is mainly using the Fe2+-oxidizingsystem. It is possible that one of the

functional sites of atabrine inhibition is at complex I. The uphill reaction from

cytochrome c to NDH-1 (Fig. l-26) was inhibited by 65Vo by 0.7 mM atabrine when rhe

oxidation of external reduced cytochrome c instead of Fe2* was studied (Elbehti et al.

2000). Since NDH-1 contains flavin, it is possible that at least part of the inhibition of

the uphill reaction was due to the inhibition of NDH-1"0.

Two types of complex I (NDH-1) may exist inA. ferrooxidansbecause (1) the

opposite effects of atabrine and piericidin A have been observed on Fe2+ oxidation and

the oxidation of endogenous substrates and fructose (Tables 7-26 and 9); and (2) the

genes coding for the subunits of two types of NDH-1 have been identified in the partial

genome sequence of this organism (see the example in Fig. I-25). NDH-1,' is involved

in NAD* reduction (Fig. 1-26) and NDH-ldo*n in NADH oxidation (Fig.2-aÐ.

Endogenous substrates can be oxidized by O, or Fe3* (see Part II of Chapter III). The

electron transport pathways of endogenous oxidation start from NDH-ldo*n and NDH-2

and end at cytochrome c oxidases (aa3 and ba) and / or quinol oxidases (bd, bq and the

unknown oxidase) under aerobic conditions and at a Fe3* reductase on the cell surface

(not shown in figure) under anaerobic conditions or in the presence of CN- or N3- (Fig.
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2-45). Since the respiratory quotient (CO2 / Où of endogenous respiration is close to 1.0

(Table 2-3 andFig.2-24), it suggests that the endogenous substrates in A. ferrooxidans

belong to carbohydrate of which complete oxidation to CO2 requires an operational

TCA cycle. The carbohydrate nature of endogenous substrates agrees with the early

studies in that most prokaryotes accumulate and oxidize glycogen for survival and

energy of maintenance (Dawes 1976). As discussed in Part II of Chapter III, a complete

TCA cycle may exist in this organism and the low activities of some key enzymes are

fast enough for endogenous metabolism. Although the stimulation of endogenous

respiration by the complex II inhibitor TTFA (Table 2-7 andFig.2-16) does not fit the

expectation that complex II (succinate dehydrogenase) should be involved in

endogenous metabolism, the major parts of the model (Fig. 2-aÐ for endogenous

oxidation are supported by this study. Endogenous oxidation was inhibited by complex I

inhibitors only by 5OVo (TabIe 9) indicating the involvement of both complex I (NDH-

l¿o*n) and NDH-2 (Fig.2-a5). Although specific inhibitors of NDH-2 are not available

to confirm its involvement, the electron donor produced from the TCA cycle should

mainly be NADH since complex II inhibitor TTFA did not inhibit endogenous

respiration (Table 2-l andEig.2-I6).The NDH-I inhibitor rotenone at 0.1 mM inhibited

endogenous respiration in the presence of the uncoupler 30 pM DNP more strongly

(907o) (Fig.Z-la) than in the absence of an uncoupler (50Vo) (Table 9), supporting that

NDH-16o*n pumps protons but NDH-2 does not (Fig.2-aÐ. In the absence or presence

of 10 pM CCCP, endogenous respiration was strongly inhibited by 2 rnNI KCN initially

but the activity recovered later (Fig. 2-I4) indicating that electrons mainly flow to

cytochrome c oxidase in the absence of KCN but shifted to quinol oxidases (bd, bot
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and ?) after 2 mM KCN was added (Fig.2-a5). CCCP (added at zero time) greatly

stimulated endogenous respiration in the absence of KCN (Fig.2-l4b) indicating that

cytochrome c oxidase pumps protons (Fig.2-aÐ. The rate of endogenous respiration in

the presence of CCCP and KCN (both added at zero time) was much higher than that in

the presence of KCN (added at zero time) durin g 20 to 60 min (Fig. 2-rub) indicating

that quinol oxidases bd and / or b4 are involved in proton-pumping (Fig.2-aÐ. Since

HQNO inhibits bc1l., bd and b4 (Fig.2-45), the great stimulation of endogenous

respiration by HQNO (Fig.2-14a) supports that electrons bypassed bclI, bd and boz and

went to cytochrome c oxidase. Since Fe2+ oxidation via the pathway from Fe2* to

cytochrome c oxidase is 1000 times faster than endogenous oxidation via the pathway

going through Q to bc1tr (Fig.2- Ð, the pathway directly from Q to an unknown

electron carrier, Fe3*, and to cytochrome c oxidase can be much more efficient than the

pathway going through Q to åcrtr. HQNO at 40 pM greatly stimulated endogenous

respiration and the increased activity was strongly inhibited by KCN are remained

inhibited over 60 min period (Fig.2-I4a) supporting the possibility of the pathway from

Q to the unknown electron carrier (?) to Fe3+ Fig.2-aÐ. The cells must "open" this new

pathway when the ratio of the reduced ubiquinone over the oxidized ubiquinone is high

(in the presence of HQNO). The activity or the quantity of the åc1II was too low in the

Fe2*-grown cells (in this study) to perform a reaction faster than the normal endogenous

respiration as Brasseur et al. (2004) reported that bc1l, was detectable only in the sulfur-

grown cells and bcl only in the Fe2*-grown cells. The activity in the presence of CCCP

and KCN was srrongly inhibited by HQNO (Fig.2-l4b) confirming rhar bd and bo3

were inhibited by HQNO, and the remaining activity was further strongly inhibited by
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0.1 mM rotenone (Fig.2-l4b) indicating the involvement of an unknown quinol oxidase

which is not sensitive to KCN and HQNO (Fig.2-aÐ. The activity in the presence of

KCN and HQNO (Frg.2-I4a) was not stimulated by the addition of CCCP (Fig.2-14b,

KCN + HQNO + CCCP) indicating that the unknown quinol oxidase is not involved in

proton-pumping (Fig. 2-45).

Among the 20 sugars and sugar alcohols tested, fructose was the only one that greatly

increased the respiration rate compared to the endogenous rate (Fig. 3-1) suggesting the

metabolism of fructose by A. ferrooxidans. Since the genes coding for the fructose

transporter proteins have not been found in the partial genome sequence of this

organism, it may suggest that fructose enters the cells by a concentration-dependent

diffusion and this is supported by: (1) the rate of fructose oxidation increased almost

linearly with the increase of fructose concentration up to 80 mM and higher

concentrations showed inhibition (Fig.3-2); (2) fructose oxidation was strongly

inhibited by 0.3 M sucrose (Fig. 3-3). The respiratory quotient (COz / O) of fructose

respiration, similar to that of endogenous respiration, was close to 1.0 (Fig. 3-9)

agreeing with its carbohydrate nature. As discussed in Part trI of Chapter III, CO2 ma]

be produced from the TCA cycle. The electron transport inhibitors and uncouplers

showed similar effects on fructose oxidation as on endogenous respiration (Table 9)

supporting that fructose oxidation is using the same electron transport pathway that are

used for endogenous oxidation (Fig.2-aÐ. Complex I inhibitors showed higher

inhibition on fructose oxidation than on endogenous respiration (Table 9) suggesting

that more electrons flowed to NDH-1oo*,n (Fig. 2-45). Compared to the great stimulation

on endogenous respiration, HQNO and the uncoupler CCCP showed no effect on
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fructose oxidation (Table 9) possibly because fructose oxidation was close to the

maximal rate and was using the maximal capacity (all enzymes are operating at their

maximal rates) of the electron transport pathways (Fig. 2-aÐ as discussed in Part III of

Chapter III. In fact, the rate of fructose oxidation was close to the rate of endogenous

respiration in the presence of 40 pM HQNO or 10 ¡rM CCCP (see Part II and part III of

Chapter trI). Complex fV inhibitors showed almost complete inhibition on fructose

oxidation (Table 9) supporting that fructose oxidation must use the fast pathway from e

to an unknown electron carrier, Fe3*, to cytochrome c oxidase (Fig.2-aÐ.

The oxidation of YE, CA and formic acid was not affected by atabrine and Fe3*

(Table 9) indicating that the oxidation was different from that of the Fe3*-interacting

organic compounds (Table r-26). The oxidation of yE, cA and formic acid was

significantly inhibited by complex I inhibitors rotenone and piericidin A (Table 9)

suggesting that the electron transport pathways for endogenous metabolism (F1g. Z-aS)

may be used for the oxidation of YE, cA and formic acid. However, HeNo at a low

concentration (4 pM) almost completely inhibited the oxidation of YE, CA and formic

acid (Table 9) indicating that a HQNO-sensitive dehydrogenase(s) instead of NDH-1¿o*n

may be the first electron transport enzyme(s) for the oxidation of YE, CA and formic

acid and some electrons may be transferred to NDH-1"0 (Fig. 5-11). The strong

inhibition of the oxidation of YE, CA and formic acid by complex IV inhibitors (Table 9)

suggests the oxidation must use the fast pathway from Q to an unknown electron carrier,

Fe3*, to cytochrome c oxidase (Fig.2-aÐ. Compared to endogenous respiration, the

oxidation of YE, CA and formic acid was more sensitive to the inhibition by uncouplers

(Table 9). The reasons may be due to: (1) the energy requirement of substrate uptake
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(YE, CA) or (2) the weak acid property and unknown detrimental effects (of formic acid)

as discussed in Chapter III.

Based on this study and the currently available information in the literature, a general

model of the electron transport pathways in A. ferrooxidans is shown in Fig. 8.
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Table 7. Comparison of the effects of uncouplers (CCCP and DNP) and complex fV

inhibitors (KCN and NaN:) on the oxidation of Fe2*, Vc, PG, Cys, GSH and tiron.*

0.5 ¡rM CCCP

10 pM CCCP

20 pM DNP

30 pM DNP

1 mM KCN

2 mM KCN

0.1 mM NaN¡

1 mM NaN¡

2s (s) 13 (S) 12 (r)

10 (D le (Ð 26 (r) le (r)

28 (S) 12 (s) 12 (r)

Vc

20 (s) 11 (s)

100 (D 100 (Ð

100 (r)

100 (D 100 (D

100 (Ð

* The numbers in the table represent percentage (Vo). S: stimulation; I: inhibition. Tiron

oxidation was measure in the presence of 4 mM FeCl: and detailed studies of SHAM

oxidation were not carried out (see Part I of Chapter III).

cys

Table 8. Effect of an uncoupler (CCCP or DNP) on the atabrine-reduced activities

during the oxidation of Fe2* and the organic compounds that interact with Fe3*. x

es (D

e6 (r)

84 (D

e6 (D
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14 (s) 13 (r)

4 (s) st (r)

17 (r)

8 (s)

ee (Ð ee (r)

ee (r) ee (r)

7 (s)

100 (Ð

r00 (r)

Concentrations used

Atabrine (At)

DNP

CCCP

Inhibition (7o)

Fe'*

At

Uncoupler

At + uncoupler

2mM

0.1mM

Vc

0.1 mM

10 pM

* Tiron oxidation was measure in the presence of 4 mM FeCl3 and detailed studies of

SHAM oxidation were not carried out (see Part I of Chapter III).

T7

T6

56

2mì¡I

10 pM

cys

46

27

62

0.4 mM

10 pM

GSH

9

11

23

2m]0l4

100 rrM

63

T9

72

2 tnM

10 pM

25

I4

65

58

57

t4



Table 9. Comparison of the effects of the inhibitors of complex I, complex Itr and

complex fV, uncouplers and Fe3* on the oxidation of different substrates.*

Substrate

xk
2mMAt

2mMAm

0.1 mM R

0.5 FM PA

v)

Xq)

o
(.)

4pMH

40FMH

10 FM An

0.1 mM An

10 pM My

a0 pJvI My

17 (D

ls (D

18 (D

0

Endog.

0

42 (D

48 (D

46 (r)

àr
XO
åË
EEêtr

Fructose YE

14 (r)

16 (Ð

7 (r)

2 mM KCN 100 (t) 40-60 (I)---+

80-90 (t) ---+

0-30(Ð

1 mM NaN3 100 (Ð 70 (I) ->
40 (s)

100 (s)

1s0-360 (s)

3 (I)

s (s)

000
77 (I) 8 (r) 27 (Í)

82 (Ð 31 (D 33 (D

33 (D 23 (r)

.A

0)

o
CJ

Þ
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0.s pM CCCP 25 (s)

10 pM CCCP 10 (D

20 FM DNP 28 (S)

30 pM DNP 20 (S)

CA

1(s)

2 (r)

1 (r)

0-10 (D

e0 (D 80 (D

80 (r) e0 (Ð

20 (Ð 3s (r)

+
c)

ÉÊ

0

0

34 (D

11(D

4 mM FeCl3

* The numbers in the table represent percentage (Vo). S: stimulation; I: inhibition. Endog.:

endogenous substrates; At: atabrine; Am: amytal; R: rotenone; PA: piericidin A; H: HQNO; An:

antimycin A; My: mythoxiazol. Data with Ozreduction at pH 3.5 are compared. Rate

comparison during endogenous oxidation: 2 mM KCN (0 - 15 min, 15 -25 min,25 - 60 min), 1

mM NaN3 (0 - 8 min, 8 - 60 min), 4 mM FeCl3 (0- 30 min, 30 - 60 min).

80 (D

8(D 14(Ð

170-250 (S)

170 (s)

e0 (D

13 (D

16 (Ð

6(D

e(Ð

e0 (D

80 (Ð

10-20 (S)---+

0-10 (D

100 (Ð

e0 (r)

3G)

11 (t)

4s (D

le (D

100 (r)

100 (D

2 (r)

6(Ð

38 (D

6 (r)

100 (Ð

0-10 (s) 0-20 (s)

2r (D

44 (r)

4 (s)
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Major discoveries made in this study are:

(1) Stimulation of Fe2* oxidation in A. ferrooxidans by uncouplers has been

demonstrated. Uncoupler stimulation on Fe2* oxidation indicates respiratory control

during Fe2* oxidation and may also suggest proton pumping by cytochrome c

oxidase.

(2) The uphill reaction (NAD+ reduction) during Fe2* oxidation was clearly

demonstrated by the effects of the inhibitors of complex I (rotenone, amytal and

atabrine) and complex III (antimycin A, myxothiazol and HQNO) in the absence and

presence of an uncoupler. In the absence of uncoupler, Fe2* oxidation was reduced

by these inhibitors and these reduced activities were stimulated by the addition of an

uncoupler with the exception of atabrine inhibition. This indicates that some

electrons were flowing along the uphill electron transport pathway to NDH-1uo

-2+during Fe'- oxidation (Fig. l-26) and the uphill electron transport pathway is the

other "valve" in addition to ATP synthase in controlling the respiration.

(3) Fe2* oxidation was inhibited by atabrine and the reduced activity could be further

inhibited by the addition of an uncoupler. These two reactions are the special

features for Fe2* oxidation in A. ferrooxidans. Some Fe3*-interacting organic

compounds such as ascorbic acid (Vc), propyl gallate (PG), salicylhydroxamic acid

(SHAM), L-cysteine (Cys), glutathione (GSH) and tiron could be oxidized by this

organism using the Fe2*-oxidizingsystem but with a lower rate. The oxidation of

these organic compounds was also inhibited by atabrine and the reduced activities

were further inhibited by the addition of an uncoupler.

300
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(4) The inhibition of Fe2* oxidation and formate oxidation by KCN was time-dependent

in agreement with what was expected. In the presence of NaN3, Fe2* oxidation and

formate oxidation stopped instantly but some activities recovered after a while. The

instant inhibition was possibly due to the inhibition of ATP synthase by NaN3 and

the later activity recovery was due to the uncoupling effect of the weak acid property

of HN¡. Therefore proton flowing into the cells via ATP synthase is possibly

obligatorily coupled to the oxidation of Fe2* and formic acid.

(5) The oxidation of endogenous substrates in A. ferrooxidans by Oz or Fe3+

(endogenous oxidation) was successfully demonstrated by using a large amount of

cells. Endogenous oxidation was greatly stimulated by uncouplers, ionophores and

weak acids indicating a normal respiratory control during endogenous oxidation.

The extent of stimulation on an oxidation (endogenous oxidation) by these Ap

dissipaters was shown for the first time in this organism to be similar to the extent of

stimulation on the respiration by uncouplers in mitochondria and heterotrophic

bacteria.

(6) Endogenous oxidation was strongly inhibited by complex I inhibitors rotenone,

amytal and piericidin A indicating a downhill electron transport pathway starting

from NDH-1 for this oxidation. This is the first report showing an electron transport

pathway starting from NDH-1 for an oxidation in this organism.

(7) Complex I inhibitors atabrine and piericidin A showed opposite effects on Fe2*

oxidation and endogenous oxidation. Atabrine did not inhibit endogenous oxidation

but inhibited Fe2* oxidation, while piericidin A inhibited endogenous oxidation but

did not inhibit Fe2* oxidation, suggesting the possibility of two types of complex I
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(NDH-l) in this organism: one (NDH-l¿o*n) involved in the downhill reaction

(endogenous oxidation) and the other (NDH-luo) involved in the uphill reaction

(Fe2+ oxidation). This is also supported by the identification of the genes coding for

two types of NDH-1 in the partial genome sequence of A. ferrooxidans.

(8) Complex tV inhibitors, KCN and NaN3, only partially inhibited endogenous

respiration indicating the involvement of other terminal oxidases in addition to

cytochrome c oxidase. The reduced activity of endogenous respiration by KCN or

NaNs was further inhibited by the addition of HQNO, an inhibitor of complex III

and heme å-containing quinol oxidases, and the remained activity was strongly

inhibited by rotenone, indicating the involvement of quinol oxidases (bd and bq)

and an unknown terminal oxidase that is not sensitive to KCN, NaNs and HQNO.

(9) HQNO, an inhibitor of complex trI and heme å-containing quinol oxidases, greatly

stimulated endogenous oxidation. KCN or NaN3 more strongly inhibited the

stimulated activity of endogenous respiration by HQNO than that by uncouplers. It

was proposed that HQNO stimulation was due to the shifting of electrons to a fast

electron transport pathway involving iron and the cytochrome c oxidase pathway.

(10) Amongthe 20 sugars and sugars alcohols tested, fructose is unique in that it was

oxidized with a significant rate by this organism using the electron transport

pathways used for endogenous oxidation.

(11) Unknown compounds in yeast extract (YE) and casamino acids (CA) were oxidized

by this organism by using the same electron transport pathways as endogenous

oxidation except that the oxidation may involve an HQNO-sensitive dehydrogenase

other than NDH-l¿o*n.



(12) Formate oxidation was strongly inhibited by HQNO at low concentrations

indicating that the FDH in this organism contains a quinone-reacting b type

cytochrome.

(13) The studies of the effects of electron transport inhibitors on formate oxidation

indicate that formate oxidation may use the electron transport pathways used for

endogenous oxidation after electrons have been transferred to Q (see Figs. 5-11 and

8).

(14) The inhibitors of plant alternative oxidase (AOX), SHAM and PG, significantly

inhibited formate oxidation. This indicates that the unknown terminal oxidase in Fig.

9 may be AOX or alternatively other enzyme(s) which may be inhibited by SHAM

and PG.

The discoveries in this work initiated many topics that need to be further investigated.

The following lists some directions in future studies.
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(a) The existence of two types of NDH-I in this organism needs to be confirmed by

cloning and expressing the genes of these two enzymes. Furthermore, the effects of

different inhibitors such as atabrine and piericidin A on each type of NDH- 1 should

be investigated.

(b) Atabrine is supposed to inhibit NDH-1uo but this study showed that it also inhibits

Fe2* oxidation at somewhere other than NDH-1up. The study of the atabrine

inhibition sites will greatly help the understanding of the mechanism of Fe2*

oxidation.
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(c) Inhibition of the oxidation of the Fe3+-interacting organic compounds (essentially

Fe2+ oxidation) by complex I and complex III electron transport inhibitors except

atabrine was less than the inhibition of Fe2* oxidation by these inhibitors. Since the

latter oxidation was much faster than the former oxidation, this study proposed that

the faster Fe2* oxidation is, the higher the proportion of electrons will flow to the

uphill pathway to NDH-1uo and so the higher the inhibition of Fe2* oxidation by

electron transport inhibitors will be" This hypothesis needs to be further confirmed

with more experiments.

(d) The model for the electron transport pathways of endogenous oxidation proposed in

this study is still a preliminary model. More studies are needed to make this model

complete since it may be the "central model" for the oxidation of many compounds

such as formate and fructose. Some electron carriers are still not clear in this model

(Fig.2-45 ). The unknown terminal oxidase needs to be investigated and even the

types of heme å containing quinol oxidases need to be further confirmed.

(e) SHAM, an AOX inhibitor, greatly stimulated endogenous respiration but inhibited

the HQNO-stimulated activity of endogenous respiration, the activity of endogenous

respiration in the presence of 10 pM cccP and 2 mM KCN, and the activity of

formate oxidation. This indicates the possibility of the existence of AOX in A.

ferrooxidans although the genes coding for AOX have not been identified in the

partial genome sequence of this organism. It is physiologically and evolutionarily

important to further investigate the existence of AOX in this organism.

(f) Some iron chelators such as o-phen. and EDTA stimulated endogenous respiration.

In this study it was interpreted as due to the redox potential changing of the iron on



the cell surface but the exact reason for the stimulation should be further

investigated.

(g) Formate oxidation was strongly inhibited by HQNO and partially inhibited by

complex I inhibitors rotenone and piericidin A. In this study it was explained that the

FDH in this organism contains heme b and,it is NAD(P)*-independent but has

binding site(s) for rotenone and piericidin A. Purification of the FDH(s) is required

to confirm these findings.

(h) In the presence of FeCI3 fomate oxidation by Ozwas initially slow but became faster

with time. The 02 reduction by formate was much faster than Fe3* reduction by

formate in the presence of KCN aerobically, and the former reaction was

stoichiometric but the latter was not. The unusual effects of Fe3* on formate

oxidation need to be further studied.

(i) In this study it was proposed that an uphill reacrion from e ro NDH-luo Gig. 5-11) is

required to generate NADH during formate oxidation. More experiments are

required to confirm this hypothesis.

O Fructose was shown to be oxidized.by A. ferrooxidazs but the mechanism of the

entry of fructose into the cells is unknown. Further investigation of this mechanism

will help the understanding of the autotrophic feature of this organism and make it

possible to grow this organism heterotrophically which may be industrially and

evolutionarily signifi cant.
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